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ACRONYMS and LABELS
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Alojamento Local (Short term rental)
Basic Income Network (PLUS partner)
Council of Europe
Cooperatives
Committee of Regions
Chief Technology Officer
Deliverable of PLUS (number)
Digital Ledger Technology
Description of Work/Description of Action
Data Protection Officer
(European) Digital Social Innovation – Project funded by Horizon2020 and carried
out by NESTA
European Commission
European Central Bank
European Territorial Observatory Network
European Union
Free, Libre and Open Source
Google Amazon Microsoft Facebook Apple
Globalization and World Cities
International Monetary Fund
Statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community
National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts (UK)
Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (in EuroStat)
Programa Renda Segura (Guaranteed Rental program – Lisbon)
Regulatory Framework
SOcial POlicy labs
Urban Authority Definition used in this report for the main governmental authority
in charge of city management. It generally corresponds to a municipality.
Open University of Catalunya (PLUS partner)
Urban Public sphere
Urban Technological Agency
World Bank
Work Package
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives
The main purpose of this report is to develop policy recommendations and discuss possible
scenarios of urban governance of the platform economy that could take into account their
interplay with the urban digital ecosystem and the ongoing processes of digital innovation
and transformation on urban socio-economic structures.
We analysed examples, cases and best practices of policies where urban authorities and urban
socio-economic actors are engaged in local governance initiatives aimed at mitigating the
negative impacts of the platform economy on labour and, more generally, on urban life, and
at maximizing the potential generation of public value.
The analysis aims to identify the contextual conditions and independent variables that
enabled innovative urban governance policies and to explore possible paths for their
dissemination and adaptation in other urban contexts.
The scope of this report component is not strictly focused on the direct regulation of the four
platforms researched by PLUS (Airbnb, Deliveroo, Helpling, Uber), nor on the regulation of
labour conditions under these platforms. Indeed, D 3.4 aims to explore in a more flexible
manner urban policy areas that can have a direct impact on reference industries for these four
platforms (i.e., tourism, delivery, transportation, cleaning services etc.), as well as crosscutting urban policies aimed to promote digital innovation and transformation (e.g., data
management policies, open access policies, open innovation initiatives, etc.).
The subjects considered in this research task are not strictly limited to the institutional actors
governing the city, such as the municipality or the metropolitan authorities, since the notion
of urban governance used in D3.4 encompasses a broader range of institutional and social
actors. Indeed, we expect to explore, and eventually extend, the arena of urban governance
actors in two directions: vertically, observing the relation between urban authorities, central
governments and other public authorities deployed at other territorial scales (e.g. courts,
specialized national agencies, independent oversight authorities, etc.) in terms of distribution
of power and competences, and horizontally - including local social actors (e.g. economic
organized actors, urban movements, local unions, organized and non-organized citizens) that
are directly engaged in structured governance experiments and participatory initiatives.
The technological dimension plays a pivotal role in this analysis, since platforms are here
considered both as the object of technological controversies carried out at city level regarding
their configuration and instrumentalization, as well as actors themselves, subjects that carry
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and reproduce technological bias through their integration in the urban socio-digital
ecosystem.
In detail, the main objectives of this report are:
•
•
•

•

To develop an analytical approach to interpret the urban governance framework for
the platform economy;
To apply the concepts and models to classify and interpret the 7 cities of PLUS;
To study cases and experiments of regulation or alternative configuration of platform
activity that can be interpreted within their urban governance context, using the
categories formerly developed;
To generalize some findings coming from case studies by discussing their contextrelated dependency and extract possible recommendations.

1.2 Structure of the report
The report is organized in 5 chapters:
Chapter 1 includes an introduction, the description of the structure and a note regarding the
role of this report within the broader framework of the PLUS action.
Chapter 2 provides a brief review of the scientific literature aimed to clarify the open
questions around the concepts that underlie the notion of "Governance of urban digital
ecosystem". The chapter also describes in detail the methodology that will be used to study
and observe how cities are dealing with the governance of their digital ecosystem, structured
around three key macro-variables (respectively: regulatory frameworks, urban public sphere,
urban technological agency).
Chapter 3 uses these three macro-variables to portrait the urban digital ecosystem of the
seven cities of PLUS, feeding the key indicators with secondary data collected and mapped
either from other PLUS´ deliverables, or from differentiated statistical sources, or else from
pre-existing scientific research (cfr. 1.3).
Chapter 4 reports one case study for each city, selected between projects, policies, and
experiments of alternative configuration of sectoral platforms, described taking into account
their regulatory dimension, the kind of actors engaged and the related decisional setting, and
the way in which technologies were used, developed and conceived. Finally, cases are
discussed “in context”, trying to draw a brief interpretation of the context-related
dependencies.
Chapter 5 includes a final set of recommendations developed starting from the insights from
case studies and reflects on the challenges of their replication in other urban contexts.
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1.3 Relations with other research activity in PLUS
This report is the outcome of Task 3.2 of PLUS, carried out between M12 and M30 of the
Action by the research team of the Center for Social Studies of the University of Coimbra
(hereinafter CES). The delivery of Task 3.2 has been modified with respect to the original plans.
Indeed, the methodology originally proposed for T3.2 in the DoA was built around the
collection of primary data from city stakeholders and policy makers. The redefinition of the
task’s methodology was required as the consequence of the overlapping between T3.2 and
the activities of primary data collection through interviews and focus groups carried out in
other tasks and involving a similar set of actors in the seven cities. This overlap and hyper
solicitation of urban stakeholders for research activity entails the risk to overstress them and
impoverish the quality of data and information collected. On top of this delicate balance, the
COVID emergency forced all tasks to slow-down and to shift human engagement activities in
a limited window of time, and finally incremented the mentioned risk of overstressing urban
stakeholders1.
In September 2020, CES proposed to the partners a new methodology for T3.2. This latter
relies principally on the collection, elaboration and analysis of secondary data already
available in public repositories, and on primary data attainable through the testing of web and
digital services of cities as “mystery shoppers”. In this manner, we were able to maximize the
reuse of the knowledge developed in previous tasks and WPs of PLUS, and - at the same time
- to minimize the effort to repeatedly and directly engage local stakeholders and relieve the
partners in each of the 7 cities from the risk to overstress their local networks.
In particular, the reports that have been extensively reused to feed this document are:

1

WP No

Deliverable No

Title

Partner

WP1

D1.1

Report on legislations at European, national
and urban level and on general terms and
conditions of the selected platforms

UNIBO

WP1

D1.2

Report on the different business typologies of
digital platforms in the sharing economy

UOC

The list of local stakeholder engagement activity in parallel to Task 3.2 was actually dense, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Task 2.4 Platform workers and managers interviews (MM: 9-18)
Task 2.5 Platform workers focus groups (MM: 19-21)
Subtask 3.1.4 Focus groups with sectoral actors and staeholders (MM: 16-17)
WP4 communities of practices (MM18-36)
Task 5.4 SOPO Lab Session 2 – Local level: "Labour Rights and organization in Platform Economy" (MM: 26-27)
Subtask 6.3.2 SOPO Lab Session 3 – Local level: “How to innovate Welfare for Platform Workers” (MM: 30-31)
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WP2

D2.2

Report on methodological tools for the
qualitative research

UNIBO

WP2

D2.3

Final Report on impact on technologies on
workers and labour process in the platform
economy

LUL

WP3

D3.1

Comparative Analytical Analysis across seven
city-specific reports

FORBA

WP3

D3.2

Policy brief: The impact of platform economy
on local employment and business dynamics
in selected industries

FORBA

WP3

D3.3

Practices of taxation and other redistributive
mechanisms at municipal level

BIN ITALIA

WP5

D5.1

Chart on Digital Workers Rights

UNIBO

Table 1-1 – D3.4 List of internal Sources

1.4 Next steps and follow up of this report in PLUS
This report is concluded with a series of reflections and recommendations addressed to urban
policymakers and targeting several sub-topics related to the impact of sectoral service
platforms on labour and in general on urban spaces.
These recommendations, together with the results of the other WP3 tasks and the results of
PLUS Tasks 6.1 and 6.2 (at the same time as writing this Discussion Paper on Local Welfare
Experiences report) will serve as a knowledge base for the development of Deliverable D 6.3.
This document will then be used to feed and stimulate debate in seven SOPO labs (SOcial
POlicy labs), one for each city involved in PLUS, to be held in Autumn 2021 as part of PLUS
Task 6.32.
On this occasion, urban policymakers from each city will be invited to discuss together with
other territorial actors how to innovate welfare for platform workers, starting from the
proposals included in the Discussion Paper on Local Welfare Experiences, where all the
different lines of research of PLUS (those that have addressed the theme of urban governance
of platform economy) will eventually conflate.

2

For additional information regarding the structure and organization of PLUS please consult the official website at:
https://project-plus.eu
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2.

GOVERNANCE OF THE URBAN DIGITAL
CHALLENGES AND OPEN QUESTIONS

ECOSYSTEM:

PLUS aims to provide a multidisciplinary analysis of the impact of platform labour in the urban
space, focusing on four platforms, considered as representative cases for their related
industries: Airbnb, Uber, Deliveroo and Helpling, and on their instrumentalization in seven
cities: Barcelona, Berlin, Bologna, Lisbon, London, Paris, Tallin.
Airbnb/shortterm rental
Barcelona
Berlin
Bologna
Lisbon
London
Paris
Tallinn

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Deliveroo/couri
er services

Helpling/cleanin Uber/passenger
g
transport, taxi

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

Table 2-1 – PLUS 4X7: four platforms in seven cities

The main purpose of this report is to provide policy makers with an interpretative framework
of the interplay between the possible patterns and examples of regulation at urban level of
the platforms studied within PLUS (defined also as “lean platforms”, cfr. 2.1.2) and the broader
approaches and methods of governance of the urban digital ecosystems, with the final goal to
define and identify possible recommendations.
In this chapter, we discuss a possible definition of the notion of “urban governance of the
digital ecosystem” and develop an analytical framework that will be used: (1) to study the
state of the art in the seven cities of PLUS, and then (2) to analyse and interpret examples and
cases of regulation and mitigation of the lean sectoral platforms’ activity carried out at the
urban scale.

2.1 Multifaceted notion of “urban governance of the digital
ecosystem”
The use of the notion of “urban governance of the digital ecosystem” requires a set of
preliminary clarifications and reflections that will help to define exactly the focus of this
report.
It would be useful to start reflecting on the implication of the two core elements underlying
this notion, providing our own definition of “urban governance” and “(urban) digital
ecosystem”.
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2.1.1 Urban governance
Even the understanding of “urban governance” entails - per se - several ambiguities, and can
be interpreted differently in different scientific domains or in diverse political contexts.
In general terms, the idea of governance entails a vision regarding how politics should be
organized and managed. Its subtext also implies a shift toward a more flexible, innovative, and
adaptive manner to make and implement decisions and public policies, so that they could face
more efficiently the complexity and uncertainties of contemporary societies, as opposed to
the “old fashioned” government methods and techniques that characterized the Keynesian
state. In this sense, the notion of governance is not neutral, and has been widely used as an
umbrella concept for a variety of public sector reforms that have been promoted starting from
the nineties. Namely, several scholars emphasized the neoliberal genealogy of this term and
the fact that his popularity arose along with the diffusion of the new public management
agenda, that adapted and translated to the public sector several concepts coming from the
private sector.
In this sense, the focus on the “urban” dimension of governance relates to the new role(s)
assigned to cities in re-designing the public sector after the crisis of the nation-state (Raco
2009). Nonetheless, in the last three decades the malleability of this notion and the variety of
contexts and actors that have used it (both in political and academic environments) have been
enabling different reconceptualizations, more or less alternative to each other. This is the
case, for example, of the use of the “Good governance” notion used by UNDP, OECD and other
international organizations (Elahi 2009), centred on the inclusive dimension in policy making.
In literature, it is also possible to find even an anti-hegemonic understanding of the notion of
urban governance as the one proposed by neo-municipalism, where it could be intended as
“the strategic transformation of municipal governance by citizen-led movements and the
radical democratization of urban political economies” (Thompson 2020, 5).
In this research, we will refer to three key conceptual issues underlying the notion of urban
governance.
•

First, the notion has to do with the urban rescaling of the functions and competencies
formerly carried out by the nation state or other institutional governments, in a
process that directly involved several international organizations as promoters of
institutional decentralization. The same EU, while planning and implementing a
supranational state restructuring process, has been in parallel promoting reforms to
restructure national institutions inspired to the subsidiarity principle and assigned to
subnational tiers of government a pivotal role in the distribution and use of resources
coming from structural funds. This double movement tended to downscale welfare
state competences (education and healthcare in primis) toward urban authorities, thus
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•

•

reflecting an attempt to deconstruct the rights to welfare associated to the Keynesian
nation-state (Brenner 2004).
Second, the notion of urban governance has to do with the restructuring of the urban
political sphere, and the assumption that urban politics are not limited to public
institutions, but also involve a broad variety of individual and collective actors. For
example, UN-HABITAT and several other International Organizations emphasize this
dimension in grey literature: “Urban governance is the sum of the many ways
individuals and institutions, public and private, plan and manage the common affairs
of the city. It is a continuing process through which conflicting or diverse interests may
be accommodated and cooperative action can be taken. It includes formal institutions
as well as informal arrangements and the social capital of citizens”(UN-HABITAT 2002,
14). As it is easily inferable, there are different understandings of who are the nonofficial urban actors and stakeholders that shall be considered as part of the renewed
urban sphere. Simplifying, on one hand such “extension” can be intended normatively
in an inclusive perspective, as an exhortation to involve all city inhabitants and
producers of urban space in urban politics, as for example in the case of the democratic
innovation experiments deployed in many European cities along the last decades (e.g
participatory budgeting, public consultations, citizens assemblies and juries,
participatory urban planning, living labs, etc.) (Saward 2003; U. Allegretti 2010). On the
other hand, it can be intended – in a less innovative manner - as a merely descriptive
perspective of the reconfiguration of urban political power under neoliberalism: I.e.
as a portrait of the shift of political power from public institutions toward mixed urban
regimes, which not only include strong local actors, but also local representatives of
transnational powers, international networks of interests and capitals, as well as those
infrastructural actors that are capable to condition the technological choices in the
urban political sphere (Mossberger and Stoker 2001; Blanco 2013).
Third, the notion of urban governance implies the extension of the urban politics
agendas, broadening the scope of intervention of urban politics to a wide range of
policy areas, often larger than those formally attributed to urban authorities. What
actually is the scope of urban governance, is a variable intertwined with the two
aforementioned phenomena (what kind of formal power has been actually devolved
to cities and what kind of substantial power relations shape urban political sphere).
Nonetheless, the historical rolling-out of the urban governance notion generally
relates it to topics and sectors typical of the neoliberal agenda and orients urban
governance to several policy areas aimed at creating entrepreneurial and attractive
environments for competitive businesses and international capitals. In this perspective
a pivotal role is played by the shaping of networks and infrastructures necessary to
make the urban environment attractive toward international capitals and for
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entrepreneurs, including - in particular - those digital infrastructure (both soft and
hard) that compose the urban digital ecosystem (Gauk et al. 2019): I.e. key enablers
of innovative businesses development.

2.1.2 Urban digital ecosystems and platformization processes
To prevent a possible terminological confusion, it is useful to further specify the use of some
other terms. Namely, we will focus our analysis of the configuration of the four sectoral
platforms studied by PLUS (Uber, Deliveroo, Helpling, Airbnb), contextualizing their impact in
the broader notion of “urban digital ecosystem”, that is here used to refer to the complex
sociotechnical infrastructures that enable and define the conditions through which the four
platforms work.
The underlying assumption of this report (and of the whole PLUS project) is that the urban
digital ecosystem of European cities is undergoing a process of platformization, meaning
that the platforms and their organizational models have been getting growing relevance and
are even re-shaping the social and technical boundaries of urban societies. In this report, we
will adopt the analytical trisection proposed by van Dijk (van Dijck, Poell, and de Waal 2018):
i) the micro-level of the single platforms, ii) the meso-level of an ecosystem of platforms and
iii) the macro-level of the platform societies. This tripartite division will be useful since the
relations between urban governance, stakeholders and digital platforms has to be investigate
in a polyhedric way due to the increasing complexity and interdependence between them.
In particular, the taxonomy proposed by van Dijk distinguishes between:
•
•
•

Infrastructural platforms (Big five, ora GAMFA – Google, Amazon, Microsoft Facebook,
Apple)
Sectoral platforms → connective platforms (Uber, Airbnb, Deliveroo, etc)
Complementors

This taxonomy of platforms could be useful to better grasp the various spheres in which they
operate and emphasizes the interdependencies between the three layers of platforms.
Infrastructural platforms provide the whole digital ecosystem on which sectoral platforms are
based upon. Sectoral platforms act as connective platforms between users for the provision
of specific service lines (multisided markets). Complementors are organizations or individuals
that offer goods or services to end users via platforms. Complementors can be public
authorities and governments, private actors such as businesses, micro-entrepreneurs or
individuals offering their tangible (such as cars, apartment etc.) and intangible “assets” (such
as expertise and professional skills).
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Following the reasoning of van Dijck, there are three main processes at the core of the
platform society: datafication, commodification and selection.
•

•

•

The datafication process regards the growing capacity of platforms to translate into
quantitative measures several spheres of sociality and aspects of reality formerly
hardly to quantify, but whose measurability has been unlocked by the new
computational capacity of supercomputers. This aspect is intertwined with the big data
technology, that is, the possibility to collect and analyse a huger amount of data than
ever before, making correlation between them, (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier
2013).
The commodification is the process by which the sociality relationship become
commodity, thus can be exchanged in the market, thanks to the direct intermediation
between customers offered by platforms. According to van Dijk et al. (2018),
commodification is an ambivalent mechanism, since it produces dynamics both of
empowerment and disempowerment: - for example - enable sellers and microentrepreneurship; the latter highlights the precarization dynamics of the gig
economy’s works.
Finally, the selection process entails the curation mechanism by which the platforms
shape their offer for the users, based on data and information on the most relevant
topic and research terms. In this way, platforms replace the “expert-driven” selection
processes with the so-called “data-driven” selection.

In urban digital ecosystems, digital platforms are integrated and cross-fertilize with the preexisting social and juridical structures, adapting to the contextual configuration of power
relations. So, there is not a radical rupture, but platforms are infiltrating pre-existing
institutions and the practices that structure societal organization, while - at the same time changing the latter.
Another classification of platforms is the one proposed in the PLUS Report D1.2 “Report on
the different business typologies of digital platforms”(Fuster Morell, Espelt, and Renau Cano
2020), that distinguishes between three macro-categories, differentiated on the basis of the
i) internal governance model 3, ii) the kind of property of the algorithm and its power
distribution, iii) the value creation and social responsibilities. In this approach, the three
categories are Open commons, Unicorns and Platform coops, and they can be defined as
following:

3

It is worth clarifying that in the aforementioned publication the word “governance” is used in a completely different
fashion, to designate the ownership and business management configuration of a given platform.
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•

•

•

The main features of Unicorns platform are the extremely high capitalization market
and the firm-like structure. Thus, this model is populated by profit-oriented
multinational companies, with high entry barrier (they have a proprietary software and
the access to data is not allowed to people external to the organization).
The Open commons, conversely, represents a model marked by the coordination
among many people based on principles of non-hierarchical organization,
decentralization, equality in the distribution of contributions, openness to
participation and involvement of community in the governance and duality and
granularity of monetary exchanges and creation of value outside the market logic.
Finally, the Platform coops model is marked by a great attention to the working
conditions and by the members’ ownership of the enterprise (a cooperative), based on
a self-managed governance (Scholz 2016).

Finally, it possible to operate another differentiation based on the sector in which platforms
operate and, thus, the type of service that they offer: advertising platform, cloud platforms,
industrial platforms, product platforms and lean platforms (Srnicek 2017).
Yet, combining these definitions with the conceptual framework proposed by van Dijck et al.
we can operate a functional taxonomy, based on the extent of the firms’ infrastructural
systems and the capability to create a whole digital ecosystem to which other economic,
institutional, social and individual actors are based upon: infrastructural platforms and
sectoral platforms. The formers - which can also be identified with the so-called big five, or
GAMFA (Alphabet-Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon) - provide a wide range of
enabling services (such as search engine, cloud computing, data storing, managing and
analytics, messaging, e-mail, geolocation etc.), that are necessary to make the latter works. As
revealed by the name, sectoral platforms operate in specific industries and sectors, such as
transportation, hosting, food-delivery, information etc. and act as “connector” between users
(sellers and consumers). Furthermore, they do not own material asset and formally do not
employ workers. This functional taxonomy could be useful “to help guiding legislators in
updating their regulatory frameworks, for instance, with regard to antitrust or competition
law. The potential for vertical integration between infrastructural and sectoral platforms is
endless, as is the creation of path dependency for users and consumer lock-in” (van Dijck, Poell,
and de Waal 2018, 19). Thus, the digital platforms we are investigating in PLUS (Uber, Airbnb,
Deliveroo, Helpling) could be identified as sectoral, as well as lean. This means that the two
definitions are alternative but not exclusive. Nevertheless, sectoral platform - as identified by
van Dijck et al. - allow us to better grasp the ecosystemic organization of the platforms in the
urban contexts.
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In the following section we will focus on this model of “lean and sectoral platforms”, since the
four digital platforms investigate in the project (Uber, Deliveroo, Airbnb, Helpling) fall into this
category.
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2.1.2.1 Lean and Sectoral Platforms
Although this dynamic it is not reducible only to the four digital platforms studied by PLUS,
nevertheless they are representatives of the increasing interweaving between data
management and urban governance. So, in this paragraph we will try to show the “grammar”
of sectoral platforms economy - given by the articulation of datafication, commodification and
selection – based on the lean platforms chosen by the project.
The main characteristic that distinguishes the lean platforms from other models is the very
low dimensions of the proprietary assets. In particular, these platforms own the
intermediation software which mediates between users and the software of datamanagement. Any other kind of assets, such as houses, workforce, cars, are supposed to be
external.
Due to their “lightweight”, these platforms depend on a set of services and digital
infrastructures provided by other platforms/firms. Furthermore, the business logic at the base
of the lean platforms is the so-called growth-before-profits: the initial growth and the rooting
in the local urban markets is sustained by a huge amount of venture capital, with relevant
impact and disruptive effects on the pre-existing sectors in which lean platforms operates. The
lean platforms here analysed are four: Uber (ride-hailing), Deliveroo (food-delivery), Airbnb
(short-term rent) and Helpling (home cleaning service).
•

•

•

•

Uber is the most popular and worldwide spread ride-hailing digital platform. Despite
it defines it-self as a mere technological society that provide an intermediary service
between users, in the last few years several labour courts world-wide recognized the
drivers’ condition of dependent work and not just self-employed.
Deliveroo is a leading global player in the food-delivery sector. Similar to Uber’s case,
Deliveroo has encountered several labour courts judgment in order to classify riders,
or couriers, as workers
Airbnb is the biggest short-term house rental digital platform. As the previous
platforms, it does not own the “means" of production, that is the house, but differs
with regard to working conditions. In fact, Airbnb does not rely on direct workers, but
rather it created a vast ecosystem of ancillary works in the sectors of reception,
maintenance, cleaning, with the rise of agencies dedicated to provide these services.
Helpling is the one of the most relevant domestic service digital platforms, even
though, is not “dominant” as the other three platforms in their related sector

As highlighted in PLUS D 1.1 (Tullini and Donini 2019) and furtherly explored in this report,
there is a variety of multi-level legislative frames which regulate digital platforms activities in
the European countries considered (ranging from urban scale to EU scale). Furthermore, there
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are different attempts of regulation depending by the sector in which the platforms operate,
and the jurisdiction of the specific scales analysed (urban, national, supranational).
Using the conceptualization proposed by Jamie Woodcock and Mark Graham (Woodcock and
Graham 2020), the platforms here investigated are geographically tethered. This means that
they are marked by the materiality and visibility of the work performed locally (in the urban
contexts) and, thus, eventually with the possibility for policy actors, union representatives etc.
to intervene to regulate platforms’ activities.
Beside the issue related to working conditions – extensively explored within the framework of
the WP2 of PLUS (Altenried et al. 2021) - this report will focus, in particular, on the pivotal role
of data in the generation and appropriation of value by platforms. The relevance of data in
contemporary organizations and industries (at any level: from start-up to Governments and
infrastructural coordination), is such that they are treated as a form of capital (Sadowski
2019). In fact, as we argued in the previous paragraph, datafication is at the core of the
platform society and the selection processes are gradually being set up on the basis of a datadriven selection. The entire data accumulation and “processing” has become a pivotal
dimension of platforms’ value extraction.
The huge amount of data is produced by the constant activity of platforms users (both workers
and customers) and this data collection could be based on informed consent or not: indeed,
despite the existence of a formal procedure to ensure informed consent of users, the same
platforms users could be aware or not of the fact that their online activities are constantly
measured and transformed in data to be valued by Hi-tech companies (Ippolita 2016). It is also
part of the commodification process of ever more social spheres, by which platforms accrue
the value extraction from everyday life activities. For example, to describe these dynamics,
Christian Fuchs uses the expression informational capitalism: “In informational capitalism,
knowledge has become a productive force, but knowledge is produced not only in corporations,
in the form of knowledge goods, but also in everyday life, for example, by (…) consumers of
media who produce social meaning and hence are prosumers; users of MySpace, YouTube,
Facebook, and similar sites, who produce informational content that is appropriated by capital
(…)” (Fuchs 2010, 186–87). Instead, Antonio Casilli (Casilli 2019) defines these kinds of
activities as online social work (travail social en réseau).
So, the globally distributed digital ecosystem enabled an unprecedent data collection, with
relevant effects on multiple social spheres, such as urban and political governance, urban
planning (for example, smart cities), technological and infrastructural development, business
and industrial models (for example, the Internet of Things and the 4.0 Industry). Furthermore,
this data collection enabled an unprecedent society-wide surveillance system (Zuboff 2019).
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2.2 Methodology to analyse and discuss the governance of the urban
digital ecosystem
As anticipated, the analysis of specific cases of direct or indirect regulation of sectoral
platforms’ activity at urban level requires a proper contextualization in the broader picture of
the digital ecosystem governance approach of the city that hosts each analysed case.
To assess these cases, as well as to interpret the enabling conditions and identify replicability
patterns of a specific case – for example the enactment of a local charter of platform worker´s
rights in a given city –, it is indeed necessary to understand the relation between each specific
case and the features which shape the digital urban ecosystem in that city.
For this reason, we try to develop here an analytical framework to interpret possible
approaches to the urban governance of the urban digital ecosystems, that will be used as a
lens to read the way in which these cities intervened either on the regulation and
management of the sectoral platforms studied by PLUS, or in the promotion of alternative
platform models and practices. In this perspective, the urban digital ecosystem of each city
represents the “room for manoeuvre” for all cases of platform management.
Urban Tecnological Agency
(UTA)
8

Urban Public Sphere (UPS)8

8Regulatory

Framework (RF)

Figure 2-1 – Overarching variables of the governance of urban digital ecosystems (room for
manoeuvre)

Consistently with the definition of “urban governance of the platform society” provided in the
previous chapter, we will try to shape our analytical framework around three main research
questions:
-

Regulatory Frameworks: to what extent the urban authorities have the formal power
to regulate and enforce regulations related to the lean platforms’ activity, either
through direct regulation or indirectly, by influencing industry policies or governing key
infrastructural choices?
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-

Urban public sphere: in what manner the urban public sphere has been extended to
include non-institutional actors in public policy making, and who/what are the social
and political actors that gained voice in the process of digitization and platformization
of the urban society (with a specific focus on the voice of the weak actors of the
platform society)?

-

Urban Technological Agency: to what extent urban authorities and urban stakeholders
are capable to lead and steer autonomously the digital transformation in the city and
in particular what is the approach toward data management, considered as a key
variable for the contextual configuration of power relations in the platform society?

The research questions here identified will be further discussed in the following pages and
broken down into tentative indicators to be observed in the seven cities of PLUS developing a
short “portrait” for each one of them.
So doing, we expect to identify the peculiar governance approaches of each one of the cities
analysed by PLUS, that is a pre-condition for the contextualization of the cases that will be
explored in Chapter 4.
In the following sub-chapters, we will further draw upon these three macro-variables,
discussing each one in three steps:
I.
II.
III.

First, we will provide a brief overview of the art of scientific debate around each one
of these three domains of urban governance of the digital ecosystems.
Second, we will develop a set of possible indicators to carry out field research in the
seven cities of PLUS.
Finally, we will describe two theoretical scenarios related to each variable, that could
describe the extreme poles for this variable. So doing, we expect to set the extremes
of an ideal range of the actual possible situations that we could observe through field
research in the seven cities of PLUS.

2.2.1 Regulatory Frameworks
The first macro variable which conditions the approach to the urban governance of the
platform society regards the regulatory powers and the level of autonomy of the urban
authority in establishing and enforcing regulations on those policy domains that affect,
directly or indirectly, the configuration of the platform economy in their urban space. As
previously explained, the question underlying this subchapter is whether if the urban public
authorities have the formal and substantial power to regulate the platform’s activity in the
city. Not only it is a matter of formal power attributed constitutionally to cities in each country,
but it is also a spatial matter. Indeed, while the scope of cities power is limited by established
geographical boundaries, platforms’ geography can be defined as a “conjunctural geography”
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(Graham 2020), since the place where a platform operate is not the same where it is
established for fiscal purposes, nor the one where data are stored, and eventually not even
the same where a legal responsibility is held by the platform’s owners.
Scientific and grey literature proved that the extreme variety of competences and powers
attributed to urban authorities has been representing a major struggle for several research
projects aimed at comparing urban policies and governance models between different
European countries (Committee of the Regions, European Institute of Public Administration
(European Institute of Public Administration (Maastricht, The Netherlands)), and European
Center for the Regions (ECR) 2012; Committee of the Regions and European University
Institute 2008). Indeed, the extreme variety of institutional settings at local level is
entrenched in the variety of administrative traditions and political cultures of Europe, that
underlies in each context a peculiar different distribution of powers and responsibilities
between different governmental scales, and ore in general defines the boundaries of the
scope of public sector responsibilities. Nonetheless, many European countries starting from
late 80s underwent relevant reforms of the local public sector inspired by common principles
of the derived by the New Public Management culture, and then a new wave of reforms have
been receiving further impulse by the financial crisis started in late ‘00s (Schwab, Bouckaert,
and Kuhlmann 2021). Even though the actual deployment of these local sector administrative
reforms generated different results through the reaction with the pre-existing administrative
context, some common pattern of transformations could be identified.
First, the reforms of the local public sector require to be interpreted in a trans-scalar
perspective, taking into account the interplay between the redefinition of powers and scope
of local governments and the related changes occurring in the relation with regional, national,
and European governmental levels. Indeed the expansion of the prerogatives of urban
authorities can be inscribed in a broader picture of reorganization of the public sector in
Europe, where some powers have been transferred toward the supra-national institutions,
while subnational governmental tiers have been experiencing a parallel process of
decentralization and devolution of governmental competencies which in many cases has been
also accompanied to the establishment of new kind of urban authorities or the redesign of the
boundaries of pre-existing institutions. This is for example the case of the or the Italian reform
of 2014 that activated the “metropolitan cities” (Tortorella and Allulli 2014) or the example
of the Portuguese reform of parishes that led to a cut of almost 1/3 in 2011, but in general it
could be referred to the role of regional authorities in the organization of funding schemes of
the ERDF and ESF.
So, similarly to the mechanism regulating the relations between union and member states,
the regulatory prerogatives of Local Governments have been expanded according to
subsidiarity principles, transferring responsibility towards lower administrative levels and
introducing new mechanisms of political accountability related the new regulatory functions
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transferred. From an administrative perspective, the principle of subsidiarity has been the
driver of the reconfiguration of intergovernmental relations and related functions attributed
at each institutional level (Article 5 of TEU 1992). It is difficult to describe at-a-glance what
kind of policy areas have been progressively decentralized toward local governments, even if
it is possible to observe that the domains more commonly interested by the rescaling have
been economic regulations and welfare policies previously held by the nation state (UCLG
2011)
Another common feature of most of recent EU local public sector reforms has been the
tendency toward downsizing the local public sector and reorganizing public service delivery
at local level. Key to the reforms inspired by NPM has therefore been the assumption that
bureaucracy is wasteful and inefficient and the counterargument that a leaner government
can be incentivized to seek out efficiency saving and quality-enhancing innovations (Osborne
and Gaebler 1992). Even though there are doubts regarding the impact on the quality and
performance of public sector service delivery, the driver of efficiency has nearly always
considered as a pillar of reforms, resulting in cuts to expenditures and overall reduction of the
transfer of resources, as well as loss of institutional capacity, personnel, and expertise
(Hammerschmid et al. 2019, 5). The loss of resources and the relatively limited possibility to
issue local taxes put local public budgets under pressure and pushed local governments to
seek new sources of income primarily by creating attractive conditions and investment
opportunities for global capitals in the production of space (Harvey 2001). First of all in the
real estate sector that has been undergoing an internationalization and concentration process
in most of the seven cities studied by PLUS. Furthermore, it is relevant to say that the push
toward the reduction of costs and expenditures in local public sector has been confirmed and
even reinforced in the “austerity” reforms promoted by international financial institutions
(BCE-FI-WB, the so-called Troika) after the financial crisis of 2011 that affected seriously the
southern European countries with a high public debt (UCLG 2011, 158).
The combination of decentralization of regulatory powers and downsizing of the local public
sector resources and capacity resulted in a kind of asymmetric subsidiarity (G. Allegretti 2012)
that paved the way for outsourcing services previously implemented in-house, as well as for
agencification mechanisms, and for the launch of PPPs and other kind of hybrid devices that
involve non-public actors in service delivery. In this manner the downscaling of competences
toward subnational authorities has been interpreted by scholars of the Critical Urban Theory
as “in contrast to the project of national territorial equalization associated with Keynesian
welfare national states”(Brenner 2004) and worked as a component of a neoliberal strategy
aimed at discussing the universality principles that characterized the public welfare systems
consolidated till the 70s in many European states.
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2.2.1.1 Reconstructing local regulatory frameworks for platforms’ activity
What is the actual impact of this transformation of regulatory frameworks on the policy areas
that are deemed as relevant for the governance of the digital ecosystem?
To what extent the urban authorities have the formal power to regulate and enforce
regulations related to the lean platforms’ activity, either through direct regulation or by
influencing industry policies or governing key technological choices that shapes the urban
digital ecosystem where the platform´s economic activity takes place?
To answer these questions, we will explore the way in which cities can actually intervene on
several regulatory domains directly or indirectly related to the four lean platforms studied in
PLUS. Each one of these domains represent a possible entry point for the regulation of the
impact of platforms on labour, on the urban economy and more in general on the production
and use of urban space.
RF1 – What is the decentralization level of the city?
The first step to portrait the regulatory framework of each of the seven cities of PLUS and their
degree of autonomy is the analysis of the position of the city within the administrative and
institutional hierarchies of each country. In principle the analysis will focus on:
-

the relation with supra municipal bodies, including the Nation State, Regions and
Provinces
the existence of infra-municipal bodies as Districts, Parishes, Wards, etc.
the eventual existence of a Metropolitan Authority

In addition, it is important to highlight that the sample is composed by 5 national capitals and
2 regional capitals (in one case capital of an autonomous community),
The analysis will draw upon literature and official information sources. On one hand it will
focus on the mechanisms regulating the attribution of competencies and responsibilities
between different institutional levels in each context. On the other hand, it will explore the
political relations between the city and other bodies and will observe their political legitimacy
(i.e., elected vs non-elected bodies).
RF2 - Labour: Can the city influence labour regulation on its own territory?
This indicator focuses on the role of cities in shaping the regulation regarding the condition of
platform labour, either as primary regulatory body or complementarily to other governmental
level. The PLUS consortium and in particular the project leader University of Bologna already
carried out during the first year of the project an extensive analysis of labour regulation
through the different governmental tiers in each of the seven countries touched by the
research.
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This indicator regarding the actual power of cities in determining platform labour regulations
will be then inferred starting from the data collected in that occasion and publisher in the
project report D1.1.
RF3 - Sectoral Policies: Can the urban authority regulate the sectors where platforms operate?
The lean platforms studied in PLUS refer to four different industrial sectors, that, according to
the NACE4 classification are: I.55 – Accommodation, H.53 - Postal and courier activities, H.49
- Land transport and transport via pipelines, N.81 - Services to buildings and landscape
activities (Sectoral perspective are studied in Haidinger, Schörpf, and Saupe 2021). While the
purposes and detail level of the NACE classification go beyond the aim of this report, we
propose to focus on two key sectoral policies commonly attributed to cities in most of
European administrative systems: urban mobility and in tourism, with a focus on the
regulation of short-term rental. This focus is more adequate to grasp the range of possibilities
of the urban authorities to regulate or intervene directly or indirectly in the sector/market in
which Uber, Deliveroo, Airbnb and Helpling operate. Indeed, while (with some exception)
urban authorities in Europe have limited competences on labour regulation, they can
indirectly influence it by intervening on sectoral policies in those sectors where the impact of
lean platforms has been disruptive.
The main source for this indicator will be the WP3 City reports prepared in 2019 during the first
year of PLUS, as well as the WP6 City reports prepared in 2021.
RF4 - Taxation: Can the urban authority establish taxation levels or new taxes?
The topic of taxation is intended to explore the possibility of urban authorities to issue and
collect local taxes or to influence the way in which taxes are defined and collected targeting
either the platforms in general, or specific industrial sectors where these are active. In this
perspective, the possibility to tax the lean platform´s activity is justified by their relevant
spatial impact both through the introduction of new technology-led uses of the public spaces
and infrastructures for exploitation purposes, and by influencing the same exchange value of
urban space5. While in general terms the local public sector reforms carried out in the last 20
years tended to reduce and cut ordinary transfer of resources, in most of the European
countries this shortage has not been compensated by the power to issue local taxes.

4

Statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community (NACE) - https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/index.php/Glossary:Statistical_classification_of_economic_activities_in_the_European_Community_(NACE)

5

It is possible for example to refer to the link between the diffusion of short-term rental apartment and the overall offer of
affordable housing that is generally fostered by lean platforms as Airbnb and others, see for example (Franco and Santos
2021).
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The taxation of platforms has been extensively studied in Task 3.3 and a detailed comparative
study across the cities and the platform of plus has been publisher in the related D 3.3, that
will be the main sources for the exploration of this topic in the seven cities of PLUS.

COD Label

QL/QT

Type

Description

RF-1 -1

Decentralization supra city

QL

descriptive Describes the relation between the city
and supra-municipal institutions

RF-1 -2

Decentralization infra city

QL

descriptive Describes the relation between the city
and infra-municipal institutions

RF-1 -3

Decentralization Metropolitan
Authority

QL

descriptive Describes the relation between the city
and the metropolitan authority (if
existing)

RF-2

Labour regulation

QL

descriptive Describes the capacity to directly
influence labour regulation

RF-3-1

Sectoral - Tourism

QL

descriptive Describes the competences on Tourism
and the potential impact on platforms'
activity

RF-3-2

Sectoral - Urban
Mobility

QL

descriptive Describes the competences on Urban
Mobility and the potential impact on
platforms' activity

RF-4

Taxation

QL

descriptive Describes the autonomy of the city on
taxation policies

Table 2-2 – Indicators for the assessment of urban regulatory frameworks (RF)

2.2.2 Urban Public sphere
This second macro-variable focuses on the actors and stakeholders of urban governance of
the digital ecosystem, considering the existence of formal arrangements and institutional
spaces and channels for the active engagement of societal actors in public policy making.
As highlighted in Chapter 2.1.1 the shift from government toward governance is commonly
associated to the inclusion in decision making processes of non-elected and non-institutional
actors. Different streams of research converged in this direction even if starting from different
questions and approaching it from different perspective.
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For example, urban studies have been developing (and adapting over time) the notion of
urban regime to describe “the informal arrangements by which public bodies and private
interests function together in order to be able to make and carry out governing
decisions”(Stone 1989, 6). Urban Regime theories tries to describe the way powerful actors
can influence public decision making, focusing on the interaction between actual power
relations and formal regulatory settings. In this manner they tend to focus on the role played
in urban politics by political and economic interests either locally based or originated by global
flow of capitals.
While this approach (despite it does not lack of a criticism toward the malfunctioning of urban
democratic systems) remains mainly descriptive, the NPM theories that influenced public
sector reforms from the 80s till a decade ago developed a normative approach to the
extension of the public sphere to powerful stakeholders. In this perspective the call for the
shrinking down of the public sector would imply an outsourcing of functions previously held
by public authorities toward private actors. The assumption of the better efficiency of the
private management of public services and the higher capability to generate value from the
private transformation and production of urban space led to the legitimation of a growing role
for powerful political and economic forces, for which specific formal settings have been also
experimented. This is the case not only of the outsourcing of service provision (under the
regulatory control of the public authority) but also of more innovative devices as the so-called
public-private-partnerships that in some cases have been also covering the management of
relevant digital transformation processes.
Finally, the extension of the public sphere has been also advocated by the stream of
Democratic Studies, even though with a different perspective and a variety of coexisting
understandings. Indeed, in the last 20 years cities have been the principal stage for a huge
number of experiments of democratic innovation: the attempt to create institutions
appositely designed to involve inhabitants in public policy making (Smith 2009). Several
scholars analysed the variables that shape the participatory methods and spaces (Fung 2006).
In this research we focus on the involvement of non-institutional actors in the governance of
the digital ecosystem of the city, which is a sub-category that entails additional challenges,
related both to the subjects and to the objects of participation (Secchi and Spada 2019).
2.2.2.1 Reconstructing local regulatory frameworks for platforms’ activity
To what extent non institutional actors are involved in public decision making regarding the
governance of the urban digital ecosystem? What or who are the new non-institutional actors
gaining power and relevance in the new decision-making spaces? Then finally, to what extend
the digitization of the public sphere itself enabled new opportunities for inclusion in public
policy making (related to policy domains relevant to the governance of the urban digital
ecosystem)?
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To explore in detail these questions in the actual context of the seven cities of PLUS, we need
first to consider the intrinsic complexity of mapping in detail the socio-political system of each
city. Indeed, to account for the inclusion/exclusion mechanism in urban governance we would
need both i) a standardized way to collect and analyze data regarding the participation of noninstitutional actors in urban politics, and ii) a standard engagement setting that could be
confrontable between the seven cities6. Moreover, the exploration of informal decisional
settings is also a relevant challenge that we do not expect to be capable to account for in this
research. Therefore, the lack of these ideal conditions forced us to select indicators that could
provide the best approximation attainable, mixing different sources including primary data
collected through the official websites and e-participation services of the urban authorities
involved, secondary data coming from other reports generated under PLUS in other WPs, and
statistical data available on Eurostat and similar other statistical databases.
UPS1 – Participatory Democracy: what kind of democratic innovations are active in the city?
This indicator tries to picture the state of the art of democratic innovation in each one of the
cites of plus mapping three kind of innovations:
i.

Participation to decision making processes (Participatory budgeting, citizen
assemblies, urban referendums)

ii.

Co-design (living labs, urban labs, other kind of co-design institutions) and/or Cocreation (urban commons experiments)

These elements will be observed based on primary sources (the websites of the urban authority
as well as the information collected by each city research team in the WP3 City Reports) and
complemented by specialized literature on democratic innovation.
UPS2 – E-participation: what channels and methods for blended participation?
This indicator focuses on the analysis of the e-participation platform and services managed
directly by the urban authority, with the objective to grasp the openness level of those
channels and their inclusive potential. In addition, this indicator explores also the eventual
engagement of non-institutional stakeholders in setting the priorities of the urban digital
agenda, and in general research the way in which technological controversies and choices are
made.
This micro set of variables will be assessed by mixing qualitative and quantitative approaches.
On one hand we will observe and analyse the functional and technical features of the eparticipation platform of each city focusing on the most participated one in case of multiple

6

For example, if all seven cities had a participatory budgeting running and all cities were going to collect data regarding
gender, age and education of participants.
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platforms in use) and we will look at the topics at the centre of participatory interactions. On
the other hand, we will make use of quantitative data related to digital participatory
interactions (using Eurostat sources) and reuse composite indicators aimed at describing the
cooperative attitudes of the local civil society (data published by NESTA within the framework
of the DSI initiative, whose methodology is reported in ANNEX XX)
COD

Label

QL/QT Type

Description

UPS-1-1

Participatory
Democracy

QL

descriptive Describes what are the main democratic
innovations ongoing in the city in recent
years

UPS-1-2

Co-design/cocreation

QL

descriptive Describes what are the main co-design/cocreation experiments carried out in the
city in recent years

UPS-1-3

DSI Civil Society

QT

Score

UPS-2-1

e-participation
tools

QL

descriptive Describes the e-participation tools active
on the city, observing wheter these are
integrated in a unique channel or
scattered

UPS-2-2-1

e-participation
platform

QL

descriptive Describes the management setting for the
e-participation services (inhouse or
outsourced)

UPS-2-2-2

e-participation
platform - Code

QL

descriptive Describes the license of the main eparticipation platform

UPS-2-3-1

Digital
QT
interaction with
public
authorities (last
12 months)

%

% of population that interacted via
internet with public authorities in the last
12 months

UPS-2-3-2

Civic or political QT
participation
(last 12 months)

%

% of population that used internet to take
part to political/civic activities in the last
12 months

Measures the proactive attitude of the
civil society by mixing different indicators
(please check Appendix XX DSI
Methodology)
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UPS-2-3-3

Social Network QT
use (last 12
months)

%

% of population that used internet to
participate in social network in the last 12
months

UPS-2-4

DSI Inclusion

QT

score

Measures the proactive attitude of the
civil society by mixing different indicators
(please check Appendix XX DSI
Methodology)

UPS-2-5

Digital Agenda

QL

descriptive Describes whether if there are structured
space to engage inhabitants in
technological controversies with public
relevance

Table 2-3 – Indicators for the assessment of urban public sphere (UPS)

2.2.3 Urban Technological Agency
This third and last macro-variable explores to what extent the city’s authorities and
stakeholders can be considered as agent of technological choices, capable to lead and steer
autonomously the digital transformation in the city or whether if they are just dependent by
the choices made at another scale and entrenched into their digital infrastructures.
Thinking to cities as technological agents requires a preliminary clarification. Historically, cities
have been pivotal for value production and extraction processes as a source of workforce,
symbolic and cultural capital, as spaces to fix surplus capital (for example, real-estate
investment and gentrification dynamics). As pointed out by Peter J. Taylor and Ben Derudder,
cities can be “identified as the basic economic entities for creating new wealth and stimulating
development” (Taylor and Derudder 2016, 48). But framing cities in this way requires further
attention to avoid their reification, that is, “to treat them as actors in situations” (Ivi). Rather,
we insist that it is appropriate to look at the ruling urban class alliances, which could direct
investments in specific sector based on capital-expanding opportunities that exist in the
cities7. The class alliances are not permanent but can change depending on balance of power
between urban stakeholders (local authority, economic actors, social movements, public
institution such as universities etc.) as well as between specific economic interests. Of course,
these opportunities depend by several social, cultural, economic, and technological factors
which, in turn, depend by the scaling and rescaling dynamics and the attribution of more
competences to sub-national scale. Furthermore, it is worth to specify that city agency have

7

For more details see, for example: Harvey, D. (1989). From Managerialism to Entrepreneurialism: The Transformation in
Urban Governance in Late Capitalism. Geografiska Annaler. Series B, Human Geography, 71(1), 3–17.
https://doi.org/10.2307/490503; Logan, J., & Molotch, H. (1987). Urban Fortunes: The Political Economy of Place. Berkeley:
University of California Press.
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to be considered in relation to others agency, such as that express by State and firms (Taylor
and Derudder 2016, 50).
In this perspective, urban technological agency is here intended as the capacity of local
stakeholders to organize them-selves in urban regimes and networks, and spark processes by
which cities can interface with technological change and manage it along the axis identified in
the previous section. More specifically, we will frame this agency in the context of platform
society and the increasing dominant position in the digital ecosystem of infrastructural
platforms and sectoral platforms8.
We aim to understand in which side the seven cities chosen in the project are located, if they
act as complementors or if they have developed (or are developing) own digital infrastructural
services, or at least if they are proposing open data policies in relation to the operations of
the four lean (or sectoral) platform here studied. This dimension it is particularly relevant
since, in the contemporary stage of capitalism, cities have become central nodes in the data
value chains, in the context of what may be defined as data urban market. This raises
important questions about the governance of data management as a pivotal process to steer
digital transformation and the role local authority and urban stakeholders should play.
We know that work, data, and digital ecosystem dimensions have to be considered in an
intertwined perspective in order to grasp the urban governance dynamics of the platform
societies. Nevertheless, this section will focus on data management strategies as key lenses to
investigate the urban authority’s capabilities to interface with a platform-driven organization
of urban spaces.
We identified several indicators as variables to grasp the predisposition of the cities chosen in
this project to transpose, dialogue and approach the platformization processes.
2.2.3.1 Urban technological agency indicators
We will shape the subset of indicators related to this macro variables around four groups of
actors that can play the role of enablers of technological agency of the city:
•
•
•

8

•
•
•

Urban Public Authority
Inhabitants
Organized economic urban actors

As we wrote in subchapter 2.1.2, platform societies are conceived in this report around the following taxonomy:

Infrastructural platforms
sectoral platforms
complementors
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•

Sectoral Platforms (others)

Taken together the indicators here proposed represent the capability of the city and its urban
governance to respond to the challenges and steer the digital transformation in the urban
digital ecosystem.
UTA1 - Urban Public Authority - Is the urban authority interested in improving its ICTs
infrastructures? If yes, to which extent urban authority is able to design, produce and manage
them and offer on open data policy? On the contrary, the urban authority delegate completely
the management of this sector to third parties?
Starting from these questions, the public authority indicators aim to measure the level of
information technologies development of municipality, the open data policies, and the degree
of interaction through digital infrastructures/platforms between public authority and
population.
This subset of indicators is composed by both qualitative data and qualitative data and will
encompass:
-

-

A detailed analysis of the urban data platform used by the city, its governance model
and the licenses used for data release.
The observation of key internal enablers within the urban authority as the Data
Protection Officer (DPO) and the Chief Innovation Officer (CIO) or analogue position.
The measurement of the degree of user-centricity of digital public services (from
Eurostat), intended both as the capability to meet the needs of inhabitants an to
involve them in service design.
The participation of the city in one or more international city networks centered on
digital transformation topics.

UTA2 - Urban Society (inhabitants) - Are the inhabitants of the cities chosen by the Plus project
literate in the use of digital technologies?
Through this indicator will be possible to evaluate the degree of familiarity with the use of
digital technologies to accomplish complex activities, from selling and purchasing goods and
services online (e.g., rent a room via Airbnb, book a ride via Uber etc.) to collaborate with
urban authority for software development or alternative model of platform (e.g., a platform
cooperative).
Based on this question, this indicator aims to measure the availability of digital infrastructure
and the digital maturity and literacy of inhabitants, reusing quantitative data from Eurostat
and the EDSI research.
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UTA3 - Urban organized economic actors - To which extent the urban economic actors are
integrated in international networks that ensure the creation and appropriation of value on a
local scale? Is the digitization process a variable relevant for the abovementioned purpose?
This indicator aims to measure on one hand the integration of urban organized economic
agents with international networks and the capacity of the city to attract global flows of
capitals. On the other hand, we aim to have an overview of the profile of the urban economic
actors exploring their value creation capacity in the knowledge-intensive economic sectors at
city scale, and the accessibility of private and public funds aimed for digital transformation
and innovation.
This subset of indicators will be explored reusing data from different sources including Eurostat
and in particular the classification of the Globalization and World Cities (GaWC) Research
Network, which has been used also to justify the selection of the seven cities as case studies of
PLUS in the DoW.
UTA 4 - Alternative Platforms - Are there in place alternative platforms in the sectors explored
by PLUS?
This indicator aims explore whether if there are alternative platforms operating in the urban
contexts investigated in Plus project. This indicator will explore the local relevance of
alternative model of platforms based on a de-centralized and distributed governance and
ownership as opposed to the big Unicorns that characterize both groups of infrastructural and
sectoral platforms.
We will re-elaborate her data collected by PLUS partners and already used by the partners
from UoC to develop the D.1.2 of PLUS

COD

Label

QL/QT Type

UTA-1-1-1

Urban Data
Platform Ownership

QL

UTA-1-1-2

Urban Data
Platform - Data
Urban Data
Platform Licenses
DPO appointed

QL

QL

Y/N

CIO/CDO
appointed

QL

Y/N

UTA-1-1-3

UTA-1-2-1
UTA-1-2-2

QL

Description

descriptive Describes the type of urban data platform
implemented by the city and its
management settings (inhouse vs
outsourced)
descriptive Describe the kind of data made available on
the urban data platform
descriptive Describe the (prevailing) license used for
data release
Describe whether if the city has appointed
a DPO
Describe whether if the city has appointed
a CIO/CTIO or similar role of technological
transformation manager
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UTA-1-3

User- Centricity
of Public
Services
Digital
Transformation
Networks

QT

score

QT

cardinal

UTA-2-1

DSI
Infrastructure

QT

score

UTA-2-2-1

Persons with
tertiary
education
(ISCED) and/or
employed in
science and
technology 2019
DSI Skills

QT

%

QT

score

Internet use
(last 3 M)
Purchase
online
Selling online

QT

%

QT

%

QT

%

UTA-2-4

DSI
Collaboration

QT

score

UTA-3-1-1

GAWC_Score

QT

score

UTA-3-1-2

GAWC_Ranking QL

label

UTA-3-2

Added value
from
Knowledge
intensive
sectors (per
capita)
DSI Funding

QT

cardinal

QT

score

UTA-1-4

UTA-2-2-2

UTA-2-3-1
UTA-2-3-2
UTA-2-3-3

UTA-3-3

Measure the attention to the citizen's
perspective in the design and delivery of
public services
Count the number of networks to which
the city is associated (limited to
international city networks on
technological topics)
Measures the availability of digital
infrastructure to the inhabitants (please
check Appendix XX DSI Methodology)
% of inhabitants with high technological
skills

Measures the digital skills of local society
by mixing different indicators (please check
Appendix XX DSI Methodology)
% of population that used internet in last 3
months
% of population that used internet to
purchase good/services
% of population that used internet to sell
good/services
Measures the proactive attitude of the civil
society by mixing different indicators
(please check Appendix XX DSI
Methodology)
Score related to the integration of the city
in global value chains and its attractiveness
for foreign capital investments
Rank related to the integration of the city
in global value chains and its attractiveness
for foreign capital investments
GVA per capita related to knowledge
intensive sectors

Measures the capacity to fund digital
transformation by mixing different
indicators (please check Appendix XX DSI
Methodology)
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UTA-4-1
UTA-4-2

PlatformsUnicorns
PlatformsAlternative

QT

cardinal

QT

cardinal

N of Unicorns sectoral platforms detected
for each city
N of sectoral platforms alternative to
Unicorns detected for each city

Table 2-4 – Indicators for the assessment of urban technological agency
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3.

PROFILES OF URBAN GOVERNANCE OF DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM IN
THE SEVEN CITIES OF PLUS

In this chapter we will use the analytical framework presented in subchapter 2.2 to compose
a portrait of the urban digital ecosystems of the seven cities of PLUS. These portraits are built
upon a combination of quantitative and qualitative data collected through different secondary
sources (see Annex I). The variety and complexity of the three dimensions analysed has been
approached here with a methodological perspective that resemble the so-called multi-sided
ethnography (Marcus 1995). The approach of this chapter is intended to go further the
intensive analysis of a single fieldwork in favour of a mobile ethnography in search of
unexpected paths within and between multiple research environments. For this reason, even
if they follow a common structure and are based on comparable data collected by
homogenous sources, in each portrait we tried to emphasize and deepen the elements that
are characteristics or unique of that city with respect to the others. This approach is consistent
with the purpose to draw causal relations between the cases (that will be presented in the
following chapter) and the urban context where they have been carried out.

3.1 Barcelona
3.1.1 Regulatory framework
Differently from the other cities of PLUS, Barcelona is a capital of an autonomous community
(Catalonia) in a State (Spain) where the processes of decentralization and regional autonomy
have been at the centre of an historical political tension, even increased in recent years. For
this reason, it is important to observe the specific organization of regulatory framework and
division of power in a multi-scalar way (State, autonomous region, Province, Metropolitan
area, Municipality), considering the fragile and dynamic balances that orders administrative
hierarchies. More specifically, Barcelona represents a good lens to understand the margins of
autonomy in a decentralized national context characterized by a dense network of exclusive
and shared competences between public authorities. Anyway, despite of this decentralized
organization and its status of regional capital, based on data collected we can infer that
Barcelona City Council does not have such a capacity to directly regulate labour conditions and
taxation. Nevertheless, it can intervene (although often in an indirect manner) in the sectors
in which digital platforms operate, such as tourism and urban mobility, but with shared
competences with supra-municipal public authorities.
3.1.1.1 Decentralization
As reported by the European University Institute (Committee of the Regions, European
Institute of Public Administration (European Institute of Public Administration (Maastricht,
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The Netherlands)), and European Center for the Regions (ECR) 2012, 276), “all regions of Spain
opted to assume regional autonomy, creating a regionalised state, also known as the Estado
de las autonomías. Regional autonomy is guaranteed by Art. 2 of the Constitution, and more
generally, regional and local autonomy by Art. 137.” The specific competences of each level
are established by the Constitution. Spain’s municipalities have direct competence on several
spheres, depending on the population. As provided for by the law 1/2006 of 13th of March 9,
the special regime of Barcelona holds a higher level of autonomy compared to other
municipalities that allow it to implement a wider array of policies regarding local development
(economic, social, technological, infrastructural etc.). Furthermore, the status of regional
capital gives a major leverage concerning fiscal and tax revenues, particularly in the case of
tourism and real estate.
Exclusive competences

Shared competences
Mobility

• Planning of urban mobility within the municipal
boundaries
• Monitoring, sanctioning and drafting of road
safety plans
• Supplies distribution
• Parking areas

• Planning of public transport services and
infrastructure – City Council, Metropolitan Area
(AMB) and Generalitat, though the Urban Public
Transport Consortium
• Harmonization of charging fees – City Council,
Metropolitan Area (AMB) and Generalitat,
through the Urban Public Transport Consortium

Urban planning
• Planning and maintenance of public spaces
• Issuing of licenses

• Territorial planning – City Council, Metropolitan
Area (AMB), Generalitat
• Urban planning – City Council, Generalitat

• Building controls
• Urban management

Table 3-1 –Barcelona - Relevant Competencies: Exclusive vs Shared 10

Supra Municipal Institutions
The division of administrative and government powers in the upper levels is organized along
the line State/central government and autonomous region (Generalitat de Catalunya), which
hold specific competences in strategic sectors and are responsible of most of the transfer to

9

https://w9.bcn.cat/Ajuntament/es/carta-municipal.html.

10

Source: Re-elaboration of the authors from (Committee of the Regions, European Institute of Public Administration
(European Institute of Public Administration (Maastricht, The Netherlands)), and European Center for the Regions (ECR)
2012).
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municipalitiy resulting from general taxation. Thus, although Barcelona has a relevant level of
autonomy due to its special regime, the upper governments still exert an important influence.
Infra Municipal Institutions
According to the Municipal Charter11, to foster the decentralization of administration and
encourage people participation, Barcelona is further divided in ten sub-municipal level
(Districts). However, these districts are marked by a weak power since their political body is
not elected but nominated by the main City Council. Nevertheless, despite the dependence
on the City Council the districts may manage and spent at least 15% of the annual municipal
budget.
Metropolitan Authority
As in the cases of the upper and sub-level scales of decentralization, the municipality of
Barcelona share various competences (e.g., mobility, urban planning) with the Metropolitan
Public Administration, or Barcelona Metropolitan Area (AMB)12. Thus, in these and other
spheres the two level of government shall act in coordinated manner.
3.1.1.2 Labour Regulation
Barcelona’s local authority cannot directly influence labour regulation, since is an exclusive
competence of the State. Anyway, the city government is active in promoting a sustainable
and inclusive growth in various sectors to which the digital platforms here investigated belong.
Local authority has tried to regulate the impact indirectly, for example by advocating
agreements with digital platforms. According to Barcelona City Report, the on-delivery
platforms are promoting an agreement with PIMEC13, the organization that coordinates micro,
small and medium business in Catalonia. Another indirect way of regulation could be through
public data policies by establishing agreement between local authority and digital platforms,
as in the case of Airbnb. As reported by D 1.1 (Tullini and Donini 2019, 30), “Starting from June
1, 2019, a new agreement between Airbnb and the city of Barcelona gives city officials access
to data about house rental through the platform. For the first time, city officials will be allowed
to be aware of data concerning where apartments are located and who their registered hosts
are. They will be able to track whether these hosts do indeed have permission to rent these
apartments.”

11

https://www.boe.es/buscar/pdf/1999/BOE-A-1999-2518-consolidado.pdf.

12

https://www.amb.cat/en/web/amb/la-institucio/presentacio.

13

https://www.pimec.org/
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3.1.1.3 Sectoral regulation
As described in Table 3-1, there are several shared competences between City Council,
metropolitan area (AMB) and regional level (or autonomous community), including those in
which Plus digital platforms operate. Here we focus on Urban mobility and Tourism, in which
local authority can have a major influence on the regulation of sectoral platforms’ activities.
Tourism
Barcelona is one of the EU cities most impacted by Airbnb, with over 18 thousand listings14.
The quick and massive propagation of this platforms has had relevant effect on touristic sector
boosting gentrification processes (Gant 2016). In this sector, local authority has shown good
capacity to regulate the propagation and the impact on urban space of Airbnb. As highlighted
in the Barcelona city report, “The Special Tourism Accommodation Plan has started a control
system and penalizes in case of a breach. At the same time, a license is needed to rent
temporary accommodation and, currently, the City Council has stopped the expeditions of
new licenses” (Haidinger, Schörpf, and Saupe 2021). Through this license system Barcelona
city council has managed to solicit Airbnb to remove over 2500 unlicensed listings, starting a
path that led to signing an agreement for sharing the access to data about rental via digital
platform: “In short, Barcelona has tried to regulate the spread of short-term rentals over the
years. The obligation to register allowed greater clarity about which, how many and where
the accommodations were”. According to experts interviewed in PLUS within the framework
of Task 3.3, “Barcelona had become the first city within the EU to have regulated the activity
of companies such as Airbnb or Homeaway” (Fumagalli et al. 2021, 71).
The touristic sector could represent a leverage for local authority to increase its own fiscal
revenues deriving from taxation mechanism of the touristic flux and licenses for allocation,
contrasting in the latter case the spreading of unlicensed offer (Tullini and Donini 2019).
Urban Mobility
An attempt to regulate the mobility sector (and indirectly the labour) based on urban authority
competence revolves around the regulation of safety conditions for public transportation
services. The regulation of passenger transport vehicle licenses (VTC) is not a competence of
local government but belong to the Regional upper level (Generalitat de Catalunya).
Nevertheless, the municipality could intervene in an indirect manner, as for example by
extending the booking time (from 15' to 1 hour) of the ride via digital platforms (this means
that customer have to book 1 hour in advance to enjoy the ride-hailing services.).
Furthermore, as reported by Barcelona city report (Secchi et al. 2021), “the on-delivery
14

http://insideairbnb.com/barcelona/.
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platform is providing positive feedback to the city as a tool to show the city mobility patterns
or stimulating it to increase the use of electric motorbikes or electric bikes. Indeed, currently,
they are working with the Urban Police in order to collaborate on this matter” (p. 12). Thus,
Barcelona local authority are trying to interface with digital platforms to understand micromobility patterns and improve its sustainability.
3.1.1.4 Taxation
Despite its autonomy, Barcelona municipality have an important degree of dependence from
the upper level of administration (State and Autonomous Region) for the revenue and its
budget is marked by rigidity. Central government transfers almost 38% of total revenues and
property taxes (almost 34%), while Regional is the fourth source of revenue, with 3,4%. Thus,
the general taxation, “which is a prerogative of central governments, has a double meaning.
On the one hand, it represents potential resources to be channelled (…) On the other hand, it
also represents a constraint with respect to decision-making and the choice of how to use
these resources” (Fumagalli et al. 2021, 49).
The sector in which local government can test and implement new taxes - and in general more
involved in local taxation mechanism - it is tourism. More specifically, Barcelona City Council
has the competences to establish a higher tourism tax that can be useful to channel the
increasing flux of revenues deriving from Airbnb and short-term rental spreading.

3.1.2 Urban Public sphere
The city of Barcelona is considered as a reference in Europe for what regards the
experimentation of democratic and social innovations and the broadening of the urban public
sphere in an inclusive perspective toward its inhabitants. According to Francesca Bria, former
Chief Technology and Innovation Officer of the Barcelona City Council: “Barcelona can be seen
as a laboratory for the implementation of a transformative, democratic innovation project,
starting from real citizens’ needs and leveraging digital technology to devolve more power to
citizens and residents” (Bria 2019) According to the data collected it seems that the effort of
the city to create an open participatory ecosystem is consistently reflected in the methods and
tools used to extend the urban public sphere to involve inhabitants in a broad range of public
policy making processes.
3.1.2.1 Democratic Innovations
In recent years, the municipality of Barcelona have been promoting a variety of structured
participatory processes, opening spaces to hear voices of the inhabitants of the city and even
enabling participatory decisions on specific policy domains. The city has been carrying out a
participatory budgeting (in 2021 30 million euros of the municipal budget are allocated
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through PB) and several participatory processes related in particular to urban planning policies
- including the main urban plan and several in-depth processes related to the planning of
public spaces.
Despite this broad offer of participatory spaces, the indicator related to the vitality of Civil
Society (Figure 6-1 – UPS-1-4 DSI Civil Society) seems to indicate a relatively limited space for
the integration in the participation strategy of the city of bottom-up initiatives, if compared
to other large cities. While this perception could be biased by the critic perspective of local
civil society (According to the DSI methodology, the indicator is mainly built upon responses
to a survey link), there is evidence both in grey and academic literature regarding the existence
of a strong and vibrant civic activism related to the definition and maintenance of urban
commons15.
Nonetheless it is possible to hypothesize that – at least for what regards the interplay between
citizens and urban authority - the offer of individual-based opportunities of participation
overcomes the spaces for the engagement of pre-existing groups and organizations, picturing
a public sphere oriented toward individual participation.
3.1.2.2 E-participation
The greater opportunities for individual participation (with respect to the participation of
organize groups) can also be explained with the large number of digital participatory venues
that
are
provided
principally
through
the
dedicated
platform
https://www.decidim.barcelona/. The Barcelona´s platform is deployed and managed inhouse and based on a popular FLOS tool called Decidim (https://decidim.org/). Decidim is a
free and open-source platform developed by a community physically based in Barcelona, that
could be considered as the reference use-case for the same definition of the platform´s
requirements (Barandiaran et al. 2017). Not only the technological choices underlying the
platform used by Barcelona is very consistent with the ideal of an open and participatory
ecosystem, but the city itself promoted the development and the dissemination of this tool in
other cities.
According to the quantitative indicators for this section, it is important to highlight the high
inclusive capacity in digital interactions of disadvantaged and less connected social groups
(Figure 6-3 – UPS-2-4 DSI Inclusion).
It is important to highlight that the engagement of inhabitants regarded also relevant digital
topics. In addition to the aforementioned Decidim community (that even if not physically
based in Barcelona is closely related to the city), it is worth mentioning the existence of data

15

See for example https://procomuns.net/.
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hackathons and other initiatives centred on the use of open data for social purposes
(https://opendata-ajuntament.barcelona.cat/en/repte-barcelona-dades-obertes). The city of
Barcelona is also promoter of an international networks of cities promoting concepts and
practices of digital commoning.16

3.1.3 Urban Technological Agency
According to the official website of the city, the approach of Barcelona to digital
transformation is aimed at “Utilize technology and data to provide better, more affordable
services to citizens, making government more transparent, participative, and effective. Strike
a New Deal on Data to expand socially beneficial uses of data, while guaranteeing data
sovereignty, ethics & privacy.” (Thompson 2020)17 This perspective conceiving data as digital
commons seems to be consistently reflected in the technological choices of the urban
authority. At the same time, the data regarding the direction and extension of the digital
transformation of the urban society provide a contradictory picture of a city that
3.1.3.1 Digital Institutional Capacity
As already demonstrated by the extended hybridization of the urban public sphere, the urban
authority (i.e., the municipality) of Barcelona not only proved to have a relevant institutional
capacity and digital skills required to steer digital transformation, but also seems to pursue
and promote a consistent strategy of digital transformation oriented to shaping an open
digital ecosystem in the city. Starting from 2015, Barcelona “overhauled the top-down smart
city strategy, terminated contracts with Microsoft and Cisco and redirected funding to digital
platform co-ops through municipal incubators, placing technological sovereignty front-and
centre” (Thompson 2020, 12).
The pillars of this strategy are indeed openness and sovereignty. On one hand the conception
of data generated by the city through public services (and any other kind public interaction)
as digital commons to be processed and standardized for their reuse and finally for their
capacity to generate public value. On the other hand, the city implemented strong and even
innovative measures to enforce the protection of personal data of their inhabitants through
the implementation of methods and technologies to increase technological sovereignty (Lynch
2020). This concept is defined in the 2017-2020 Digital Barcelona Plan as a kind of digital
transformation whose goal is “to resolve the challenges of the city and its citizens through a

16

The sharing city initiative, focused on digital commons, and already extensively researched in PLUS in the Deliverable D
1.2
17

https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/digital/en/digital-transformation/city-data-commons
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more democratic use of technology. Boosting technological and digital innovation, for a more
open government, as a tool for developing a plural economy that promotes social and
environmental transformation and that promotes citizen empowerment”.18
This vision is clearly reflected in the choices underlying the urban data platform of the city
(https://opendata-ajuntament.barcelona.cat/), that is deployed in house, built on top of FLOS
standards. The interoperability and reusability of data published are ensured legally by open
licenses (CC-BY-SA) and technically by the availability of accurate APIs.
The process of digital transformation of the public services is led by key figures: in addition to
the DPO – made mandatory by the GDPR – a CTIO has been appointed in order to coordinate
the digital strategy of the city. While it is always difficult to assess the actual impact of
digitalization on public services, in this research we adopted an indicator extracted from the
E-Government Benchmark survey to compare the degree of user-centricity of digital services
provided by the city (UTA-1-3), where Barcelona scores a high result (lower only to London)
and significantly above the EU average.
Another indicator of the vitality and control of the city government on digital transformation
policies is the high number of international city networks related to topics of digital
transformation and innovation (UTA-1-4) to which Barcelona belongs, being together with
Lisbon the city with the most intense networking activity.
3.1.3.2 Civil Society´s Digital Infrastructures, Skills and Attitude
To picture the state of the art of infrastructures and skills of the Barcelona’s urban society it
is possible to reuse two key indicators developed within the EDSI research and respectively
referred to the state of the art of infrastructures and digital skills. It is notable that while the
overall availability of infrastructures is one of the highest between the seven cities of PLUS
(just a little behind London, which is an outlier for most of the quantitative data used in this
research), the data regarding skills are more aligned with those of the other two cities of
southern European countries (Lisbon and Bologna, that by the way stands behind Barcelona
in most of these indexes).
Similar trends (at least for what concern the comparison between the seven cities of PLUS)
can be observed if we look at the usage of commercial platform services. The indicator Figure
6-9 – UTA-2-3 Use of Internet provides a simplified picture that shows that, even if the overall
percentage of population that used internet in the last 3 months is one of the highest between
the 7 cities (94%), the use of commercial platforms to purchase and sell products remains way
below the level of the largest cities in the sample. Slightly misaligned with these trends are

18

https://www.barcelona.cat/digitalstandards/en/tech-sovereignty/0.1/introduction.html
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the data regarding the capacity to collaborate and contribute to the expansion of the
open/FLOS ecosystem of the city, where Barcelona appears to be one of the cities with the
most collaborative civil society (Figure 6-10 – UTA-2-4 DSI Collaboration).
3.1.3.3 Local Digital Economy
According to the GaWC, the city, positioned in 2020 as “Beta + city” (UTA xx) stands below
larger national capitals as Paris or London that have a greater attractiveness for global capitals
and investments in STEM sectors.
Nonetheless, Barcelona appears as an outlier in terms the capacity to attract and use funds
for Digital transformation and innovation (Figure 6-13 – UTA-3-3 DSI Funding , being one of the
cities with the largest accessibility of this kind of resources.
Su GVA da rivedere i dati prendere da EDCI
3.1.3.4 Local Platform Society
The study delivered by the University of Catalunya (UOC) and published in the Deliverable
D1.2 of PLUS provides relevant information regarding the configuration of the local platform
society, analysing the models of platforms prevailing in each city, based on a sample that
includes the most relevant sectoral platforms at local level. The data shows how Barcelona is
one of the cities where local platforms alternatives to unicorns are contending the market in
different sectors of activity, with a significant concentration in the sector of food delivery. This
situation seems to be consistent with the vision of the digital city as an open ecosystem that
is promoted by Barcelona´s public authority both locally and through international advocacy
(Fuster Morell and Espelt 2019).
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3.2 Berlin
3.2.1 Regulatory framework
Berlin can be considered a city-state, as it is a Land of a Federal State with larger powers and
competencies that most of the other seven cities studied in PLUS. Indeed, the federal structure
of Germany assign to the city of Berlin the sum of the competencies commonly attributed to
regions and municipalities, including relevant legislative prerogatives and even responsibility
on the organization of judiciary power. In this sense, the potential of the Berlin´s Government
in regulating the platform activity in the city seems to be broader than the other cases studied
(except for the case of London) and eventually capable to cover not only sectoral policies but
also actual initiatives aimed at expanding the welfare opportunities for platform workers and
users.
3.2.1.1 Decentralization
Germany is a federal state with a complex and asymmetric hierarchy of legislative and
administrative competencies between its governmental levels that is unique in Europe. In
general terms, the Federal state holds the major legislative responsibilities and the States
(Länder) have complementary legislative powers, while the lower governmental tiers
(counties, municipalities, and sub-municipal bodies) hold mainly administrative tasks. The
relations between federal state and landers are shaped by the subsidiarity principles, as
established by the Article 30 of German basic law: "Except as otherwise provided or permitted
by this Basic Law, the exercise of state powers and the discharge of state functions is a matter
for the Länder”.
Looking at the urban government, the picture is even complexified by the autonomy of each
State in defining the detailed competences of lower governmental bodies. Nonetheless, it
shall also be emphasized that administrative reforms implemented in the last decades tended
to limit the State’s autonomy and increase the federal power on a variety of policy areas,
reducing the internal variety (Committee of the Regions and European University Institute
2008, 141).
In this picture, Berlin can be considered as a city-state. Being both the capital city of Germany
and one of its federal states (Länder), it integrates most of the responsibilities attributed to
both governmental levels in other states (including judicial prerogatives), and it is regulated
by its own Constitutional chart19 that establishes the prerogatives of the so-called to-step

19

https://www.berlin.de/rbmskzl/en/the-governing-mayor/the-constitution-of-berlin/
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administrative system. Indeed, the main regulatory responsibilities are held by a central body
governed by a Senate (the Mayor is part of the Senate) under the popular control of an elected
house of representatives. Below the city-state level the city is subdivided in 12 Districts to
which are attributed mayor administrative competencies (larger than those attributed to submunicipal bodies in ordinary cities), including a dedicated district-level administrative
apparatus.
Despite this significant degree of internal decentralization, it is notable that in the official
European statistics Berlin is regarded as unique statistical unit and incorporates all the three
sub-national Nomenclatures of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS 1 to 3)20.
3.2.1.2 Labour Regulation
According to the Art 74 of the Basic Law of Germany, regulation of Labour is shared between
the Federal State and the Lander. Hence Berlin’s governmental authority has the possibility to
directly intervene on labour regulation within the limits established by the federal institutions.
There is also a specialized Labour Court for addressing address disputes over collective
bargaining agreements and working conditions at City-state level, which is by the way
hierarchically subject to the Federal Labour Court.
According to the research carried out in PLUS’ WP1, no local regulation concerning platform
labour is detected at local level.
3.2.1.3 Sectoral regulation
Tourism
In Berlin, tourism constitutes a relevant economic sector in continuous expansion. The hotel
industry has had a major leap in Berlin, where bednights have increased by 174% from 2003
to 2016 (Grube 2018) Berlin´s government have a direct responsibility on the touristic sector,
that could represent a leverage for local authority to increase its own fiscal revenues deriving
from taxation mechanism of the touristic flux and licenses for allocation, contrasting in the
latter case the spreading of unlicensed offer (Tullini and Donini 2019).
Another relevant way to intervene on tourism is the regulation of the short-term rental sector,
considering that rental prices in Germany can be regulated at lander level, through the so
called “Mietspiegel”, a scheme published by the Housing Department (“Senatsverwaltung für
Stadtentwicklung und Wohnen”) every two years. In addition, an ad-hoc regulation has been
issued to mitigate the impact of Airbnb and other short-rent platforms on the costs of houses

20

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/regions-and-cities/overview
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in Berlin. Its name is “Misappropriation Ban Act” and it states that home sharers that rent out
more than 49% of their apartment need a licence that must be displayed in all online offerings.
Since 2018, Berlin have had an active role – together with Barcelona – in creating and
consolidating the network “Cities for Adequate Housing” (https://citiesforhousing.org), which
have had an important advocacy role on the creation of policies which can reduce the impacts
of home-based tourism on housing markets.
Urban Mobility
While mobility framework policies are under the direct control of urban authorities, the actual
planning and management of public mobility offers involve several public and private actors.
Public transportation in Berlin is entrusted to the Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG), a public
company owned by the city government and part of a consortium of public transportation
companies called Verkehrsverbund Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH (VBB). There are several
exceptions to the BVG monopoly, including the S-bahn line and several minor private lines
running in the city.
Overall, the public transportation system in Berlin is a European pioneer and reference21 for
what regards the modal integration with simplified ticketing offers. The integration involves
public and private actors, and relies on a constellation of mobility apps offering several
services, including Uber itself (through which it is currently possible to book taxis in the city).
3.2.1.4 Taxation
According to the information elaborated in D 3.3, as per most of the cities observed in PLUS
there is no direct information nor data able to estimate the level of taxation in the municipality
budget of platforms which operate in Berlin. Nonetheless, it is possible to hypothesize that
the actual power on taxation of the Berlin´s government is potentially greater than the other
cities of PLUS, being the result of the sum of the competencies of municipalities and Länder.
The Länder’s main revenue sources consist of common tax revenues: corporate income tax
(CIT), value added tax (VAT) and personal income tax (PIT), shared between the Bund, the
Länder and, to a lesser extent, the municipalities. While the municipal direct competence is
limited to taxations related to the transformation and use of the urban space (real estate

21

See for example the Deloitte´s Mobility Index at:
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/4331_Deloitte-City-Mobility-Index/city-mobilityindex_BERLIN_FINAL.pdf
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taxes, touristic taxes, etc.) Länder have larger responsibilities on income taxes and with the
federal government the decision on tax rate changes.
In 2019, tax revenues accounted for 78% of Berlin total revenues, being PIT (27,2%), VAT
(21,6%) and business tax (34%), the largest contributors to its tax revenue. The Länder’s tax
revenue growth has been above GDP growth over the last five years. (D 3.3, p.44).

3.2.2 Urban Public sphere
The participatory ecosystem of the city of Berlin appears at the same time vital and rich in
initiatives and multifaceted, in line with the complexity of its institutional system, where the
public interlocutors are manifold. If on the one hand the city favours active participation and
volunteering by providing both physical and (open and free) digital spaces, on the other hand
some doubts remain on the effective inclusive capacity of such opportunities towards figures
with low digital skills and with limited relational networks.
3.2.2.1 Democratic Innovations
In recent years, Berlin has been the scene of various experiences of participation involving its
inhabitants both in the making of public decisions and in the design of important public
transformations.
Part of these processes has been promoted and implemented by the district authorities as
part of their urban management competencies: for example, the Participatory Budgeting in
Berlin-Lichtenberg (2020) 22 or the experimentation of deliberative Citizen Councils in the
Tempelhol-Schöneberg district (OECD 2020a). In addition to this vitality of sub-municipal
entities, the city of Berlin has also promoted a series of important citizen engagement
processes, many of them centred on the co-design of the transformation of important public
spaces, some of which have ended up becoming iconic symbols of the city. Citizens had given
ideas and voted on strategies of urban development projects including the Public Space
Alexanderplatz 2003, Masterplan Kulturforum 2004/2005, the redesign of the Gleisdreieck
Park 2005/2006 and the Berlin Wall Memorial 200623. An emblematic case is the participatory
redesign of the former Tempelhof Airport (closed in 2008). Following the feedback of its
citizens, where once was an airport, a huge urban park has been created and the inhabitants
play an active role of caretakers and directly manage important areas of the park, giving life
to one of the most popular and studied cases of urban commons in a European city24.

22

https://www.buergerhaushalt-lichtenberg.de/
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https://participedia.net/case/973

24

https://www.wahlen-berlin.de/historie/abstimmungen/VB2008FHTempelhof.pdf
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It is also important to emphasize that the city of Berlin not only has promoted specific projects,
but also developed an articulated civic engagement strategy and a consistent civic
engagement charter specifying the rights of inhabitants to participate in the urban public
sphere25. The strategy itself has been developed through n a participatory process where
numerous actors from civil society as well as from science, business, administration and
politics provided input, proposals and projects, and debated on the priorities for such strategy,
under the coordination of the Senate Chancellery that was in charge of this process. According
to the related press release “In terms of content, four focal points were set: culture of
recognition and public perception, infrastructure for engagement and participation, digital
transformation and access to engagement”26.
The participatory vitality of the urban society in Berlin, both individuals and organizations,
seems to be confirmed also by the quantitative indicators published in Figure 6-1 – UPS-1-4
DSI Civil Society, where the high score of Berlin is built upon the high number of volunteers,
the proactive attitudes to civil society, and the presence of supportive governmental policies
for social purpose initiatives.
3.2.2.2 E-participation
Berlin's multi-faceted system of civic engagement and promotion of active citizenship has a
strong e-participation component and relies on a variety of digital platforms which, while on
the one hand represent a system of vitality, on the other run the risk of overlap, fragment and
confuse potential participants.
Most of the platforms are FLOSS as in the case of the digital-vereint platform27 and many other
e-participation projects promoted by CityLab, a public experimental laboratory where
“representatives from government, civil society, academia and start-ups collaboratively
develop new ideas for how to both ensure and enhance the liveability of Berlin as a city. The
CityLAB combines elements of a digital workshop, a co-working space and event space into a
single location where participation and innovation are jointly pursued. We see digitalization
as an opportunity to re-think existing processes, dismantle social barriers and create new
forms of civic participation”28. Nonetheless, other engagement projects have been carried out
on outsourced proprietary platforms managed by third parties, as for example in the

25

https://www.berlin.de/buergeraktiv/beteiligen/engagementstrategie/

26

Our translation from https://www.berlin.de/rbmskzl/aktuelles/pressemitteilungen/2020/pressemitteilung.1033673.php

27

https://www.digital-vereint.berlin/

28

https://www.citylab-berlin.org/
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aforementioned participatory redesign of the former Tempelhof Airport, run by the company
Zebralog on their own platform.
It is important to highlight that the engagement of inhabitants covered also relevant digital
transformation topics: through the activities of the CityLab, but also at a strategic level, with
the participatory process launched by the city to develop a digital strategy for the city of Berlin.
According
to
the
information
provided
in
the
dedicated
website
https://digitalstrategie.berlin.de, the active involvement of the inhabitants covered both the
strategic and political dimension, as well as the technical one, through a complex process that
saw moments of wide online participation alternating with in-depth focus groups with
technical experts.

Figure 3-1 – Citizen Engagement in the development of Berlin’s digital strategy 29

Looking at the quantitative indicators used to explore the intensity of e-participation (
Figure 6-2 – UPS-2-3 E-participation intensity) it is possible to observe how the high level of civic
or political online participation of the inhabitants doesn’t correspond to an equal level of
intensity in the use of internet to interact with public authorities (e-government) nor to use
social networks, in countertendency with respect to the other cities analysed.

3.2.3 Urban Technological Agency
According to the statements published on the website dedicated to the development of a
Digital Strategy for the city (and to the engagement of inhabitants in the development of the
digital strategy), it seems that the Berlin’s authorities are convinced of the importance to align
technological choices to the urban visions: “Despite many unanswered questions, one thing is
clear: digitization is not a force of nature to which the citizens of this city are exposed. It is
man-made and man led. The State of Berlin wants to help shape the digital transformation

29

https://digitalstrategie.berlin.de/
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based on sustainability, participation, and economic development. The goal is a Berlin that is
worth living in and that ensures access and opportunities for all Berliners even in the digital
age. Digitization is not an end in itself but has the task of serving society and the economy”30.
This strong self-conscience of the role of politics in orienting technological transformation is
reflected in the pursuing of a consistent open ecosystem to which a variety of public authorities
(and controlled agencies) are pushed to contribute. While these choices are potentially
enabling for the development of digital conviviality experiments and platform cooperativism
cases, it is unclear whether if the perspective of inhabitants and weaker segments of urban
society (from a digital skill point of view) as well as digital barriers are properly considered in
the design and implementation of public services.
3.2.3.1 Digital Institutional Capacity
The digital institutional capacity of the city of Berlin seems to rely on a complex architecture
of partnerships, public-private bodies, and other kind of hybrid governance devices where it
is difficult to isolate the actual technological agency of public bodies. It is indeed possible to
observe that there is a clear investment of private and public players - as well as public
agencies and utilities at various governmental scales - in the development and extension of
an open ecosystem and most of urban technological actors are aligned and committed to the
use of open-source software and hardware.
This is the case for example of the “Technologiestiftung Berlin”, the foundation that promotes
the reuse and diffusion of open-source projects that are developed, commissioned or funded
by public administrations in the state of Berlin with the goal “to improve the transparency of
the public IT landscape and invite the digital community in Berlin and beyond to work
collaboratively on the development of good software for our city.”31 This is a Foundation with
legal capacity under German civil law and governed by a board where city appointed members
sit aside representatives of scientific institutions but also private actors from the circle of
founders, endowers or donors, as well as representatives of trade unions, chambers of
commerce and industrial associations.
Another example regards the public web services of the city delivered through the portal
https://www.berlin.de, which are entrusted to a private-public partnership between the state
of berlin and BerlinOnline Stadtportal GmbH & Co. KG, a joint venture between the private
holding BV Deutsche Zeitungsholding GmbH and the central development bank of the State
of Berlin - Investitionsbank Berlin.

30

Our translation from https://digitalstrategie.berlin.de/de/motivation-und-ziele-der-digitalstrategie-des-landes-berlin/

31

https://berlinopensource.de/
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BerlinOnline Stadtportal GmbH & Co. KG also covers the management of the open data portal
of the city https://daten.berlin.de, which is built on top of a Drupal -based CMS and integrates
a CKAN-based editing system (the "data register"), via which the various authorities can
integrate their data sets into the portal. The portal publishes indeed either public data or data
generated by publicly owned agencies and utilities, but at the moment it does not provide
access to third parties´ data.
The data are published under open licenses requiring only attribution specifications, and it is
interesting to observe that, aside the CC-BY license it is often used a specific German version
of the same license called DL-DE/BY-2-032 that requires to specify not only the credits to the
original authors, but also if and what changes were made to the original work. The peculiarity
of the Berlin´s digital ecosystem seems to be confirmed also by the scarce participation and
involvement of the city in international networks centered on technological transfer and
advocacy, as highlighted in Figure 6-5.
Despite the relevant degree of openness of the urban digital ecosystem and the fact that the
several key management figures steered the digital transformation in the public sector
through the complex institutional system of Berlin, other quantitative indicators provide
contradictory insights regarding the actual leadership of those processes and the beneficiaries
of this digital transformation strategy. This is the case, for example, of the low score of the
city in the indicator UTA-1-3 User-Centricity of Digital Public Service, shown in Figure 6-4 even though it should be reminded that this indicator is calculated at national level as part of
the E-government Benchmark survey33.
3.2.3.2 Civil Society´s Digital Infrastructures, Skills and Attitude
The portrait of the digital skills of the local society, observed through the several quantitative
indicators selected and published in APPENDIX I, appears quite linear even if it leaves some
questions open (which this report is not able to develop in an exhaustive way). In fact, in
almost all the indicators of the UTA 2 series (relating to the digital capacity of local civil society)
Berlin falls behind the cities of London and Paris and appears with results that are quite similar
to those of smaller-scale cities such as Barcelona and Lisbon, which represent urban contexts
characterized by relatively lower socio-economic levels.
In particular, the low result in the UTA 2-4 indicator stands out, which portrays the
collaborative capacity of the local society, and is lowered in particular by the scarce level of
collaboration between the IT industry actors and the local civil society (NESTA 2019, 40). This
data can be interpreted as a possible confirmation of the aforementioned low score on
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/de/deed.en
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https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/egovernment-benchmark-2020-egovernment-works-people
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indicator UTA-1-3 and lead to the hypothesis of a limited attention to the user´s perspective
in the design of digital services (both in the public and private domains).
The other indicators appear in line with the image of a wealthy and skilled urban society where
digital practices are highly widespread and where digital skills are strengthened by the high
training offer and job opportunities in STEM disciplines (cf. UTA 2-2-1).
3.2.3.3 Local Digital Economy
According to the GaWC index, the city of Berlin is classified in 2020 as “Beta + city” (together
with Barcelona, among others) and stands way below other capitals as Paris or London that
have a greater attractiveness for global capitals and investments in STEM sectors.
Nonetheless, Berlin remains an outlier for what regards the relevance of the digital sector in
the urban economy and in particular for the capacity to absorb a relevant amount of workforce (see
Figure 6-12 – UTA-3-2-2 Employment in high-tech sectors). Indeed, in the last few years Berline proved
capable to attract high-skilled workers and entrepreneurial talents from all Europe and branded itself
as a major start-up city and home to both major unicorns and giant as N26 and Zalando, but also

an accessible ecosystem for smaller start-ups.
A world-known example of this highly dynamic start-up environment and its entrenchment
with venture capital markets is Rocket Internet. Rocket is a successful incubator of start-ups
that “built” more than 100 new companies in the last decade, focusing on the “cloning” of
services, apps, and platforms from other markets into the European one, and since 2014 is
listed at the Frankfurt stock exchange (Baumann et al. 2018) The relatively low score in the
indicator on funding (Figure 6-13 – UTA-3-3 DSI Funding) regards in particular the limited
availability of major grant from EU structural funds dedicated to ICT projects, while Berlin has
a large availability of Impact Investment opportunities including impact funds, angel networks,
banks and corporates that make impact investments, investment fund managers and other
capital channels & intermediaries, etc. According to the data published on the official
dashboard of the project https://startup-map.berlin/ (launched by the Berlin's Senate
Department for Economics, Energy and Public Enterprises in cooperation with the Berlin
Startup Unit) Berlin nowadays counts 4907 verified startups, 232 VC investors, 250k startup
employees and 494 tech corporates established in the city.
3.2.3.4 Local Platform Society
This section, built upon the results of the D 1.2 (cfr. Figure 6-14 – UTA-4 Platform Society)
reveals that the city of Berlin - although proportionately to a lesser extent than cities with a
smaller population - is an important space for experimenting alternatives to the unicorn
platforms that dominate the market for transport services, short-term rental, delivery and
cleaning sought by PLUS). In fact, if on the one hand the city is a historical container of
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important offline cooperation experiences, in recent years significant attempts have been
made to develop adequate technological solutions to support models of mutual and solidarity
economy, within the context of what is defined "platform cooperativism" 34. It is worth
mentioning the relevant role played by the platform Smart, that aims to tackle directly
challenges related to platform labour by employing its members and providing them with
administrative, social and legal protection35.

34

https://platformcoop.de/berlins-sharing-economy-is-not-dead-it-just-needed-a-reboot

35

It is the German chapter of the French partner of PLUS Smart.fr https://smart-eg.de/
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3.3 Bologna
3.3.1 Regulatory Framework
Differently from the other cities investigated in the Plus project, Bologna is not a national
capital but a regional capital (“capoluogo di Regione”)36. The Italy’s sub-national distribution
of power is regionalized and organized along the axis Regional – Province – municipalities and
metropolitan cities. This condition confers to Bologna important competences, but not a
potential regulatory power comparable with the others Plus cities. Nevertheless, as we will see
in the next sections, Bologna is an interesting node in which local authority, stakeholders and
civil society experimented practices and policies aimed to regulate the platform economy in
the urban context.
3.3.1.1 Decentralization
The Italian sub-national division of administrative and government powers is established by
Constitution (Art. 114). As already said in the previous section, below the State there are three
levels: regional, Province, Municipalities and Metropolitan cities. As highlighted by the
European University Institute report (2008, p. 178) “The Constitution guarantees regional and
local autonomy and the principle of subsidiarity; it gives indications on the allocation of
competences between the State and the regions”. At the beginning of XXI century the Italian
State has given new impetus to the devolution process by attributing new competences to
regions, enlarging the matters of concurrent legislation between the two levels. Regarding the
sectors in which operate the four digital platforms here investigated, region hold (and share
with the State) competences over labour, namely i) job protection, ii) health and safety.
Supra Municipal Institutions
The division of administrative and government powers in the upper levels is organized along
the line State/central government, region, and province. The two level that hold both
legislative and administrative powers are State and region, while province have only
administrative one. Furthermore, following the devolution processes fostered after the 2001
Constitutional reform, regions had expanded their range of competences on
labour/employment, health, fiscality (fiscal federalism), establishing in this way a series of
shared competences with the State. Central government is the responsible of most of the
transfer to municipality resulting from general taxation.

36

Barcelona also is a regional capital, but with a wider array of competences due to the Spain’s administrative and
government organization
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Infra Municipal Institutions
Italian cities are further divided in districts, or neighbourhoods (“quartieri”). In Bologna the
competences, bodies and mode of operations are established by the municipal statute
(“Statuto comunale”) and the Regulation of decentralization (“Regolamento sul
decentramento”). Neighbourhoods are composed by two bodies: Council and the President
(chosen by the council). The former is elected by direct suffrage and remains in office for a
period equivalent to the Municipal Council, thus, on the basis of our classification, they hold
a strong power. According to the “Regolamento sul decentramento”, the neighbourhoods and
its bodies do not hold legislative competences, but hold initiative powers, such as formulate
proposals, indications and interrogations to be submitted to municipal administration37.
Metropolitan Authority
Since 2015 Bologna and its territory changed government system, becoming metropolitan city
(Law 56/2014, so-called “Legge Delrio”). On the basis of this reorganization, the metropolitan
area holds responsibilities on the following domains: care of the strategic development of the
territory; the organization and promotion of services devoted to Municipalities and ”Unione
dei Comuni” (Union of Municipalities) systems; the promotion and coordination of the
economic and social development; territorial planning, mobility and infrastructures;
digitization and computerization systems. The metropolitan city of Bologna represents the
interlocutor/partner of the Emilia-Romagna Region for the strategic development of the
territory38. It is not a direct elective government, since is represented by the main town
(Bologna) mayor (metropolitan mayor). The other body of the metropolitan city is the council,
which is composed by the mayors and councillors (18 in total) of the others cities belonging
to the area. The Metropolitan council is chosen through a second-degree electoral system,
which means that the electors are the mayors and councillors of the municipalities.
3.3.1.2 Labor Regulation
Following the multi-scalar division of competences, Bologna does not hold the authority to
regulate labour dimension. In fact, this is a competence of the central government, although
according to multi-scalar organization of powers regions and province hold some
competences regarding employment policies.
Nevertheless, local government in agreement with representatives of the urban platform
economy (including formal and informal union) have launched a table which led to the so-
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http://www.comune.bologna.it/media/files/decentramento.pdf; https://www.comune.bologna.it/serviziinformazioni/statuto-comunale.
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https://psm.bologna.it/La_Citta_metropolitana.
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called Chart of “digital workers right in the urban context”39, which aims to guarantee a
minimum level of rights to digital workers. It is worth to evidence that, although the Chart
have a universalistic view, the pressure to promote a regulatory framework received its
impetus from the food-delivery sector and the riders' mobilization through the informal
organization Riders Union Bologna (RUB).
Anyway, although this municipal experiment does not have the normative power of a regional
or parliamentary law and it is based on a voluntary subscription by the digital platforms,
nonetheless it represents an attempt to indirectly regulate in a bottom-up perspective the
platform labour. To date, the Chart has been signed only by few digital platforms (in fact, the
international digital platforms did not sign it).
3.3.1.3 Sectoral regulation
Tourism
In the last decade Bologna City Hall and the urban governance actors have been committed
to relocate the urban economy in the global value chains through two main drivers: the
tourism industry and the knowledge economy. In this perspective local authority has done
several infrastructural investments aim to become Bologna a city of “permanence” and not
only a city of transition (between the main touristic nodes in the North Italy). In this context
(the so-called City of Food) digital platforms such as Airbnb found a fertile ground to
proliferate. In this context are proliferated digital platforms, such as Airbnb, which is
characterized by a marked touristic tendency, with disruptive effects on rental sector.
According to the InsideAirBnB website40, in Bologna there are 2,333 entire houses/apartments
(equal to 65,9% of the total) and 1,139 private rooms (equal to 32,2% of the total), while the
shared rooms are 70 (2% of the total). The average price per night correspond to EUR 76
(D.3.3, p. 67). According to the interviews collected in the Bologna city report (published in
appendix to: Leuphana University of Lüneburg 2020, 2), local policy makers seem to be aware
of the Airbnb’s impact on the urban fabric, highlighting the need to intervene not only with
the logic of taxation, but also orienting the touristic flux in the metropolitan area.
Urban Mobility
According to the report on division of powers between the European Union (Committee of
the Regions, European Institute of Public Administration (European Institute of Public
Administration (Maastricht, The Netherlands)), and European Center for the Regions (ECR)
2012), the municipality scale in Italy is responsible for local public transport and urban
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http://www.comune.bologna.it/sites/default/files/documenti/CartaDiritti3105_web.pdf

40

HYPERLINK "http://insideairbnb.com/bologna/"http://insideairbnb.com/bologna/.
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transport. In Bologna is managed by the public agency TPER S.P.A (“Trasporto passeggeri
Emilia-Romagna"), a public limited company which is composed by several public partners:
region (46,13% of the share), Bologna City Hall (30,11%), Metropolitan City (18,79%), ACT
Transport Consortium of Reggio Emilia (3,06%), Province of Ferrara (1,01%) and Ferrara City
Hall (0,65%). Since 2018, TPER manages “Corrente”, an all-electric urban mobility car sharing
services41.
Bologna (but in general in Italy) is the only Plus’ city in which Uber do not operate42. This is an
interesting issue, since it is a result of traditional taxi unions which can exert their pressure to
local authority, since in Italy the taxi license is granted by municipalities.
3.3.1.4 Taxation
Following the Constitutional Reform of October 2001 and the fostering of devolution process,
Italian regions have obtained a relevant degree of fiscal autonomy (so-called fiscal federalism).
According to the European University Institute report (2008, p. 183). “Article 119 of the
Constitution implies complete autonomy for lower levels to finance their activities (…) the
fiscal autonomy of sub-national government is important, as about 53 per cent of sub-national
revenue is derived from autonomous taxation”. In any case, the “base and rate of these taxes
is in a majority of cases regulated by the central government” (Ibid.). On the basis of this fiscal
federalism, municipalities derive their revenues from autonomous taxation (34,2%), shared
tax (10,1%), grants (33,7%) and others (22%). Thus, Bologna’s local authority derive its tax
revenues in the abovementioned way.
As for the other cities investigated in Plus project, one of the main channels to collect revenue
is through the touristic tax, which amount to “6% of accommodation price with a maximum
of EUR 5 per person per night, for bookings up to 5 nights” (D. 3.3, p. 67). According to D. 3.3
(Ibid.), “In 2017, the Bologna City Council approved an amendment to the tourist tax
regulation establishing that website managers, such as Airbnb, are required to collect the
tourist tax and remit it to the City Council”.

3.3.2 Urban Public sphere
Despite its small size compared to other cities investigated by Plus project, Bologna is one of
the most active Italian cities regarding urban participatory experimentation. This characteristic
probably derives from its historical path and political effervescence, from which emerged a
variety of civil society’s actors, institutional and no institutional, which continually dialogue
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https://www.tper.it/azienda/chi-siamo.
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Anyway, in 2020 Uber start to operate in Bologna only with the Uber Black service.
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with local authority in order to propose participatory project and promote democratic process
from below. Bologna represents a good lens to study the Public sphere innovations since, in
the last few years, its urban governance has been committed in developing a variety of
experiments regarding this issue, which in some case is interrelated with digital labour
conditions. Three examples above all: the “bill of rights of digital workers in urban spaces”, the
Platform cooperative “Consegne etiche” and the participatory budgeting.
3.3.2.1 Democratic innovations
Bologna’s local administration has been committed in the implementation of inclusive and
participatory innovation. The hub “Fondazione per l’Innovazione Urbana” is the main center
devoted to promoting a proactive citizenship, which aims to consolidate its role as “collective
brain” and hub for urban transformations and catalyst of ideas and activities43. Two relevant
experiences have been the neighbourhood laboratory and the municipal participatory
budgeting44. As reported in the official website, for biennium 2019-20 2 million euro of the
municipal budget was allocated, approximately 300 thousand euro for each neighbourhood.
Another relevant democratic innovation regards the Bologna City Hall’s open-data project,
which offers an accessible dataset on a plurality of strategic sectors/domains, such as
infrastructures, mobility, environment, tourism etc. The importance given to data by local
authority is clearly expressed in the official website, in which is reported that data represent
a leverage for the digital transformation of the Public Administration. More specifically, data
– together with informative network and infrastructures – has been identified as digital
commons45. The API is accessible to the public for the development of applications, but after
the request of credentials. The open data platform is based on licence CC BY 4.0 ODbl, which
allow people and organizations to use and modify the material collected, with the prohibition
to add new restrictions46.
A third and most recent innovations has been the app “Consegne Etiche”, that is a municipal
delivery cooperative platform made up by a plurality of local actors. It is an interesting
experience of democratic approach since it followed a path consisting of several steps of coparticipation and involvement of local civil society.
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https://www.fondazioneinnovazioneurbana.it/chisiamo.

44

http://partecipa.comune.bologna.it/bilancio-partecipativo-0.

45

https://opendata.comune.bologna.it/pages/progetto/.

46

http://dati.comune.bologna.it/node/3449.
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3.3.2.2 E-participation
A democratic innovation devoted to the promotion of digital participation and collaboration
of citizenship in municipal issues is the civic network “Iperbole”. This platform was founded in
the 1995 by the Bologna City Hall and in collaboration with the University, with the aim to
promote the access to information technologies and promote the citizens’ digital literacy.
Iperbole was conceived as a “virtual” space to encourage the civic collaboration and during
the years has implemented several services subdivided in three sections: “Comune” (City Hall),
online services and “partecipa” (Participate). The three sections offer a channel to bring
citizens closer to the City Hall, allowing the use of services via digital tools. In particular, the
section “partecipa” is devoted to encourage the citizens’ commitment to the political life
promoting the participatory and collaboration processes. In this regard, the main example is
the participatory budgeting47.
According to the quantitative analysis on e-participation intensity in the last 12 months (UPS2-3), Bologna shows the lowest degree between Plus’ cities of digital interaction with public
authority and one of the lowest regarding the social network use and civic or political
participation. Anyway, it is worth to evidence that the degree of the latter indicator is higher
in Bologna than in other capital cities, more specifically Paris and Tallinn. This data maybe can
be attribute to the civil society effervescence in a relatively small urban context (compared to
the others cities investigated), with the possibility to exert more influence to local policymakers.

3.3.3 Urban Technology Agency
As for the Urban Public sphere, in the last decades Bologna City Hall has been committed to
improve its Technology Agency. As we will see, the main drivers to achieve this aim are two:
the civic network “Iperbole” and the hub “Fondazione per l’Innovazione Urbana”, both created
and supported by Bologna’s local authority. The Digital Agenda 2016-2020 represented the
strategy to achieve a broader digitalization of municipal services and bring political decision
closer to civil society, citizens and local stakeholders. In general, the quantitative analysis
highlighted a low performance of Bologna concerning specific issues, such as use of internet
and STEM employment and education. However, despite this condition and the low degree of
international attractiveness, Bologna is one of the Plus’ cities with the highest concentration
of digital platforms (both Unicorn and alternative models).
3.3.3.1 Digital Institutional Capacity
The digital Institutional Capacity of Bologna rely on a complex architecture composed by a
plurality of actors organized as a network. Thus, the governance is formed by a variety of
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http://partecipa.comune.bologna.it/.
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public-private partnership and bodies. In any case, one of the main drivers to grasp the
dimension investigated in this paragraph is the hub “Fondazione per l’Innovazione Urbana”,
which has been advocated and founded by the Bologna City Hall (and the University of
Bologna). As already said, this Foundation represents a strategic space to promote initiative
on participatory and collaborative processes, involving the civil society and public and private
actors of Bologna. But the main space designed to strengthen the Bologna’s Digital
Institutional Capacity was the civic network “Iperbole”. For example, the Digital Agenda and
the open-data platform have been fostered during the last decades through this virtual space.
We have already spoken about the latter in the previous sections (Cfr. 3.3.2.1 Democratic
Innovations). Regarding the latter, the Digital Agenda 2016 - 2020 represents a multi-annual
path aimed to make Bologna “smart”, “inclusive” and “open” through the implementation of
digital and information technologies/infrastructures, involving progressively all the
neighbourhoods and citizens, in order to ensure better public services and a sustainable social
and economic growth48. In the frame of the Digital Agenda, an important project has been the
“Dati e Big Data Analytics per la comunità” (Data and Big Data for the community) project,
through which local authority intends to improve its capabilities and the organization of data
with “public value” generated by institutions, citizens and firms49.
3.3.3.2 Civil Society’s Digital Infrastructure, Skills and Attitude
An important question to identify from the beginning in this section is that there are not data
on EDSI development regarding Bologna.
To frame the state of art of digital infrastructure, skills and attitude in the Bologna’s
metropolitan context it is worth to look at the quantitative analysis we used. According to the
data collected (UTA 1-3), Bologna seems to hold a good degree of user-centricity of digital
public services, with a higher rank than EU-27 average and important capital cities, such as
London, Berlin and Paris. This data seems to confirm the local authority’s commitment to
invest in innovation and implement digital and information technologies. On the other side,
the indicator on the use of internet (UTA 2-3) rank Bologna on the last position between the
7 cities investigated in Plus for each sub-indicators: use of internet in the last 3 months (82%),
purchase online (46%) and selling online (10%). This low degree is reflected (or maybe it is the
caused by) the percentage of people with tertiary education and/or employed in STEM sectors
(UTA 2-2-1), which rank Bologna in the last position.
Despite this data highlight a low performance, it is interesting to note that Bologna is one of
the most advanced Italian cities regarding the experimentation of innovative policies on
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http://www.comune.bologna.it/pianoinnovazioneurbana/agenda-digitale-bologna-2016-20-la-nuova-strategia-digitaledel-comune-bologna-un-modello-innovazione-urbana/.
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community’ participation and collaboration, attributing a pivotal role to digital technologies.
The Digital Agenda 2016-2020 represent an example tool in this direction.
3.3.3.3 Local Digital Economy
According to GaWC classification, Bologna is classified as “gamma city”, thus with a low degree
of attractiveness to international capital and integration with the Global Value Chains. This
data is also confirmed by the GaWC score (Figure 6-11 – UTA-3-1 GAWC_Score), for which Bologna
has the lowest score among the 7 cities chosen. Anyway, in the last few years Bologna local
administration has been committed to intercept global circuits of capital, in particular through touristic
and knowledge economy. Finally, on the basis of the analysis of the International City Network (Figure
6-5 – UTA-1-4 International City Networks), Bologna show a low vitality regarding the technological
transformation topics, belonging only at two networks: digital transformation and GDC.

3.3.3.4 Local Platform Society
Despite Bologna being the smallest cities investigated in the Plus project, its urban context is
populated by many digital platforms. In fact, according to D. 1.2 and the data collected (UTA
4 Platform Society) in Bologna there are 24 Unicorn platforms and 4 alternatives. It is worth
to evidence that Bologna urban context produced at least two cases of local platforms, one
belonging to the alternative model and one to market one, Consegne etiche and Mymenù
respectively.

3.4 Lisbon
3.4.1 Regulatory Framework
The Portuguese administrative culture is strongly centralist, unlike some of the other cities
studied in PLUS. Its administrative political subdivision established in the 1976’s constitution is
composed of regions, municipalities and civil parishes, freguesias. However, despite being
enshrined in the constitution, the regions have never been implemented, and a bill to set up it
was defeated in a referendum in 1998. Nevertheless, this issue is still present at the national
political debate. Within this framework, municipalities can organize themselves in intermunicipal communities or in metropolitan areas. The only two metropolitan areas established
are those of Lisbon and Oporto, to which the law 10/2003 confers extensive autonomy.
Although, metropolitan areas do not have great powers; in fact, their main function is to
coordinate services among municipalities or as advisory bodies on budgetary issues. On the
other side, municipal authorities share powers with civil parishes on several matters. Lisbon,
thus, represent a good lens to understand how municipalities and metropolitan areas govern
platform economy and approach technological development in those sectors like mobility. In
general, Lisbon is characterized by a dense network of exclusive and shared competences
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between public authorities, although, based on data collected we can infer that only the
central government owns capacity to directly regulate labour conditions and taxation.
3.4.1.1 Decentralization
As reported by the European University Institute (2012, p. 246), “the Constitution guaranties
self-government but gives no indication on competencies”, while the power and
competencies of the administrative levels are provided by law.
As mentioned, regional level is not implemented. Also, provincial level owns few
competencies, and its body is directly appointed by the central government. Municipalities,
instead, owns exclusive powers as well as powers which are shared with parishes.
Municipalities are allowed to implement a wider array of policies on local development
(health, environment, technological, infrastructural, local paining, education, energy).
Additionally, municipalities own a leverage concerning fiscal and tax revenues, particularly in
the case of tourism and real estate, but also can levy, albeit to a limited extent, an additional
tax on corporate income.
Supra Municipal Institutions
The division of administrative and government powers in the upper levels is organized along
the line State/central government and municipalities. Central government is the responsible
of most of the transfer to municipality resulting from general taxation. Although Lisbon and
municipalities in general own, as pointed up, a certain degree of autonomy, the centralist
administrative culture and structure of Portuguese Republic confer to the upper governments
an important influence. However, it should be noted that for what concerns Lisbon public
transport, there has been a process of municipalization of those mobility companies that were
previously managed by the central government.
Infra Municipal Institutions
According to the law 56/2012, to foster the decentralization of administration and encourage
people participation, and especially to accomplish to the constitutional aim of implement the
local power, Lisbon in further divide in 24 parishes freguesias. Parishes are strong submunicipal bodies since they are directly elected and share with municipality powers on
transport, health facilities, economic development, social welfare. Furthermore, parishes
have exclusive responsibility on parishes properties and on the registration on electoral
register as well as the responsibility of the upkeep of local highway.
Metropolitan Authority
The municipality of Lisbon coordinates with the other municipalities that compose the Area
Metropolitana de Lisboa – Lisbon Metropolitan Area (e.g., mobility, urban planning). The
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Metropolitan area is not an authority directly elected, but especially on infrastructure and
transport sector is one of the most important players. Hence, not only Lisbon Metropolitan
Area coordinate the public transport services, but also those are managed by a metropolitan
company.
3.4.1.2 Labor Regulation
Lisbon’s local authority cannot directly influence labour regulation, since is an exclusive
competence of the State. Nether the metropolitan authority and its agencies/utility can
intervene directly on this theme. Anyway, both administrative bodies are promoting an
integrated and inclusive growth in various economic sectors on which those digital platforms
here investigated play. Both of them has tried to regulate the impact indirectly, for example
by advocating agreements with digital platforms. An indirect way of regulation could be
through public data policies by establishing agreement between local authority and digital
platforms, especially within on-delivery and short-rental/accommodation sectors.
Additionally, to reduce the impact of mobility platform on the traditional sector of taxi
transport, Lisbon municipality financed the renewal of the car fleet for the latter sector on its
own - funding to be added to that from the central government. It has also promoted training
courses for the taxi sector. Finally, a metropolitan transport agency has recently been created.
Among its aims there is the one of digitally integrating all metropolitan transport services,
both public and private. However, it should be noted once again, in continuity with report D
1.1 (p. 42), that this process of modernizing public transport does not affect working
conditions, even though it presupposes a review of fares, including for platform companies,
which has so far only been declared.
3.4.1.3 Sectoral regulation
As described above, there are several shared competences between Lisbon authority,
metropolitan area (AML) and local parishes, including those in which Plus digital platforms
operate. Here we focus on Urban Mobility and Tourism, in which local authority can have a
major influence on the regulation of sectoral platforms’ activities.
Tourism
Lisbon is one of the cities most impacted by Airbnb among the EU’s cities studied by PLUS,
with over 16 thousand listings (D. 3.3 p. 70). The quick and massive propagation of this
platforms has led to buy-to-let investments and tourism-driven displacement boosting
gentrification processes (Cocola-Gant & Gago, 2019). In this sector, along the first phase of
the short-term rental expansion in Lisbon, local authority hasn’t shown good capacity to
regulate the propagation and the impact on urban space of Airbnb. As highlighted in the Lisbon
city report, Airbnb and other platforms of short-rental term, expanded under “the framework
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of a set of pro-market public policies, urban requalification and restyling measures, and a
strong tourism marketing campaign” (Lisbon City Report, 2019 p. 16). Later in 2018 the
government approved a law which define a license system and allows municipalities to
implement containment areas in their districts to restrict the number of short-term rental
properties. Lisbon implemented containment areas only in November 2019.
The touristic sector could represent a leverage for local authority to increase its own fiscal
revenues deriving from taxation mechanism of the touristic flux and licenses for allocation, 50
contrasting in the latter case the spreading of unlicensed offer.
Urban Mobility
The regulation of passenger transport mediated by platform belong to the central
government. The Portuguese law which regulates platform passenger mobility is almost
unique among the EU’s states (the only comparable case is the one of Estonia). It defines an
intermediary system based on local companies which intermediate the relation between
platform and drivers. Also in this case, Municipality owns reduced capacity in sector regulation
in relation to labour conditions. Municipality can intervene directly, even if in accordance with
the central government, on tariffs. Although, it can intervene indirectly by managing issues
linked with transit and parking. It could intervene also on other issues like in Barcelona by
defining booking time of ride, but it does not, or by establishing a maximum quota of licensed
cars and drivers operating through platform mobility. A greater intervention on this sector is
currently led by the infra-municipal level. The authority of Lisbon Metropolitan Area creates a
Metropolitan agency and is planning to create a mobility-as-service in order to integrate, as
mentioned above, the whole of mobility and micro-mobility services over the metropolitan
area (D 3.1).
In relation to micro-mobility municipal authority signed a collaboration protocol with all the
micro-mobility companies operating in Lisbon in order to share data in order to gather more
detailed information and to plan in accordance the city transit (D 3.1).
3.4.1.4 Taxation
As previously mentioned, the Portuguese centralist administrative culture is mirrored on the
high dependence of municipalities’ budget from the central Government. In Lisbon, the most
populated Portuguese city, local taxes play an important role. A clear picture of revenues is
reported by the D3.3 (p. 48): “revenues amount to EUR 419 million deriving from direct taxes,
equal to more than 50% of current revenues and about 32% of total revenues. This is the result
of two specific taxes: IMI -Municipal property tax, calculated on the value of the property and
IMPT (Imposto Municipal sobre a Transmissão Onerosa de Imóveis). The latter is a municipal
tax - a sort of revenue stamp - on the transfer of ownership throughout the Portuguese
territory. The IMPT is calculated by the central tax agency based on the information submitted
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by the declarant. It must be calculated before data transmission. The tax is paid by the person
who acquires the right to use the property, usually the buyer or tenant.
As in other European capitals, the tourist tax is negligible, amounting to only EUR 397.175,
equal to 0.4% of current revenues”. The latter was further reduced this year to 394.610.

3.4.2 Urban Public sphere
Lisbon has been the first European Capital to adopt, in 2008, the Participatory Budget (PB)
process. It aims to involve inhabitants involve at a municipal scale “in the elaboration and
ranking of the proposals to be included in a predetermined slice of the city council’s budget”.
Due to this goal, “Lisbon’s process has become a benchmark for various similar experiences,
both in Portugal and abroad. It brought innovative elements into the international debate,
such as the use of new technologies to present and rank proposals, and therefore it sought to
focus on the construction of a more "European" model of PB”. Lisbon can be seen as laboratory
of different participatory projects and of the implementation of transformative a democratic
innovation. Although, it should be noted that, accordingly to the data collected, this effort in
creating a participatory ecosystem lacks in digital tools able to boost forward citizens
participation, even though the pandemic outbreak has encouraged the municipal authority to
enforce digital participation tools.
3.4.2.1 Democratic innovations
In recent years, Lisbon Municipality have been promoting a repertoire of structured
participatory processes through the Sessões Participativas (SP) – which from this year will be
held on-line – to hear the inhabitants of the city and even enabling participatory decisions on
specific policy domains. Lisbon’s participatory budgeting (in 2021 2.500.000 Million euros of
the municipal budget are allocated through PB) is mostly related to urban planning policies –
including the main urban plan and several in-depth processes related to the planning of public
spaces. The edition of PB 2021 “is dedicated to the theme of energy and environmental
sustainability, combating climate change, as well as the practice of physical activity, with
Lisbon being the European Capital of Sport 2021”.
This broad offer of participatory spaces and its pioneerism in shaping Participatory Budget in
Europe, is not mirrored in the indicator related to the vitality of Civil Society (Figure 6-1 – UPS1-4 DSI Civil Society) which sets Lisbon at an average level for the integration in the
participation strategy of the city of bottom-up initiatives, if compared to other large cities and
European capital.
This perception, while one could assert that it is biased by the critic perspective of local civil
society (According to the DSI methodology, the indicator is mainly built upon responses to a
survey link), it is confirmed in the grey and academic literature. Although, it should be
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emphasized that over the last few years, the movement for the right to housing has grown,
and it has progressively extended its vision to include issues of the right to the city. At the
same time, there have been a number of important initiatives that have seen active
participation, both through participatory budgeting mechanisms (like the case of the central
square of Martim Monitz) and grassroots mobilization (such as the renovation and
transformation of an abandoned urban space in a public garden, or the users commission of
Lisbon public transports which for improving maintenance of public services, as well as a
reorganization and extension of the underground).
At the same time, the importance that civil parishes play in the management of urban assets
must be considered. For this level of administration passes important decisions, moreover, it
represents a level of participation and decoloniality that has a greater proximity to the
population, playing an important intermediary role between the citizens and the municipal
administration. For example, the evaluation of projects within participatory budgeting itself is
conducted in a coordinated manner between these different administrative levels.
3.4.2.2 E-participation
Digital participatory venues are all provided through the website called Lisboa Participa
(https://lisboaparticipa.pt). Lisboa Participa brings together a range of services for
participatory processes, managed and accessible through the platform Liberopinion, a digital
app developed by a private company, Libertrium. It is interesting to note that Lisbon is the
only case, among the cities studied within PLUS, in which the digital tool for participation is
based on a proprietary non-FLOSS code produced by a contracted company, and not a free
and open software, as in the case of Barcelona, or a proprietary one produced by a public
agency as in the case of Paris. As explained in its site, Lisboa partecipa “is the municipal space
for participatory citizenship, which centralizes information and provides participation tools
promoted by the Lisbon City Council. On this portal, citizens can: become aware of all the
Participation programs and initiatives of municipal scope; participate online in the different
programs”. Through this platform, it is possible to submit proposals for participatory
budgeting, participate in debates on the proposals submitted and vote on the various projects.
It is also possible to vote by text message.
According to the quantitative indicators for this section, it is important to highlight the low
inclusive capacity in digital interactions of disadvantaged and less connected social groups
(Figure 6-3 – UPS-2-4 DSI Inclusion).
It is worth emphasizing how a digital infrastructure developed by a private agency and based
on a proprietary code, together with a low penetration of participatory digital mechanisms,
within a participatory context that is nevertheless positive, mirror an administrative culture of
digitalism favorable to large corporations in the sector. Lisbon is the European city that is
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hosting the WEB Summit, attended by the major companies in the field of technological and
digital development, as the so-called GAFAMs. This initiative could be eventually interpreted
in comparison with Barcelona's effort to produce a culture of digital participation in which the
development of IT tools based on open codes plays a central role.

3.4.3 Urban Technology Agency
Lisbon administration created an online service called Urbanismo Digital which, according to
the official web site of the city, is “an online service with the mission of eliminating paper from
all interactions in the scope of the city's Urban Management, providing a better experience to
the Citizen and a more transparent, faster and efficient analysis of the processes”. At the same
time Municipality enforced its cooperation with other actors through the platform Lisboa
Inteligente, which define the Lisbon approach “to the Smart City concept”. This portal “allows
people to learn about what the municipality is doing regarding this smart city concept. At the
same time, all the municipal initiatives that the municipality will be launching will be
aggregated”. Through Lisboa Intelligente, the Municipal Authority has launched several
initiatives for the development of different digital systems, including artificial intelligence and
ranging from governance, to the economy, to the environment or mobility, in collaboration
with numerous private entities, and also with companies of the aforementioned GAFAM group.
As for Lisboa Participa, also Lisboa Inteligente is powered by another private company, NEC
Portugal – Telecomunicações e Sistemas. Within Lisboa Inteligente project, is included also the
platform Lisboa Aberta, which “sharing data produced by the Lisbon Municipality and by the
partner entities of the Lisboa Aberta program, with the aim of boosting citizen participation,
encouraging the reuse and sharing of data, stimulating entrepreneurship and innovation”.
Through the website it is possible to consult different data and information regarding housing,
population, education, environment, economy, tourism, health-care services or mobility. This
program is also based on partnership whit companies which developing properly apps which
share data based on geo-localization, or on air and acoustic pollution or also measuring and
monitoring electricity consumption.
These are the main initiatives which defines the Lisbon approach to digital transformation.
Although, the data regarding the direction and extension of the digital transformation of the
urban society provide a contradictory picture of the city, characterized by a strong asymmetry
between public agencies and digital private companies.
3.4.3.1 Digital Institutional Capacity
As highlighted in the previously section, the extended hybridization of the urban public
sphere, suggests that the municipal authority of Lisbon is strengthening capacity to steer
digital transformation.
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Although, its strategy is contradictory. On one hand, as the Lisboa Aberta suggests, is based
on an understanding of data generated by the city through public services as digital commons
to be processed and standardized for their reuse and finally for their capacity to generate
public value. Examples of this process, in addition to the attempt to strengthen tools for digital
participation, can be found in the sharing of data produced by the public micro-mobility
platforms (GIRA), and in the sharing of short-term rental data, which according to the new
regulation are collected, analyzed and published by a commission of the municipal assembly.
On the other hand, Lisboa Aberta share only data produced by the public authority and by its
perthanes which are just public agencies. In short, an asymmetry is thereby created in the
exchange and publication of information, whereby third parties have access to data produced
by public agencies, while the data produced by the data produced by the former are not
public.
The process of digital transformation of the public services is led by key figures: in addition to
the DPO – made mandatory by the GDPR – a CIO has been appointed in order to coordinate
the digital strategy of the city.
While it is always difficult to assess the actual impact of digitalization on public services, in this
research we adopted an indicator extracted from the E-Government Benchmark survey to
compare the degree of user-centricity of digital services provided by the city (UTA-1-3), where
Lisbon scores a high result (lower only to London) and significantly above the EU average.
Another indicator of the vitality and control of the city government on digital transformation
policies is the high number of international city networks related to topics of digital
transformation and innovation (UTA-1-4) to which Lisbon belongs, being together with
Barcelona the city with the most intense networking activity.
3.4.3.2 Civil Society’s Digital Infrastructure, Skills and Attitude
To picture the state of the art of infrastructures and skills of the Lisbon’s urban society it is
possible to reuse two key indicators developed within the EDSI research and respectively
referred to the state of the art of infrastructures and digital skills. These indicators these
indicators rank Lisbon at the bottom of the cities studied in PLUS. The overall availability of
infrastructures is one of the lowest among the seven cities of PLUS (only higher than Tallinn),
while the data regarding skills places Lisbon at the lowest level. It is to note, anyway, that is
aligned with those of the other two cities of southern European countries (Barcelona and
Bologna, however with a large gap).
Similar trends (at least for what concern the comparison between the seven cities of PLUS)
can be observed if we look at the usage of commercial platform services. The indicator Figure
6-9 – UTA-2-3 Use of Internet provides a simplified picture that shows that, the overall
percentage of population that used internet in the last 3 months is one of the lowest between
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the 7 cities (85%), only superior to Bologna, as well as the use of commercial platforms to
purchase and sell products which positions Lisbon in the second-to-last position, again slightly
higher in Bologna. Similarly with these trends are the data regarding the capacity to
collaborate and contribute to the expansion of the open/FLOS ecosystem of the city, where
Lisbon appears to be one of the cities with the lowest collaborative civil society, only higher
then Tallin (Figure 6-10 – UTA-2-4 DSI Collaboration).
3.4.3.3 Local Digital Economy
According to the GaWC, Lisbon is positioned in 2020 as “Aplha - city” (UTA-3-1-2) just below
two other larger national capitals as Paris or London that have a greater attractiveness for
global capitals and investments in STEM sectors. On the contrary, Lisbon rates as the worst
PLUS cities in relation to attract and use funds for Digital transformation and innovation
(Figure 6-13 – UTA-3-3 DSI Funding).
3.4.3.4 Local Platform Society
The discrepancy between the indicators analyzed in the previous section, show that, on the
one hand, Lisbon owns capacity to create a digital cluster through public policies, but this has
not penetrated the municipal digital infrastructure. Furthermore, looking at the Platform
Society indicator (Figure 6-14 - UTA-4 Platform Society), Lisbon is the first city among those
studied by PLUS for the greatest relative presence of platform unicorns. This indicator,
moreover, confirms the considerations previously advanced, around the central role played
by large digital platforms in the digital ecosystem of the Portuguese capital.

3.5 London
3.5.1 Regulatory framework
London is part of a complex division of power in the United Kingdom’s hybrid state system
(asymmetrically decentralised unitary state). In the UK the division of administrative and
government powers is organized along the line central level, regional level, and local level, with
a further sub-division on Councils, districts and boroughs. The peculiar condition of the Mayor
of London (which is also the head of the Greater London Authority) confers to him the authority
to intervene in a wider range of spheres, thus being able to introduce specific rules and fees to
regulate the activities of digital platforms. In fact, according to the Greater London Authority
Act, the Mayor must publish seven strategies concerning a variety of public spheres:
environment, Spatial Development, Transport, Economic Development, Housing, Culture,
Health Inequalities. In virtue of the abovementioned division of power complexity, London
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represents an especially interesting case in relation to the analysis of the Regulatory
framework.
Decentralization
As reported by the European University Institute’s report (2008, p. 306), the Greater London
Authority’s range of competences is established by the Greater London Authority Act entered
into force in the 1999.
The English organization of administrative and government power forms a complex hierarchy
along the axis regional level and local level. The former (that is the higher tier of local
government) is organized on the basis of nine regions: North East, North West, Yorkshire and
the Humber, East Midlands, West Midlands, East, South East, South West, and the Greater
London Authority and its Mayor. On the local level the government structure is organized as
follow: County Councils (responsible for providing schools, social services, and public transport
services), District Councils (responsible for providing local services, including council housing,
gyms and leisure facilities, local planning, recycling and refuse collection), Unitary authorities
(responsible for all local services), metropolitan districts and London boroughs. Each one of
these level hold specific competences and/or share some competences each other’s.
Supra Municipal Institutions
The division of competences in the upper level of London is organized along the axis central
level (UK Parliament)- regional level. According to the report on the Division of power between
the European Union (2012), since 2011 in England the local level is divided into 27 County
Councils, that is two-tiers50 areas composed by 201 District Councils. Besides the two-tiers
local government, there are the unitary authorities, that is: 59 unitary councils, 33 London
boroughs and 36 metropolitan boroughs51.
Infra Municipal Institutions
London is composed by several sub-municipal bodies: 32 boroughs and the City of London
(which are unitary authority), while each borough is divided into wards. On the basis of our
classification (weak/strong power), these latter infra-municipal Institutions can be considered
strong, as they are represented by councillors elected every four years52. London boroughs
hold several exclusive competences and share some competences with the upper levels of
government related to the sector in which the Plus digital platforms operate. More

50

Two-tiers system means that the structure of local government is organized on the basis of two level (county and district)
with a división of responsability for the provision of services.
51

https://www.local.gov.uk/about/what-local-government.

52

https://www.londoncouncils.gov.uk/who-runs-london/essential-guide-london-local-government.
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specifically, the boroughs share with the GLA responsibilities related to the urban mobility,
such as highway and transport planning, while is an exclusive competence the local taxation
collection and the housing.
Metropolitan Authority
The metropolitan authority is coordinated by the Greater London Authority (GLA), which is
composed by two elective bodies: The Mayor of London and the Assembly. GLA is the public
body that is responsible of London administration and was created in the 2000 to facilitate
the coordination between sub-municipal bodies, and share several competences with the
London boroughs, such as: Economic development; Transport; Health; Police; Fire and
emergency planning; Environment, including waste and climate change; Culture; Housing;
Planning. GLA It is composed by the Mayor and the Assembly, both elected and with specific
competences that other corresponding local authorities do not hold. In particular, the Mayor
has duties in several sectors, such as transport, planning and development, housing, economic
development and regeneration, tourism and culture. Furthermore, he sets the annual Budget
for the GLA and the public agency related, as for the case of Transport for London53. Thus, the
GLA can be classified as having a strong power.
3.5.1.1 Labour Regulation
Despite its relevance, GLA does not hold the authority to directly regulate labour, which is a
competence of the UK Parliament. Nevertheless, the GLA’s wide range of competences make
possible to indirectly intervene in the sector and in the urban market in which the four digital
platforms here investigated operate. It is worth to note that the Mayor and the public body
under his responsibility are carrying out policies to make London a fairer city to work, for
example by creating the Employment Rights Hub54. Furthermore, as reported by the London
city report, “There have been several disputes over the regulation of Uber by the TfL. In
September 2017, the Transport for London (TfL), supported by the Mayor of London, rejected
Uber’s application to renew its license”. This decision was justified by invoking the lack of
corporate responsibility in the spheres of passenger security and safety. In general, as in the
case of other EU cities and worldwide, the initial push to regulate the labour conditions on the
platform economy has been from Labour Court and unions initiative. In the case of domestic
cleaning and food delivery there have been no real attempt by local authority to regulate the
activities of Helpling and Deliveroo.

53

https://www.londoncouncils.gov.uk/who-runs-london/mayor-london.

54

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/employment-rights-hub.
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3.5.1.2 Sectoral regulation
As we said before, Greater London Authority and the mayor of London set the annual budget
for the Transport for London (TfL), which is the public agency responsible for the local
transport system (thus for the urban mobility). The TfL and the Mayor have been among the
main actors involved in the regulation of digital platforms activities in the urban context,
introducing specific requirement and fees or taxes.
Tourism (Short-term Rental)
As the other cities investigated in the Plus project, London has been facing in the last few years
important transformations resulting from the impact of Airbnb in the urban fabric and the
increasing of the tourism industry. Local authority adopted specific rules aim to regulate the
disruptive effect of the short-term rental. In particular, UK government with the Deregulation
act (2015) introduced the so-called “90-day rule”, in order to limit the number of nights per
year during which a property can be rent in the Greater London. This rule is supposed to
encourage a responsible home sharing and once passed the 90-day limit listings will be
automatically unavailable (D. 1.1)55. Following this act, several local councils adopted
measures aim to verify the compliance with the rules from landlords. For example,
Westminster council implemented the Housing Standards Taskforce by which the authority
investigated over 1200 properties on suspicion of breaking the 90-day limit.
Urban Mobility
The Transport for London agency is responsible for the regulation and the granting of licences
for private-hire drivers. For example, as of September 2020 is necessary an “English Language
Requirements for all private-hire drivers when they apply for a (or renew their existing) license
in London. This affects all drivers who are not from English-speaking countries who need to
submit proof of their English language qualification” (Tullini and Donini 2019, 30). Besides the
issue of the suspension of license due to passenger safety and security, another area that
caused controversy between local authority, union (UHPD) and Uber has been the
environmental protection (which is a shared competence between GLA and London
boroughs). Following this dispute, in 2018 the ride-hailing platform announced the
introduction of a clean air fee through which finance a £200m fund to substitute almost half
of its 45,000 drivers to use fully electric vehicles by 2021 and all of its vehicles by 2025 56.
Furthermore, the Mayor introduced an additional fee called “congestion charge”, which only
apply to platform drivers.
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https://www.airbnb.co.uk/help/article/1379/responsible-hosting-in-the-united-kingdom.

56

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/oct/23/uber-clean-air-fee-london-rides-electric-cars.
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3.5.1.3 Taxation
As highlighted by the European University Institute’s report (Committee of the Regions and
European University Institute 2008), the United Kingdom is marked by a high degree of fiscal
centralization (central government collect about 85% of all taxation). Thus, despite being a
national capital and one of the biggest metropolitan authorities in the European context, the
Greater London Authority does not possess any taxation powers. In fact, “Its revenues are
derived from a general central government grant and a certain share of council taxes (a
precept) generated by London boroughs” (Ivi, p. 316). Anyway, following the Local
Government Finance Act (1992), local governments have the authority to “impose council tax
on owners and occupants of residential property” (Ibid.).
Due to the vast array of competences hold by the GLA and its Mayor, the expenditure for the
services provided is huge. There are several channels through which GLA funded it-self that
form a “combination of resources directly controlled and allocated by the Mayor and other
sources of income, such as specific government grants and fares income” (Fumagalli et al.
2021, 48).

3.5.2 Urban Public sphere
Pursuant to the division of power in the multi-scalar level, London boroughs hold competences
on digital initiative to strengthening information infrastructure and enlarge what we called
urban public spheres. In the recent years local government and the Mayor have been very
active promoting several plans and strategies to enlarge the possibilities for individual and
groups participations in the urban context (https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/artsand-culture/mayor-londons-civic-innovation-challenge). The attention to citizen’s
participation and digital inclusion is clearly expressed in the introduction by Theo Blackwell
(GLA’s Chief Digital Officer) of the document “Smarter London together”: “A smart city is a
collaborative, connected and responsive city. It integrates digital technologies and uses citywide data to respond to our citizens’ needs.” (Greater London Authority, 2018, p. 6). To sumup, GLA government are trying to consolidate a path toward an extension of urban
participatory processes, involving both local authorities (such as the boroughs) and private
organizations.
3.5.2.1 Democratic Innovations
London authorities in the last few years have shown an increasing interest in the digitalization
and the extension of citizens’ inclusion in the public decisions. The local governments involved
in the development of this project are the boroughs. For example, the section London borough
of Camden in the official website of London councils report that “As part of their ambition to
increase transformative participation such as enabling social action, Camden are developing a
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new participation platform to be their main resource and tool to drive engagement and
increase volunteering with partners and residents”57. Another example is the Digital Kingston
strategy, which is aimed to improve digital interaction between customers and partners with
the council, through the creation of an “assistive technology service and a community
mobilization platform” (Great London Authority 2018, 9). Another tool proposed by GLA to
democratize the participation is the Civic Innovation Challenge, a programme which aims to
bring between public sector, private actors, and tech companies to create solutions for some
London’s problems. GLA has developed its own digital civic platforms aimed to empower
citizens’ participation: Talk London and Crowdfund London. The former it is an online
community where Londoners can share opinion about London issues with GLA authorities.
The latter is aimed to help citizens to shaper their neighbourhoods sharing ideas and
knowledge. Specifically, the London City Hall is committed to pledge public fund to local civic
crowdfunding campaigns58.
On the basis of the DSI civil society indicator analysis (Figure 6-1 – UPS-1-4 DSI Civil Society),
London shows the highest level among the seven cities of Plus. This means that in the last few
years the local authorities’ attention to integrate in the participation process bottom-up
initiatives.
3.5.2.2 E-participation
In the last few years, London authorities have implemented several plans aimed to promote
the citizens’ e-participation and digital literacy by investing in information infrastructures and
through open data policy. For example, the London Datastore is the platform used to take
public data open and accessible and one of the main results has been the development of
several apps that help the city to improve its services. The website/platform is based on the
Open Government Licence, a copyright licence for publications under Crown copyright, which
grants a “worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, non-exclusive licence to use the Information
subject to the conditions” reported on the website59.
As reported in the official city’s website60, London authorities recognized the pivotal role of
data (the “most valuable assets”) and the tools and methods of analysis for Londoners needs.
So, data collaboration is a pillar for the city development and inclusion. The main actors are
the London Office of Technology and Innovation (LOTI) and the Information Governance
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https://www.londoncouncils.gov.uk/who-we-are/london-office-technology-and-innovation-loti/borough-digitalinitiatives.
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https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/business-and-economy/supporting-londons-sectors/smart-london.
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https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20160107144900/https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/opengovernment-licence/version/3/.
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https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/responsible-data-collaboration-local-government.
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Group for London (IGfL), which define the steps necessary for the governance processes that
make easier the coordination between boroughs for data sharing.
According to the data collected (UPS-2-3 E-participation intensity), London shows the highest
level of political or civic participation in the last 12 months, as in the case of the variable social
network use. Regarding the digital interaction with public authority, although the percentage
is high, London is the third cities behind Tallinn and Paris.
The potentialities of individual participation depend on the implementation of the digital
initiatives by the boroughs. Also in the case of digital interactions of disadvantaged and less
connected social groups, London shows the highest level of inclusion (Figure 6-3 – UPS-2-4 DSI
Inclusion).

3.5.3 Urban Technological Agency
Ad highlighted in the official website of the city, “London is the digital capital of Europe, and
the impact of constantly changing digital technology touches all sectors of our economy”61.
The London’s urban technological agency can be read through the adoption by GLA and submunicipal level of a variety of digital strategies designed to achieve a widespread digitalization
ad digital inclusion. In 2013, the London’s Mayor adopted the Smart London Plan aimed to
promote the digitalization of the city, with relevant investment in infrastructures and the
strengthening of local government services. The approach aspires to make London the world’s
leading Smart City, with data and digital technologies at the heart of the project. Based on
this plan and the vision proposed by the Mayor sets out on the Smarter London Together
document, the boroughs have proposed and introduced specific digital strategies62coordinated
by the London Office of Technology and Innovation (LOTI).
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https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/business-and-economy/supporting-londons-sectors/supporting-tech-anddigital-sectors.
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https://www.londoncouncils.gov.uk/who-we-are/london-office-technology-and-innovation-loti/borough-digitalinitiatives.
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Figure 3-2 – London boroughs digital strategies63

3.5.3.1 Digital Institutional Capacity
In the last few years London is experiencing a tech effervescence. The increasing interest of
London’s Mayor on the digital as pivotal tool to promote London’s growth is expressed by the
creation of an office dedicated to support digital technologies innovation. To encourage this
process, have been written documents that set out the Mayor’s vision to make London the
world’s smartest city, such as the Smart London Plan and the Smarter London Together. The
latter is based on a collaborative approach between all the local authorities and public
services, harmonizing digital technologies and data with the aim to promote the realization of
the seven statutory Mayoral Strategies (Transport, Environment, Health inequalities,
Housing, Culture, Economic Development, the London Plan). To promote diversity in tech,
Mayor promoted two projects: the Digital Talent Programme and the Tech Talent Charter.
This dimension – that is, the GLA authorities’ intention to enhance its digital ecosystem - also
emerges from the data analysis, specifically looking at the DSI funding (UTA 3-3) for which
London is Plus’ cities with the highest degree.
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Source: (Great London Authority 2018).
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In order to better grasp the London’s Digital Institutional Capacity, we have to decline it on
the boroughs sub-levels. In fact, as we said before these local dimensions have the
competences to promote specific digital strategies and plans.
Anyway, despite the local authorities’s vision aim to promote a smarter London thorough
digital technologies innovation, it is interesting note that from the analysis of the usercentricity data (Figure 6-4 – UTA-1-3 User-Centricity of Digital Public Services) the London’s
score is not high, behind Tallin, Lisbon and Barcelona. Anyway, it is important highlight that all
the 7 cities here considered hold a higher score compared to the EU27 average.
Another interesting indicator is the participation to International City Networks (Figure 6-5 –
UTA-1-4 International City Networks), which ranks London as second Plus’ cities behind
Lisbon, but with a relevant gap.
3.5.3.2 Civil Society´s Digital Infrastructures, Skills and Attitude
For the analysis of this section, in which we focus on the extent of London’s civil society
capabilities to interface with digital innovation, it is worth to consider data from the other
analytical dimensions that we already considered, such as di DSI Infrastructure (UTA-2-1) and
the degree of Londoners’s digital skills (UPS 2-2-2), and DSI Collaboration (UTA 2-4). According
to quantitative analysis, in all three cases London shows the highest level among Plus’ 7 cities,
in particular regarding the digital skills and the collaboration among multiple stakeholders, the
actors (both institutional and non-institutional) involved in the urban governance and
individual. This means that London has a great availability of digital infrastructures, which is a
tool to increase the possibilities for individual (and groups) to benefit of digital services and to
create a virtuous circle for creation and sharing of knowledge about the development of city.
Furthermore, London has the highest percentage concerning the inhabitants’ use of internet
(UTA 2-3), particularly regarding the purchase online activity. Although it could be a simplified
picture, from this data emerge the Londoner’s high attitude to use commercial platform
services.
3.5.3.3 Local Digital Economy
According to GaWC London is ranked as Alpha ++, thus with the highest score regarding the
integration in global value chains and its attractiveness for foreign capital investments. As
shown in the figure 6-11 (UTA-3-1 GAWC_Score), London is the most attractive cities for global
capital, ICT investments and Stem sectors among those considered in the Plus project. In fact,
as highlighted in the Smarter London Together document, London is the tech capital of Europe
considering for example the “size, level of investment and the presence of more than a third
of Europe’s billion-dollar ‘unicorn’ companies” (GLA, 2018, p. 8). An effect of this tech
concentration has been the relevant increase of work digital-related, recording in the period
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2006 – 2016 the “77 per cent employment growth and a 90 per cent rise in the number of
digital enterprises” (Ibid.)
3.5.3.4 Local Platform Society
According to D 1.2 report, in London are operating 22 digital platforms, ranking fourth among
the cities investigated in the Plus project behind Barcelona (32), Bologna (28) and Paris (27).
As in the case of other cities, most platforms are Unicorn (17), while the alternative models
are five, covering all the sectors considered in the Plus project. Thus, the data show (see for
example figure 6-15) a strong tendency to the consolidation of the corporative model, despite
London is the biggest city considered in the Plus project.

3.6 Paris
3.6.1 Regulatory framework
Paris is the national capital of France, a unitary and Republican state with a parliamentary
democracy which has known in the last decades important redefinition of internal
administrative and government power. From a highly centralized administration by which
State exerted its supervision on local authorities, with the 1982-83 “Deferre acts” the
decentralization process was reinforced by abolishing this supervisor power. In any case, the
legislative competence remains the head of the central government. For these reasons,
although Paris as French national capital holds a wider range of competences (both as
municipality and as Department), doesn’t seem to be capable to interface and regulate in a
strong way the digital platforms’s activities, expect for the Airbnb case.
3.6.1.1 Decentralization
Although France is a centralized country, during the second half of XX century undertook a
decentralization process: from the two tiers level Departments (Départements) –
Municipalities (Communes) introduced with the 1958 Constitution, in 1972 was introduced
the Regions (Régions). This process was further developed in the 1982 with the “Deferre
Acts”, by which Regions became territorial authorities with directly elected assemblies, and
finally with the 2003 constitutional reform that recognised constitutionally the status of the
Regions. Thus, currently the France’s sub-national governance and distribution of
competences is organized in the following three-tiers level: Regions, Department and
Municipalities. As reported in the European Union report on the Division of Powers between
EU countries (2012, p. 275) “The reform enshrines the local authorities’ financial autonomy
and authorises local referenda. In 2004, the Departments and Regions were attributed some
new competences”. The competences of local authorities (Regions, Departments,
Municipalities) are established by the General Code on Local Authorities (Code général des
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collectivités territoriales). The reform set up the relationships between administrative and
government power along two axes: a regional/departmental axis and a municipal/intermunicipal axis: “Starting from 2014, the same elected representatives will belong to both the
regional and general councils, in order to ensure coherence and complementarity between
the regional and departmental levels” (Ivi, p. 277). The law 2015-991 (LOI n° 2015-991 du 7
août 2015 portant nouvelle organisation territoriale de la République)64 has further redefined
the attribution of competences between authorities: as a result of the law, each of the three
level of government hold its specific competences and share few domains, while
municipalities keep competences on local issues. Regarding the digital platforms’ sector here
investigated, the only shared competences between the three level of government is tourism,
while urban transport and housing are exclusive competences of the municipalities. As in the
other Plus’s cities taken into account, labour regulation is under the authority of central
government.
Differently from the other French cities, as capital Paris have a special status which give it the
competences of both department and municipality.
Supra Municipal Institutions
According to the abovementioned multi-scalar organization of power, the Paris’ upper level is
organized along two dimensions: Regions and Departments. Both these levels have a strong
power, since are composed by a directly elected assembly that remains in office for 6 years.
In the latter case, half of assembly or councils have to be renewed every three years (European
University Institute, 2008, p. 124). Both Regions and Departments have not legislative power
and can exert their functions on the basis of their budget, but in frame of the parameters set
by the central government.
Infra Municipal Institutions
Paris is further divided in the so-called arrondissements which are not elective bodies, so
according to our classification (Weak/strong power) they have a weak power. Each
arrondissement is composed by a council with similar functions to municipal council, but with
a narrow range of powers.
Metropolitan Authority
The Metropole du Grand Paris is the Parisian metropolitan authority. It is an indirect elective
body, and its governance is organized on the basis of the following actors: the president, the
council, the bureau, the presidents of political groups and the thematic commissions. It is an
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indirect elective body since the councils is composed by 208 councillors designated by the
respective municipal councils. According to the institutional website65, the metropolitan
authority holds competences in several domains, but not include the Plus’ digital platforms
sectors.
3.6.1.2 Labour Regulation
As we said before, labour regulation is a central government’s direct competence, and the
State is the main actor for platform activities. Nevertheless, Paris’ local authority can interface
with this issue by intervening in the sector in which in digital platforms operate, such as
tourism (short-term rental – accommodation) and urban mobility (transport), which represent
the most dynamic one. In the former case, local authority is responsible for monitoring and
counter illegal short-rental.
3.6.1.3 Sectoral regulation
Tourism (Short-term Rental)
As pointed out in the previous sections, tourism is a shared competences between the three
level of governments. The cultural richness and the high attractiveness of Paris have at the
base of its huge touristic industry, making the French capital one of the main Airbnb spot in
EU. More specifically, if France is the second Airbnb’s biggest market, Paris represents the city
in which the short-term rental platforms make most revenue. Due to the disruptive effects of
Airbnb in the city centre area (such as the preponderance of listings of apartment instead of
rooms; the concentration of listings in few neighbourhood) local authority has attempt to put
some limitations in the spreading of this platform’s activities, introducing the obligation for
the hosts to get a “registration number” from Paris City Hall (cfr. the paris city report
published in annex to: Leuphana University of Lüneburg 2020). As reported in the D. 3.3
report, this regulation system enables local authority to verify that people do not rent out
their property (more specifically the main residence) for more than 120 days. Anyway, “The
local administration did not play a significant role in terms of introducing new taxation and in
regulating the economic activity generated within the city of Paris (Fumagalli et al. 2021, 76).
Urban Mobility
Although the urban mobility is a direct competence of Paris municipality, does not appear to
be present any regulation proposed by local authority. However, in the last decade the central
government introduced two important laws for the regulation of transport services: the “Law
on the Development and Modernization of Tourism Services” (LOI n° 2009-888 du 22 juillet
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2009 de développement et de modernisation des services touristiques - so-called Loi Novelli)
in 2009, by which the entry barriers to the VTC (Voiture de Transport avec Chauffeur) activity
had loosened. This normative framework facilitated the entry of Uber in 2012, making Paris
the Uber’s second city by revenue. The second important law (Loi Grandguillaume) was
implemented in 2018 in order to fix the controversy raise as a result of the Loi Novelli,
increasing the entry barriers. However, the activity of VTC drivers has remained relatively
accessible.
3.6.1.4 Taxation
As pointed out in the first section (Cfr. 3.6.1.1), French local authorities have financial
autonomy. In any case, the dependence of Paris from central government is quite high
(although lower than others Plus’ cities). According to the D. 3.3 report on taxation, “transfers
from the central government (general taxation) cover one third of the entire budget (33.6% in
2020 budget against 33% in 2019)”, while local taxation and indirect taxation amount
respectively to 17,8% and 11,9% (D. 3.3, p. 52). Furthermore, despite the financial autonomy
granted by Constitution to local authorities and the wider powers of Paris, the budget
expenditure seems to be quite rigid. For example, if total tax revenue (including local
operating taxes) exceeds three-quarters of total revenue, most of the expenditure is
dedicated to general services and management of European fund (31% of the total) and,
considering gross expenses, personnel costs alone amount to 20.9%. In addition, social
expenditure account for 14,5% of the total, while domains directly involved in the Plus project
(such as transport) represent a marginal share (Ibid.). As in the others Plus’ cities investigated,
Paris has introduced a touristic tax which include several voices (additional taxes), such as the
“Grand Paris” tax, equal to 15%, which was introduced by the Parisian region Île-de -France.

3.6.2 Urban Public sphere
In the last few years Paris’ local authority undertook a path to enlarge the basis of citizens’ einclusion and e-participation, by identifying the digital tools as driver to promote new social
practices. In this respect, a pivotal national regulatory framework is the “Loi n° 2016-1321 du
7 octobre 2016 pour une République numérique”66 (Law for a Digital Republic). The purpose of
this Law is to ensure an open digital environment and to facilitate the citizen participation to
the digital. An interesting municipal experiment, (although not directly involving digital
technologies) has been the so-called “Charte parisienne de la participation citoyenne”67, which
is intended to realize a real participative contract (“contrat participatif”) aimed at all
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https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/dossierlegislatif/JORFDOLE000031589829/.
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inhabitants. Furthermore, it is worth to highlight the role of the metropolitan authority
(Métropole du Grand Paris) that has been encharge to realize the so-called “Schéma
Métropolitain d’Aménagement Numérique”, through which define the “stratégie Métropole
d’Intelligences”. This strategy is designed to experiment and generalize digital solutions.
3.6.2.1 Democratic Innovations
In recent years Paris City Hall has been active regarding participatory budget experiences,
realizing over 2750 programmes since 201468. The procedure by which individual and
organizations can do their proposals is quite simple since it is necessary to upload them on the
official website Budgetparticipatif.paris. Among the project proposed thorough the
participatory budget mechanism it is worth to mention Coopcycle, an open-source food
delivery platform co-op69.
Another interesting experiment is the “Citoyenne-Citoyen de Paris” card, which is designed
for a wider range of population (from 7 years old) and regardless of the inhabitants’
nationality. Through this card, people may access to a variety of events, initiatives and
participate to collective life of the city. It is important to emphasize the metropolitan
authority’s role in digital experimentation: in this regard, the so-called “stratégie Métropole
d’Intelligences” aims to gather the metropolitan intelligences in order to catch the
opportunities and face the transformations caused by digitalization processes. This strategy is
built on 6 challenges that will allow local authority to realise actions designed for the need of
the territory, in particular concerning the universal access to information infrastructures,
digital literacy and the coordination of the governances’ multiple actors70.
The local authority’s will to enlarge the participatory base and citizens’ inclusion has been
strengthened following the implementation of the national Law 2016-1321, which aim to
promote digital literacy and the digital technologies’ investments. The 2017 conferencedebate “Pour une stratégie parisienne de l'inclusion numérique” has been an important
event to consolidate and share the reflections on the benefit of digital tools for urban
development. As highlighted in the Paris City Hall’s official website, “Digital inclusion is a
process aims to make digital accessible to everyone through the access to digital services and
by transferring digital skills, in order to make this tools leverage for social and economic
inclusion”71. The governance to reach this objective include several local and supra-local
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https://budgetparticipatif.paris.fr/bp/.
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https://budgetparticipatif.paris.fr/bp/jsp/site/Portal.jsp?page=idee&campagne=D&idee=2143.
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https://intelligences.metropolegrandparis.fr/planification/decouvrir-le-sman/.
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institutional actors, such as State, CPAM, Pôle Emploi, Mission Locale, CAF, and local
associations.
The quantitative analysis of DSI Civil Society index show a good proactive attitude of the local
stakeholder (institutional and no-institutional, individual and organizations), ranking Paris
third among Plus’ cities behind London and Berlin.
3.6.2.2 E-participation
The Paris’ local authority plan to enlarge the inhabitant’s participation is built on the
consciousness and will to contrast the digital illiteracy and promote an ease access to public
services. In this regard, according to a 2017 study on the digital transformation of the State72
approximately half (47%) of French people need support for the use of on-line services, 31%
do not feel competent in the use of smartphone and 12% do not have access to an internet
connection. Although these data outline the national trend, the Urban Public sphere’s
quantitative analysis show that Paris’ case is in line with the upper scale. This is particularly
evident in Figure 63 – UPS-2-4 DSI Inclusion, which indicate that French Capital is second to
last (ahead Tallin) among the 7 cities investigated in the Plus Project. Also the Figure 62 UPS
2-3, which measure the inhabitants’ e-participation intensity, ranks Paris in an intermediate
position. The metropolitan authority, in collaboration with the State, invested 3,8 million Euro
to start the Pass numeriques” programme73, a tool designed to counter the digital ”rift” and
help inhabitants to gain digital skills and knowledge. Furthermore, it has set up a platform (Je
participe!) to promote the inhabitant’s participation and contribution to metropolitan
projects74. Regarding the Paris City Hall’s specific level, there is “Je m’engage”, a
platform/website supported by local authority aimed to encourage the urban actors’
commitment and proactivity75.
Another tool that shows the commitment of the Paris City Hall to e-participation is its opendata platform based on the licence ODbL (Open Database Licence), which establish the users’
rights and duties76. As reported in the official website of the licensor, “The Open Database
License (ODbL) is a license agreement intended to allow users to freely share, modify, and use
this Database while maintaining this same freedom for others. Many databases are covered
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by copyright, and therefore this document licenses these rights.”77 it is worth to mention that
the Paris open data platform is the only one among the Plus’ cities to use the share-alike
restriction, that is the obligation for the users to apply the same licence as the original when
using the material collected in the platform.

3.6.3 Urban Technology Agency
Paris is one of the most attractive cities (as regards foreign capitals and investments and the
integration on Global Value Chains) investigated by PLUS. This attractiveness is also reflected
by the high concentration of digital platforms, both Unicorn and alternative models. The
following sections uses several quantitative indicators to portrait the active agency and the
actual degree of inclusion of the urban civil society in digital transformation processes. The
analysis we conducted show the increasing commitment of Paris City Hall in the last decades
to improve its agency and capacity to expand both the participation and citizens’ digital
literacy by investing in information and digital infrastructures. This devotion is well expressed
by the “Stratégie parisienne d’inclusion numérique”, by which local authority aims to unlocking
the citizens and urban stakeholders’ potential to experiment new social and economic
practices by investing in digital tools. As we will see, a relevant example in this sense is Lutece,
a platform supported by Paris municipality to promote and encourage the pro-activity of local
actors. However, despite this multiannual commitment some performance still remains quite
low, in particular regarding the creation of an architecture that meet the needs of citizens.
3.6.3.1 Digital Institutional Capacity
In the last few years Paris’ local authority has given new impetus to its strategy toward a
digitalization of society and promote inhabitants’ digital literacy. As highlighted in the
“Stratégie parisienne d’inclusion numérique” report, the partnership between local authority
and other relevant institutional organization (Cfr. 3.6.2.1) has been pivotal to improve digital
capacity of the community. This commitment is expressed, for example, by Lutece an opensource platform developed by the City of Paris that aims to help individual and organizations
to develop digital solutions78 which source code is freely available on GitHub. Lutece is an
interesting case since both developers and city governments can take advantage: in the first
case, from the open-source code developing new projects designed to inhabitants and
organization; in the latter, by accessing to more than 400 thousand digital services and
modules. As reported by the platform’s official website, between the most successful services
carried out by Lutece architecture there are, among the others, the participatory funding
module and social housing inventory.
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Despite the Paris’ commitment to enlarge the participatory base and the use of digital tools,
the analysis of quantitative indicators of user-centricity in the design of public services (Figure
6-4 – UTA-1-3 User-Centricity of Digital Public Services) which measure the capability to meet
the needs of inhabitants and to involve them in service design, reveal a quite low performance
of Paris local authority. In fact, French capital ranks fifth among the cities investigated in Plus
project, but with a higher score than EU-27 average and other relevant cities such as London.
3.6.3.2 Civil Society´s Digital Infrastructures, Skills and Attitude
In this section we try to portrait the digital literacy of Paris’ civil society, the agency expressed
by inhabitants and organization, as well as the City Hall’s investments in digital infrastructures.
There is no doubt that local authority has been committed in this type of investments. In fact,
in we look at the quantitative indicators (Figure 6-7 – UTA-2-2-1 People with tertiary education
and/or employed in STEM sectors) Paris is the third Plus’ city (behind London and Berlin)
regarding the data on People with tertiary education and/or employed in STEM sectors. This
rank is also confirmed by looking at the DSI infrastructures score (Figure 6-6 – UTA-2-1 DSI
Infrastructures), data the inform on the availability of digital infrastructures to the inhabitants.
The abovementioned Lutece platform is an expression of the commitment by Paris’ local
government.
3.6.3.3 Local Digital Economy
Paris is one of the most attractive Plus’ cities for global capitals and investments, highlighting
its high integration in the global value chains. This data is particularly evident if we consider
the GaWC index, for which Paris is classified as Alpha + (the only city investigated in Plus
project with a higher classification is London). This characteristic is well expressed also in the
GaWC score (Figure 611 – UTA-3-1), for which Paris has a score equal to 70,39 behind London.
Anyway, it is worth to note that, as showed in the Figure 65 – UTA 1-4, French capital is the
Plus’ city that less participate to International City networks related to technological topics. In
fact, among the networks considered, the only one are those inherent to digital
transformations. From this data could be inferred that Paris’ city government is not interested
to control technological (and digital) transformations adopting exogenous networks but, on
the contrary, implementing and strengthening endogenous strategies.
3.6.3.4 Local Platform Society
As already pointed out in the Sectoral regulation section, Paris is one of the main platform
economy’s nodes between Plus’ cities (but also in a global scale). This characteristic is
reflected in a clear manner in the number of digital platforms operating in the urban context
of French Capital. In fact, according to D. 1.2 (Fuster Morell, Espelt, and Renau Cano 2020) in
Paris there is an overall of 27 platforms, subdivided as follow: 17 Unicorn and 10 alternatives.
Regarding the former data, Paris is ranked third between Plus’ cities, behind Barcelona and
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Bologna, while if we consider the data on alternatives is first on a par with the Catalan capital.
It is worth to highlight that some local alternative platforms have been created in the
framework of democratic innovations tools, namely the participatory budgeting, such as
Coopcycle and the Resto.Paris (the latter will be further study in the section 4.2.6 of this
report).
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3.7 Tallin
3.7.1 Regulatory framework
Between the cities studied in PLUS, Tallinn has quite unique characteristics, being not only one
of the smallest in terms of population and territorial extension, but also the capital of a state
of limited size of which it is the main economic and political centre, hosting more than one
third of the population. Also, the recent institutional history of Estonia presents unique
features: characterized by an intense season of reforms during the nineties that combined the
multiplication of independent public agencies (Government agencies, State Agencies and
Foundations), with the maintenance of a relevant role to the central government, finally
leaving, as a result, a limited space for autonomy for local governments. “Although most
debates might take place IN Tallinn, they are mostly about regulating Estonia as a whole (see
the debates in section “Economic Impact”), even if some of those concerns may be only Tallinnspecific” (Leuphana University of Lüneburg 2020, annex Tallin).
3.7.1.1 Decentralization
Tallinn is the capital city of Estonia and, despite being the second smallest among the PLUS’
cities, its population covers more than 1/3 of total national population, concentrated within
the municipal boundaries. Being the capital city of a small country, Tallin’s local government
is strongly intertwined and dependant from national institutions and, when compared to the
other cities of PLUS, it has a limited degree of decentralization and autonomy.
Some relevant financial figures extracted from a OECD report provides a picture of the limited
power of local authorities in Estonia: “Subnational government expenditure amounts to 23.1%
of total public expenditure and to 9.4% of GDP. In comparison, across the OECD, subnational
government expenditure accounts for 40.4% of total public expenditure and for 16.2% of GDP.
Education and health are the two largest spending items for subnational governments in
Estonia: together they represent 55% of subnational expenditure compared to 43% in the
OECD area. In Estonia, 23.7% of total public investment was carried out by subnational
governments compared to an OECD average of 56.9%” (OECD 2020b)
Supra Municipal Institutions
Estonia is a unitary republican State under the Constitution of 1992 and has a high degree of
centralization. Local self-government is a right guaranteed by the Constitution, which states
that “all local issues shall be resolved and managed by local authorities, which shall operate
independently pursuant to law’’ (Article 154).(Committee of the Regions, European Institute
of Public Administration (European Institute of Public Administration (Maastricht, The
Netherlands)), and European Center for the Regions (ECR) 2012, 107) Municipalities
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(distinguished between rural and urban municipalities) are the only level of self-government
with elected bodies. The other supra municipal institutions as the Counties and regional
agencies are devolved levels of the central government which directly appoints their
administrations.
Infra Municipal Institutions
Tallinn is subdivided into 8 administrative districts. Districts governments are appointed by
the City, even if districts have an administrative council that has the function of providing
recommendations to the city government. The administrative districts in Tallinn are further
divided into 84 subdistricts or neighbourhoods (Committee of the Regions and European
University Institute 2008).
Metropolitan Authority
The Estonian institutional system does not foresee the establishment of metropolitan
authorities. Anyway, according to statistical data, most of the population living in the related
NUTS3 area actually lives within the boundaries of the city itself.
3.7.1.2 Labour Regulation
Labour regulation is solely under the responsibility of the national government that is in
charge also of employment policies. The national agency in charge of employment policies
(Estonian Unemployment Insurance Fund) is supposed to “cooperate with local governments,
local government agencies and other service providers in the provision of labour market
services and other assistance necessary for finding work to unemployed persons” (Committee
of the Regions, European Institute of Public Administration (European Institute of Public
Administration (Maastricht, The Netherlands)), and European Center for the Regions (ECR)
2012, 201).
3.7.1.3 Sectoral regulation
According to the sources available, the urban government in Tallinn has limited possibility to
regulate strategic sectors that can have a relevant impact on the contextual deployment and
configuration of ´service platforms activity79.
Differently from most of the other cities researched in this report, in this case the national
government has a direct role in the development and implementation of touristic policies,
leaving limited room to the city to regulate the hospitality sector.

79

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/509012014003/consolide
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Regarding mobility, the competences are larger, and some effort has been made in recent
years to regulate the taxi sector. The taxi license, service provider card, and vehicle card are
indeed granted by the rural municipality government or by an agency authorized by the rural
municipality government where the driver wishes to provide taxi services, but the
requirements and the procedure are the same across Estonia. Public Transport Act stipulates
that the following may be established by a regulation of the rural municipality council or city
council regarding taxi services the buying and calculation of the price of which takes place
without the intermediation of an information society service:
•
•

•

the form of the price list of taxi services, thereby distinguishing between the journey
commencement fee, the fare per kilometre or the time-based fee;
the maximum permitted level of the journey commencement fee, fare per kilometre
and time-based fee, thereby taking into account that the carrier must be able to bear
the direct costs relating to the provided service, the capital costs and a proportion of
its overheads as well as make at least a reasonable operating profit;
the list of services for which a price may be established, thereby it is permitted to
distinguish between daytime and night time services or based on some other time
criteria.

Tallinn has established some rules for Taxi drivers who operate in Tallinn, including maximum
prices for rides and requirements for consolidating the use of less-polluting car (Euro 5
standard). These do not apply to Uber and other non-taxi private transportation services.
3.7.1.4 Taxation
The different sources consulted seems to confirm also for taxation a little autonomy of the
municipality, which has a limited capacity to issue new taxes and influence at local level the
rates of taxes established by law at the National level. According to the detailed analysis of
the municipal budget carried out in D 3.3 (Fuster Morell, Espelt, and Renau Cano 2020, 54),
local taxes accounts for only 1,5% of the total revenues in 2019, confirming the hypothesis of
a limited fiscal autonomy and capability to issue new taxes of the city government.
The two most relevant taxes on which the city government seems to have a direct
responsibility are the advertising tax and the land tax (which in Estonia substitutes the
property tax/real estate tax). For the latter, that is expected to influence eventually the
touristic sector and the short-term rental market and the related platforms, the tax rate of
land shall be 0.1 to 2.5 per cent of the taxable value of land annually. “The local government
council may establish the rates of tax as a differentiated rate according to the value zones
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within the range specified by law. The amended tax rates shall apply as of the beginning of the
year” 80. In Tallinn it is set almost at the lower level at 0.6%81.

3.7.2 Urban Public sphere
3.7.2.1 Democratic Innovations
Scientific and specialized literatures tend to emphasize the digital dimension of the
experiences of participatory democracy in Estonia. In some cases, the enthusiasm for the
quality and penetration of e-government services (discussed in the next chapter) is extended
too uncritically to the numerous e-democracy processes and various experiments launched in
recent years. Nonetheless, even if it is probably necessary to better investigate the
deliberative quality and the inclusive capacity of the democratic innovations carried out in
Tallinn, it is undoubtable that the city has been the stage of several experiments of citizen
engagement, in some case related to policy areas directly managed by the urban authorities.
This is the case for example of the participatory budgeting that is promoted by the city of
Tallinn in all neighbourhoods and with a standard methodology, even if the budget allocated
through citizens participation is very small if compared to the PBs carried out in other of the
seven PLUS cities 82. Other cases of participatory policy making have been carried out targeting
specific segments of the society as in the case of youth councils established both at local and
national level, but with limited prerogatives (Dibou 2015).
The data relating to the vitality of urban civil society (cfr. Figure 6-1 – UPS-1-4 DSI Civil Society
are the lowest among the cities surveyed and seems to confirm the impression of top-down
spaces for participation and designed for participation on an individual basis.
3.7.2.2 E-participation
The strength of the Tallinn´s engagement strategy is represented by the offer of various digital
participation tools, which are not limited to offering proposal collection, collaborative writing,
discussion and voting functions (like the vast majority of support of participatory policy
making) but include advanced functions to support the co-design of public services and urban
planning. An example worth mentioning is that of Avalinn, a platform (and mobile app) that
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https://www.emta.ee/eng/business-client/excise-duties-assets-gambling/land-tax
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https://www.tallinn.ee/eng/business/Real-estate-market
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https://www.tallinn.ee/eng/participatorybudget/Introduction-Tallinn-s-participatory-budget
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includes augmented reality functions to support the participatory planning of territorial
transformations (developed as part of a European project83).
Most of these tools are developed with open code and licenses that allow their reuse, fuelling
a local market that has seen the development of specialized start-ups84. The mix between
public and private providers of e-participation services as well as the multiplication of digital
participatory venues (official and non-official ones) has also generated overlaps and
confusion. In general, it is possible to hypothesize that the existence of technical solutions for
digital interactions is not coupled with a proper institutional design of the participatory
processes launched by the city (Toots 2019).
All in all, it seems that the notion of participation in Tallinn is strongly intertwined with the
principles of open government and trust and entails the idea that radical transparency could
represent per se an enabler of citizen engagement in the public sphere. Andrew Keen,
keynote speaker at the 2018 e-governance conference in Tallinn describes the digital basis of
this new social contract: “The key to the Estonian digital revolution is an identity card system
that puts digital identity and trust at the heart of a new social contract” (Keen 2018).
The quantitative indicators used in this section seems to provide insights regarding the
possible impacts of this approach. Not only Tallinn scores as the city with the lower inclusive
capacity in digital participatory processes (cfr. Figure 6-3 – UPS-2-4 DSI Inclusion) but is
particularly relevant the data regarding the e-participation intensity (Figure 6-2 – UPS-2-3 Eparticipation intensity). Here it is possible to observe that Tallinn is the city with the highest
rate of interactions between inhabitants and public authority (e-government) and a usage of
social media above the average, while the data related to the use of internet for civic
participation remains the lowest between the seven PLUS cities.

3.7.3 Urban Technological Agency
As per other analytical categories used to describe the case of Tallinn, the local and national
dimensions tend to overlap, with the capital becoming the main showcase and the place where
the digital transformation strategies promoted by the national government are more visible
and have a direct effect on urban society. In fact, Estonia is a case study at a global level as
regards the level and quality of the digitization of public service delivery and e-government
and in general the systemic vision with which a digital ecosystem has been designed and
implemented.
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http://www.balticurbanlab.eu/tags/avalinn
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Example: https://citizenos.com/
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The Estonian digital ecosystem is entrenched in principles of openness, trust and
interoperability that find their practical summa in the widespread diffusion of the digital ID
card. “The mandatory electronic ID card, currently used by more than 95 percent of Estonians,
gives everyone a secure online identity and offers a platform for digital citizenship featuring
more than four thousand online services, including the storage of health and police records,
paying taxes, and voting” (Keen 2018).
The way in which this vision has been transposed in public policy actions reveals a certain gap
between the mainstream discourse aimed at the construction of an open digital ecosystem and
the actual accessibility and inclusiveness of the opportunities provided by the digitization of
public sector
3.7.3.1 Digital Institutional Capacity
Looking at the indicators chosen to describe the technological agency of the city government,
it is possible to observe that this vision of an open society, consolidated in national and
international public discourse, is translated with fair consistency into digital transformation
initiatives and policies, although some elements are counter-deductive with respect to
expectations that mainstream narrative could generate.
This is the case of the public Open Data portals (divided between geodata and other data), of
which a relatively limited number of data series is published (around 40 datasets are available
in the main data portal85), when compared with those of other cities. studied in PLUS. While
an ad-hoc license (similar to a CC-BY-SA) is available for all data published in the geodata
portal, the main portal itself is not completely transparent with respect to the licenses applied
to the data published and there is no easily findable information regarding the underlying
management structure (terms of service missing).
Between the other quantitative indicators used it´s worth mentioning the high score on the
level of user-centricity in the design of public services (Figure 6-4 – UTA-1-3 User-Centricity of
Digital Public Services), which is a composite indicator derived from the E-government
Benchmark Survey86 and measures the attention to the citizen's perspective in the design and
delivery of public services. Here Tallinn significantly reaches the top score between the seven
cities and is positioned well above the EU27 average, and is pictured as a best practice in terms
of digital public service design.
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https://avaandmed.tallinn.ee/
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https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/egovernment-benchmark-2020-egovernment-works-people
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3.7.3.2 Civil Society´s Digital Infrastructures, Skills and Attitudes
This section uses several quantitative indicators to portrait the active agency and the actual
degree of inclusion of the urban civil society in digital transformation processes. In the case of
Tallinn, it can be used also as a kind of “litmus test” to doublecheck and interpret from a
complementary perspective the mainstream narrative regarding what Wired defined as “the
world's most digitally advanced society87.
In this respect, it is unexpected the low score related to the availability and accessibility of
enabling infrastructures for the inhabitants (Figure 6-6 – UTA-2-1 DSI Infrastructures), that in
detail is lowered by two sub indicators underlying this composite index: the limited number
of flexible working spaces per capita, and the limited accessibility of open data, according to
the Open Data barometer88.
The quantitative indicators related to digital skills (Figure 6-7 – UTA-2-2-1 People with tertiary
education and/or employed in STEM sectors and Figure 6-8 – UTA-2-2-2 DSI Skills) are in line
with the expectations for a city as Tallinn, with the characteristics described in the paragraph
above; and the same happens with those related to internet usage. In the latter, it is possible
to observe how Tallinn´s inhabitants have similar levels of usage of digital services for
purchasing and selling goods and services than those detected in London and Berlin, proving
indirectly a high attitude to the use of disintermediation platform on both sides of the
exchanges.
Finally, the low score on the indicator (Figure 6-10 – UTA-2-4 DSI Collaboration) related to the
active engagement of civil society in collaborating to build and extend the urban digital
ecosystem (lowest between the cities mapped) seems to confirm the hypothesis (developed
in the previous subchapter) regarding the direct relation between the offer of e-government
services within an open framework and the actual participation of the urban society to shape
and animate it. This relation “might not be necessarily conducive to the promotion of the open
data movement if there is no input from other stakeholders in finding competitive niches for
new open data-driven products and e-services” (Kassen 2019, 22).
3.7.3.3 Local Digital Economy
A central aspect which is commonly emphasized in the reports on Estonia, and in particular
on Tallin, is its attractiveness towards hi-tech companies, and the ability of the city to offer a
favourable environment for innovative business development, well exemplified by successful
stories as Skype. This environment is fostered by the favourable taxation policies (one of the
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https://www.wired.co.uk/article/digital-estonia
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https://opendatabarometer.org/
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lowest income tax rate in Europe) and by the provision of ad hoc digital infrastructures
targeting international entrepreneurs and start-uppers, as the popular case of the Tehnopol,
a “science and business campus for innovative tech companies” catalyst of public and private
investments89.
Nonetheless, also in this case, quantitative indicators aggregated from various sources seem
to provide counter-deductive insights. For example, the classification of the city of Tallinn in
the GaWC ranking is just at the limit of “sufficiency”, showing a very limited integration in
global markets and attractiveness for foreign investments, and scoring better just than
Bologna - but much lower than the other cities researched (cfr. Figure 6-11 – UTA-3-1
GAWC_Score). Moreover, the indicator related to the capacity to leverage private and public
funds to stimulate digital innovation is surprisingly low, and in terms of comparison between
the seven cities confirm the position of Tallinn just above the city of Bologna (which is a
regional capital with limited population).
3.7.3.4 Local Platform Society
According to D 1.2 report (see also Figure 6-14 – UTA-4 Platform Society), in Tallin there is
little room for alternatives to mainstream sectoral platforms, being one of the cities with the
lower degree of experiments in this domain together with Lisbon and Bologna.

89

https://www.tehnopol.ee/en/, also mentioned in the cited Keen´s book.
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4.

CASE STUDIES

4.1 Case Studies overview
In this chapter we present seven case studies (one for each city) that focus either on the
regulation and management of the sectoral platforms studied in PLUS at urban level, or in the
promotion and experimentation of innovative platform services, models and practices,
alternative to those carried out by platform unicorns.
While the selection of cities to analyse has been predetermined by the structure of the project
PLUS, the choice of the case studies has been following a different rationale.
First, the cases chosen had to comply with four basic criteria that could make them
comparable not only horizontally (i.e., between different cases), but also vertically, directly
relating the case and its city profile. These features are:
-

The case must refer to the urban scale and identify an institutional interlocutor related
to that scale (i.e., the urban authority)
The case must either take place within a pre-existing regulatory framework or generate
a new one as an outcome – Regulatory Dimension
The case must include a public and enlarged participatory dimension to noninstitutional and unelected actors – Participatory Dimension
The case must have an explicit digital dimension, either because digital technological
choices are the object of the case, or because they are the medium through which
innovative themes are discussed – Technological Dimension

In addition to these basic criteria, we have selected cases considering two other aspects.
First, we aimed to cover all the industrial sectors analyzed in PLUS and dominated by a unicorn
platform. We managed to cover short-term rental, delivery services, and passenger transport,
while we did not find in the seven cities a relevant case for the cleaning sector.
Second, the selection proceeded inductively, starting from the information collected during
the drafting of the city profiles, where cases of potential interest were identified. Particularly
important for the selection were the input contained in the city reports produced by the local
research teams in the first year of PLUS and published in the report D2.2 (Leuphana University
of Lüneburg 2020).
All cases will be reported using a common model that follows the same analytical model used
to build the city portraits in the previous chapter. The following table provides an overview of
the seven cases reported in this chapter.
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Participants

Technolo
gy

Outline

Consortium
Partners and
inhabitants

Blockchain
and
integration
with urban
digital
ecosystem

Case that emphasizes the high
technological experimentality
and the active role of the urban
authority in promoting a open
and sovereign digital
ecosystem paradigm (and its
fragile sustainability)

Coop partners,
customers and
sellers

Marketplac
e Platform

Case analyzing the pros and
challenges of platform coops
even in a FLOS environment.

Delivery

Agreement
between
private parties
promoted by
the
municipality

Urban
Authority,
Innovation
agency (FIU), FIU, negozianti,
universitá
movimenti
riders

Limited
technologic
al
dimension

Case draws upon a city driven
experiments (with engagement
of seveal urban actors) to
provide an ethical delivery
service alternative to unicorn
platform.

ShortTerm
Rental

Containtment
zoning plan
(Planos de
contencao) +
Covid initiative
(Renda Segura)

Urban
authority,
SUbmunicipal
authorities,
rentiers,
housing
movements

Digital
services to
manage
licensing
process

Case that focuses on the
mitigation policies for short
term rental and explores the
dynamics of the tension
between the city and Airbnb
in the context of the Covid 19
emergency

City

Case

Sector

Barcel
ona

Decode
DDDC
https://w
ww.decod
eproject.e
u/

Crosscutti
ng: Pilot
on Data
sovereignt
y

Berlin

Fairmond
o
https://w
ww.fairm
ondo.de/

Marketpla
ce/
Platform
Cooperati
vism

Bolog
na

Consegne
Etiche
https://co
nsegnetic
he.it/

Lisbon

Renda
Segura
https://w
ww.bloom
berg.com/
graphics/2
020airbnbshort-letreformslisbon/

Londo
n

Taxiapp
https://ta
xiapp.uk.c
om/

Passenger
transport

Regulatory
space
Experimentatio
n in EU project
+ structured
spaces of
digital
participatory
democracy
Self-regulation
of members +
framework of
(federal) rules
and (state)
incentives to
the
cooperative
system

Self-regulation
of members.

Paris

Resto.Pari
s
https://re
sto.paris/f
r/

Delivery

Self-regulation
of members +
Local authority
grants (Paris
City Hall)

Tallinn

HopKid
https://ho
pkid.ee

Passenger
transport
+ social
impact

Regulation of
incubators,
internal
regulation of
the service

Coop partners,
customers and
sellers

Coop partners,
customers,
sellers, local
authority (Paris
City Hall)

Start-up + PP
incubators +
drivers and
community of
users

Limited
technologic
al
dimension
Opensource code
and license
the ensures
the
complying
of
cooperative
s principles.
Sectoral
Service
Platform

Case centered on bottom-up
platform co-operatives. An
important boost came from the
decision of Transport for
London (the urban transport
public agency) to suspend the
Uber’s license.
Case centered on bottom-up
platform co-operatives with the
involvement of a variety co-ops
actors and the commitment of
Local authority (Coopcycle, one
of the actor that made up
Resto.Pais platform co-op, was
financed by participatory
budgeting)
Case analyizing the pro and
cons of a start-up oriented
ecosystem and the challenges
of social-oriented commercial
platforms
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Table 4-1. Case Studies Summary Table

4.2 Case Studies
4.2.1 Barcelona: DECODE (+ Decidim)
Decentralized Citizens Owned Data Ecosystem (DECODE) is a project that – as the same project
PLUS! - has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme, but its implementation interacted with a complex and multi-layered network of
institutional, social, and technological actors composing the urban digital ecosystem of
Barcelona. Indeed, Barcelona’s city not only led this project, but has also been the stage for
several pilots that addressed experimentally the issue of enforcing the control of citizens on
their data.
The case of DECODE is one of the most complex between those addressed in this report,
because it does not refer to a specific innovation related to a sectoral platform but refers to a
project that aims to strengthen the digital sovereignty of citizens and explore the potentiality
of data commons through the active involvement of social and institutional actors of the city,
first in an experimental setting (a pilot) and then by standardizing the results. The digital
sovereignty is here intended as the control of citizens on their data, including the possibility
to make them data commons for the public good. Data Commons are defined as “a shared
resource – made accessible and intentionally open – rather than subject to restrictions through
licensing. It enables everyone to contribute, access and use the data in the data commons. The
data can be used an unlimited number of times, and no-one is excluded from accessing it. In
this sense, data can be seen as an economic public good alongside more traditional examples
such as streetlights or clean air. It enables everyone to contribute, access and use the data in
the data commons.”90
This very complex project can be simplified in two core elements.
First, a set of technological tools and in particular a data wallet (DECODE app) has been
developed, tested, and deployed. This app enables full control of users over their data and
allows each user to choose which personal data to share with the different applications that
interact with the DECODE app. The app is based on distributed ledger technology (blockchain)
for which the authentication of the different users is "guaranteed" by the same community
that uses the DECODE app. In this manner the community replaces the public authorities (or
authorized third parties) that normally play the role of identity providers in most electronic
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identification systems in Europe91. Users can therefore decide what kind of use to make of
their data – not only their personal data, but also those that are generated through
interactions with public and private services accessible through the DECODE app: whether to
share them, whether to give them up, whether to enhance them, etc.
Second, the DECODE project itself deployed three different pilots in Barcelona with the double
purpose of testing the DECODE app, and at the same time to experiment its integration within
the urban digital ecosystem. The testing entailed indeed the integration with the Barcelona
City Hall data architecture (CityOS, Sentilo, Barcelona open data portal), the integration with
the dedicated participatory portal DECIDM (Cfr subchapter 3.1.2), the integration with sensors
and devices hosted by inhabitants with the purpose to crowdsource and share data regarding
environment, pollution, traffic, etc. Finally, the pilots include also the deployment of new tools
that would allow to explore the potentiality of the reuse of data commons, as the platform
BCNNow92, an open source environment that enables citizens to easily explore city-related
data (Marras et al. 2018).

Figure 4-1 – DECODE Pilots in Barcelona93
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Source (Sagarra et al. 2019, 3)
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As a general result the urban digital ecosystem of the city has been cross-fertilized with
concepts and practices of data commoning both in the technological and regulatory domain,
paving the way for the standardization and long-term sustainability of the solutions
experimented (Sagarra et al. 2019)
4.2.1.1 Regulatory dimension
The regulatory dimension of DECODE is grounded in the active engagement of the Barcelona
city council in the project, that has been led by the Municipal Institute of Information
Technology (IMI), a public agency that was set up in 1990 to provide Barcelona City Council
and the public companies under its wing with all their Information and Communication
Technology Services.
During the project itself, the collaboration of the City Council has allowed to test the feasibility
of the proposed solutions into real world scenarios, making a strong impact regarding
innovative data policies and approaches tested by cities. It included the testing of a legal
framework for data commons that moved on the thin ice between the enforcement of
personal data protection and the opening and publicly releasing of anonymized data, with the
additional challenge of using innovative technologies. According to the final report of the
pilots has been working during the project lifetime, but “legal fit of the solutions will only be
properly tested after they have been rolled for a long period of time in production, as legal
hazards can be foreseen but are only fully known after real issues emerge.”
Looking at the long-term impact on regulatory frameworks it is worth mentioning that
DECODE’s approach has influenced the ethical digital standards set up by Barcelona City
Council94. These standards also include a section dedicated to technological sovereignty
where best practices tested in the project have been translated into prescriptive norms for
the future technological choices of the urban authority. Not only the innovations tested in
decode scaled up and impacted local regulations but indirectly there is an attempt to scale
out technological sovereignty principles by leveraging the behavior of service providers
through public procurement. Indeed, the ethical digital standards adopted by the IMI provides
for specific procurement clauses to be integrated in public procurement contracts, mandating
city’s providers to give back the data they gather to deliver the service to the city hall in
machine readable format.
4.2.1.2 Participatory dimension
The Decode Project has seen the involvement of several noninstitutional actors in different
stages of its implementation. It is possible to distinguish at least two levels, relating
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respectively to the international partnership that ran the horizon2020 project, and to the
involvement of urban actors in the different phases of the pilot in Barcelona.
At the level of the partnership, it is important to stress that DECODE was coordinated by the
Municipal Institute of Informatics (IMI), a local autonomous body of the Barcelona City Council
that was born in 1990 with the aim of providing all information and communication
technology (ICT) services to the Barcelona City Council and related public agencies. In addition,
the partnership included the University of Catalunya and two local software houses (EureCat
and Dribia Data Research S.L.), representing a mix of expert and applied knowledge.
At the city level, in addition to the political and administrative staff of the urban authority,
there are at least two networks of inhabitants involved in pilots. The first is Metadecidim95,
“the democratic community that manages the Decidim project in all its dimensions and has a
direct role in the configuration and management of the Decidim Platform for its use in
Barcelona96. The community has been involved with the purpose to define requirements for
the integration of the DECODE tools with the Decidim.barcelona platform, used by more than
60.000 inhabitants involved in a variety of citizen engagement initiatives carried out through
it. In this manner the first actual use of the DECODE app has been to authenticate users to
take part to public decision-making processes and participatory democracy experiments.

Figure 4-2 – DECODE + Decidim: citizen engagement scheme 97
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The website of the Metadecidim Comminity is https://meta.decidim.org/
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The official instance of Decidim used in Barcelona is available at: https://www.decidim.barcelona/
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The second network involved included local fablabs and inhabitants of the city that accepted
to host an open-hardware device that collected data regarding the environment and the life
in the city that have been used to feed the aforementioned data visualization tool BCNNow.
In addition to these actors, it is worth remembering that the Barcelona society is populated
by groups and movements that strongly support the principle of technological sovereignty and
that have been directly and indirectly involved in this project.
4.2.1.3 Technological dimension
The technological dimension is central to this project, which has set the objective of
developing technologies capable of entrenching in their code ethical principles and a political
vision such as that of technological sovereignty (to which is also linked a vision of the economic
value of personal data).
The main technological innovation is the DECODE app, based on an innovative technology such
as distributed ledger (DLT). This app performs two functions. First, authenticating users that
in this manner can access digital services that require strong identification without having to
provide their data each time for registration. The app works in a similar way to other forms of
eID already in use in many e-government services at EU, national and local level (Berbecaru,
Lioy, and Cameroni 2019) The substantial difference is that traditional eID entrusts identity
certification to private identity providers, authorized by specific rules and regulations that may
vary from country to country. In the case of the DECODE app, the DLT ensures that it is the
same community of users of the APP that certifies the identity98. The second feature of the
DECODE app is the "data wallet". In practice, it is a virtual “wallet” of personal data that is
stored directly on the user's mobile: the users from time to time can decide which data to
transfer to the different services asking for access to their personal data and also establish
how to reuse it by third parties. The combination of these two elements (DLT+data wallet) has
the objective to enforce users ́command on their personal data and enable the possibility to
license their anonymized data as digital commons.
Around the DECODE app, the technological infrastructure necessary for its operation has also
been developed and adapted, including DECODE OS (a private and anonymous peer-to-peer
network for getting DECODE up and running) and Zenroom (the smart contracts engine
powering DECODE)99.
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Finally, in order to run the pilots and test on the field the usability of the DECODE app,
integrations have been made with the data management and publication system of the city of
Barcelona, including the main open data portal and a new visualization platform developed
ad hoc to explore the potential of data handled via the DEECODE app.
All software and hardware solutions developed under this project have been publicly released
along with related documentation on GitHub with licenses pertaining to the FLOS domain100.
It is also important to remember how the collaborative development of the code of the various
digital decode solutions was based on the dialogue between expert knowledge (represented
by the consortium's tech partners and more generally by the community that contributed to
the development and consolidation of the code) and non-technical knowledge, through the
active involvement of citizens and administrative staff in defining the requirements and
specifications necessary for integration into the digital ecosystem of the city.
4.2.1.4 Lessons learned in context
This case study (unique among those presented in this report) observed the effects and
potential of an international research and innovation project (funded under the Horizon2020
programme) which had its center and field of experimentation in the city of Barcelona. A first
lesson that can be drawn, however obvious, regards the opportunity that international
research projects can offer to experiment innovative techno-political solutions to the
challenges posed by the platformization of the urban digital ecosystem. If we consider the city
profile of Barcelona described in chapter 3.1, and in particular the characteristics of its digital
urban ecosystem, it is evident that a project like DECODE have been enabled by the
combination of i) existence of a public debate over the urban challenges of digital platforms
and political will to tackle them, and ii) open digital infrastructures, skills and institutional
capacity to develop and experiment technologies consistent to the political objective of
improving technological sovereignty (Lynch 2020). Indeed, this is the only case that tries to
address the challenges of digital platforms with a transversal approach that is not necessarily
linked to a specific sectoral policy.
At the same time, it is useful to wonder to what extent the innovations tested in DECODE are
capable of producing long-term effects, mitigate the disruptive impact of platformization of
the urban, and eventually scale up and out the innovation proposed (Moore, Riddell, and
Vocisano 2015). First, in order to generate organizational change within the urban authority it
is necessary to consolidate regulatory frameworks and policy instruments capable to enforce
the principles of data sovereignty. In this perspective we have seen that DECODE tried to
implement regulatory standards (in particular through the ethical digital standards approved
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by the IMI), as well as to ensure the compliance between the technologies developed and the
prescriptions of GDPR. Second, to reach larger numbers of users and and expand the
community of users it would probably be necessary for a sovereignty-enforcing tool to achieve
the status of technological standards for the urban ecosystem and to establish as a
requirement for the delivery of digital services not only in the public domain, but including
also commercial digital services.

4.2.2 Berlin: Fairmondo
Fairmondo is a popular experience of platform cooperativism launched in Berlin in 2012 and
survived with alternate
In summary, Fairmondo portraits itself as a fair, ethical and sustainable online marketplace,
where sellers and buyers can get in touch directly with each other, without further
intermediation, and in this sense can be understood as an ethical alternative to large
marketplaces such as Amazon or Ebay.
The “fair” dimension of this marketplace is entrenched in the principles agreed by all
participants and reflected in the internal governance that characterize the relations between
the members of Fairmondo, inspired by a mutualistic vision. The kind of services and goods
exchanged are not strictly limited to specific categories, even though the nature of the sellers
and the transparency requirements established by Fairmondo to its associates biased the
supply toward a limited number of commodities where cultural goods and services play a
relevant role (Winchell 2017).
Another relevant element regards the consistent FLOS approach to the technologies used to
support internal organization ad provide marketplace services.
Launched in late 2012, Fairmondo has been growing in the following 4 years up to more than
2000 members and collected in Germany more than 600000 euros in shares. Its marketplace
involved a community of more than 28000 users and 8000 commercial sellers, and exchanged
more than 2 million products. Starting with 2017 Fairmondo tried to scale up internationally,
launching local chapters in other EU countries and trying to implement a multilevel
governance.
After this initial success, the project gained relevant attention of activists and scholars seeking
for best practices of platform cooperativism. Nonetheless starting from 2017 it seems that the
community expansion slowed down, and the international scaling has not been successful,
with only a local chapter established outside of Germany (in UK). Also, the code of the
marketplace platform has not been updated recently on public repositories. The reasons of
this decline are still debated in the members forums: according to the explanations provided
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by the staff members101, it seems that the main issues have been on one hand the exhaustion
of the initial enthusiasm of the founder group, and on the other hand the lack of financial
sustainability based on member shares. Indeed, the stabilization of the number of members
led to a reduction of available capital directly collected through shares. In 2019 a first reboot
of Fairmondo centered on the expansion of the book offer in the online marketplace and
transforming the website in a kind of online bookstore that for a short time proved capable to
generate cashflow. Anyway, it seems that with the COVID 19 and the subsequent expansion
of unicorn online marketplace, the project has been furtherly suffering financially, and
entered a new stage of stall.
4.2.2.1 Regulatory dimension
There are three different regulatory dimensions that shape the regulatory framework for
Fairmondo.
First there is the German legislation on cooperatives, that is under the responsibility of the
federal government and seems to reproduce several obstacles that are common to platform
cooperatives in several European countries with strong pre-existing cooperative movements.
Indeed, according to a report recently published by the Institute for Digital Cooperative
Economy (ICDE), it seems that the federal cooperative legislation has been designed for
traditional coops and doesn´t consider the specificities of platform coops, in particular for
what regards the use of digital technologies to manage internal democratic processes, making
it hard to expand the member network and to involve different categories of stakeholders102.
A relevant obstacle also regards the financing models, since German platform cooperatives
seems to be excluded by federal investment strategies deployed by the KfW, the German
state-owned investment and development bank, mainly “because particular importance is
ascribed to the role of the (individual) entrepreneurial personality – which, as outlined above,
does not exist in the same fashion in a platform co-op as in an integrated company –“ and as
a consequence platform co-ops (and co-ops in general) are simply kept from being able to
apply to a large number of these programs for formal reasons.
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A second regulatory dimension regards the internal governance of the Fairmondo
cooperative, which even if structured according the German law, interprets it in a deeply
democratic manner and “developed a set of principles and bylaws that we call "Cooperative
2.0".103 These principles, embedded in the coop´s statute and published on the official
website of Fairmondo, include: (1) democratic ownership and organizational structure; (2)
transparency, open source, and open innovation; (3) fair terms of collaboration; (4) clearly
defined use of surplus (this refers to “profits” generated) and (5) promotion of responsible
consumption (Cohen 2017, 48).
A third dimension regards the role played by the city-state of Berlin in promoting platform
cooperative economy. Regarding this latter point, considering that the city state doesn´t have
the power to directly intervene on cooperative legislation, the only role played is of indirect
promotion of opportunities to access innovation funds as for example and more in general by
setting up the eco-systemic conditions that enabled the launch of this kind of initiative exactly
in the city of Berlin. Nonetheless, it is useful to highlight that social capital investment funds,
impact investment ventures and other similar initiatives target a much larger public of startups
and businesses that are numerous in Berlin, and focuses their attention on the innovativeness
of the products and services proposed, putting in the background the eventual innovativeness
of the underlying methods and finally making the competition hard for platform cooperatives.
4.2.2.2 Participatory dimension
The network underlying Fairmondo can be distinguished at least in three different tiers. At the
ore there are the members of the board elected by the assembly of all associates to carry out
managerial duties, supported by a dedicated staff. The second tiers is indeed composed by all
the associates that owns shares of the coop (above 2000 associates according to the official
Fairmondo website). Finally, the larger tier includes also all the users, buyers and sellers that
populate the marketplace (above 28000 users and almost 8000 sellers).
The internal relations are regulated by the rules established in the aforementioned statute,
which are shaped upon models and requirements established by law. In addition, innovative
methods have been introduced with the purpose to manage the relations between members
that are expected to interact with each other through a digital platform. For this purpose, a
complex mechanism has been developed mixing gamification elements with online decisionmaking methods. “Dividends are distributed as broadly as possible, preventing individuals
from accumulating more than their fair share. 25% is distributed to coop members through
shares. 25% is distributed through “Fair Funding Points” (voluntary work is rewarded by points
which legally stake a claim on future surpluses). 25% is donated to a few non-profit
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organizations chosen by Fairmondo members. The last 25% is pooled into a common fund
used for the development of the wider Fairmondo project. Internal stakeholders (partners,
staff, etc.) operate under a defined salary range ration of 1 to 7 from lowest to highest paid”104.
4.2.2.3 Technological dimension
From a technological point of view Fairmondo has made choices that are formally consistent
with the open approach of its cooperative vision. The marketplace is in fact based on a
platform that offers the possibility of interacting directly between consumers and producers,
through functions that recall those characteristics. The marketplace is based on several FLOS
digital components, including Rails, jQuery, and Devise. The code is licensed under the Affero
General Public License version 3, that allows the reuse and the modification of the code for
any purpose and requires to attribute credits to the original authors and makes it mandatory
to apply the same license to derivative software. The so-called share-alike feature is indeed a
key element for growing and maintaining an open digital ecosystem.
The code is publicly released on GitHub together with proper documentation, even though
the low number of issues opened, and other kind of collaborative interactions seems indicate
a limited number of software developers collaboratively engaged. The code has not been
updated since early 2020. If we also consider that there is no known reuse of the Fairmondo
code for other applications, it seems that the radical and consistent openness of technological
choices reflects mainly the ethical vision of the founding members more than an actual
technological project capable to contribute to the expansion of the urban open digital
ecosystem.
4.2.2.4 Lessons learned in context
The case of Fairmondo seems emblematic of the trajectory of many platform coops
experiments that placed themselves as a direct alternative to platform unicorns (in this case
online marketplaces, an online market dominated by a few great brands such as Amazon, eBay
or Alibaba). In addition to the high competition in terms of service costs (which is based on
scale effects but also on the compression of labour cost and algorithmic organization of work),
there is also the obstacle for platform coops to access to funding channels dedicated to the
mutual economy which also exist in contexts (such as the German one) where there is a
tradition of workers cooperative.
Institute for Digital Cooperative Economy (ICDE) highlighted how “most platform co-ops in
Germany do not operate as worker cooperatives, but rather as digital infrastructures. In other
words, their primary aim is to build collectively owned infrastructures that allow all user groups
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operating on and with these infrastructures to participate in the decision-making. Contrary to
worker-oriented platform co-ops (that most often operate in a very specific place and with a
particular set of people), digital infrastructures such as Twitter, Facebook, as well as
cooperatively-owned marketplaces such as Fairmondo depend strongly on having a large
amount of users/members in order to be able to survive or compete in markets characterized
by both network and scale effects.” (Pentzien 2020, 38). It is relevant to highlight how, in
addition to the limited access to public funding lines, Fairmondo – but this experience is shared
with many other platform coops - couldn´t benefit from private venture capital funds oriented
to “impact investment”, that in mainstream narrative are supposed to make Berlin´s social
innovation sector vibrant and full of opportunities.
A second relevant observation regards the technological choices of Fairmondo and their
relationship with the discourse on technologies that characterizes Berlin´s digital ecosystem
that, as explained in 3.2.3, is consistently aligned to the principles of openness and
transparency and provides infrastructural enablers to this purpose. In this case Fairmondo
developed its own code in a collaborative framework to deploy the services and released it
publicly for further reuse with free licenses. Anyway, it seems that the code has not been
actually reused by other subjects and even the number of collaborators to the development
was limited, with the results that the code got obsolescent and the team that manage the
marketplace doesn´t have (technical, economic) capacity to solve issues and keep it updated.
While it is important to remember that this is not an uncommon dynamic of FLOS
development, it is possible to hypothesize that the choice of developing its own code, more
than by practical or economic concern, has been suggested by ethical and identity related
reasons, as a public positioning in the open and free culture. Nonetheless, as per many other
FLOSS experiments it is always difficult to understand exactly what are the decisive elements
that make a software successful and capable to evolve and survive the death valley that often
follows the initial investment. In this sense, and thinking to the potential role of urban
authority, it is possible to compare this case to the one regarding Decode/Decidim. Indeed, it
is evident that the role of urban authority in the latter didn´t limit itself to providing enabling
condition for FLOSS development (as per Berlin policies), but directly intervened in the
instrumentalization process by “adopting” the code to deliver public services, providing a de
ecisive support that gave Decidim the time to consolidate and become a “standard” in the
domain of open participation.

4.2.3 Bologna: Consegne etiche
The “Consegne Etiche” case is an interesting lens through which read the intersection of the
three variables we identified concerning the local authority commitment/capacity to interact
with the platform economy in the urban context: regulatory framework, urban public sphere
and urban technological agency. In fact, “Consegne Etiche” is a platform co-op which involved
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a variety of urban platform economy’s stakeholders, such as riders, municipality, institutional
and no institutional organizations. As for the other alternative ride-hailing and delivery
platforms identified, the emphasis on “fair” and “ethical” dimensions is apparent from the
courier’s fair compensation (9 euro per hour) and the more stable working contract. On the
public operators' side, differently from the Unicorn/traditional model “Consegne Etiche”
platform does not retain the high and fix amount of fee (more or less 30%) per each order,
but, as reported in the official website, it guarantees equity and transparency let managing
the transaction directly to the restaurants and public operators. A further element that marks
this alternative platform is the commitment to reduce the environmental impact by using only
bicycle105. Finally, it is important to evidence that Consegne Etiche is trying to position itself in
a specific niche of urban delivery market, that is the delivery of grocery and books, thus is not
in a direct competition with the big players of the sector.
4.2.3.1 Regulatory dimension
To grasp the Consegne etiche’s regulatory dimension it is worth to consider the plurality of
civil society and institutional actors which created or supported it, that is: two social
cooperatives (“Dynamo” and “Idee in movimento”) and the “Almavicoo - Centro Universitario
per la formazione e la promozione dell'impresa cooperativa” (University Centre for the
promotion of the cooperative enterprise). Besides these actors, there are the Bologna City
Hall and the Hub “Fondazione per l’Innovazione Urbana”, which created the so-called
“Cantiere Consegne Etiche”, a space to promote debate among urban stakeholders aimed to
propose innovative solution to face the platform economy. A fundamental step to understand
the birth of this platform cooperative is the Chart of “digital workers right in the urban
context”, a bottom-up regulation advocated by Bologna City Hall and signed by Mymenù (the
traditional food-delivery platform born in Bologna), the main Union (Cigil, Cisl and Uil) and by
Riders Union. The Consegne etiche project stem from this local stakeholders’ commitment to
regulate (indirectly) the digital labour working conditions. Furthermore, has set up an internal
form of regulation drafting a manifest of value organized along 13 points which outline the
alternative value dimension of the platform106.
4.2.3.2 Participatory Dimension
As already outlined in the previous paragraph, the Consegne Etiche’s governance composition
is quite articulated. This characteristic is reflected on the participatory dimension. As reported
in the official website, the path toward the creation of the platform co-op has been marked
by several steps, with the involvement of local civil society, institutional and no institutional
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actors (such as public operators, neighbourhood market, individual, organizations, University
etc.) and the development of co-design and co-participation process107. During this phase
(which lasted from April to September 2020), the “Fondazione Innovazione Urbana” tried to
make bridges between the different interests and needs of the actors involved, which
synthesis has been the Consegne Etiche’s “Manifesto of Values”. This chart summaries the 13
main principles that guide the platform co-op governance, which can be frame in an
alternative and sustainable experiment, in contrast to the extractive and disruptive Unicorn
model.
Differently from the traditional model platforms, Consegne etiche relies on a consistent and
strong involvement of local markets, shops and municipal libraries, in order to foster a
sustainable urban economy and create virtuous circles.

Figure 4-3 - Consegne etiche’s Manifesto of Values108
4.2.3.3 Technological dimension
As highlighted in the Consegne Etiche’s Manifesto of value, one of the main pillars – in
accordance with the cooperativism logic – is prioritise the principle of the open source for
possible technological support. The actor which role is to provide technical support regarding
technological solutions is “Squiseat”, a start-up born in 2019 which is devoted to collect and
delivery unsold goods by using a bot (in a Telegram channel), which is available for free for
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local merchants that have not any digital marketplace to sold their goods109. A final remark
worth to highlight is that Consegne Etiche has not an app, but is accessible only through the
website. Thus, the technological dimension is rather reduced, a factor that can represent a
“brake” for the introduction, diffusion and use of the platform by inhabitant and public
operators.
4.2.3.4 Lessons learned in context
What can be learned by the “Consegne etiche” case is the potentiality for an urban context
and its local authority to produce alternative digital path through the intersection of interests
of a variety of actors. The will to encounter the sectoral lean platforms’ disruptive effects on
working condition and public space, as well as on environment, had made possible the
convergence of a plurality of ideas aimed to promote co-participation and co-design process.
In many cases this process has been supported and advocated by Bologna City Hall and the
related agency/hub (namely, “Fondazione per l’Innovazione Urbana”) with the involvement
of the effervescent civil society context. From this breeding ground is born Consegne etiche.
The difficulties regarding Consegne etiche (which are detectable in many platform co-ops
experiences) concern the technological capacity and the scalability of the experiment, which
cannot be comparable to unicorn model, which is based on a huge venture capital leverage:
local authority does not hold the tools to invest such an amount of capital. Nevertheless, the
platform co-op of Bologna has tried to fit into an alternative niche without enters into direct
competition with the big players of the delivery sector, trying to enable a virtuous circle by
involving local public operators, namely municipal libraries and neighbourhood markets.
Anyway, Consegne etiche is a very recent experiment, which need more time to develop its
technological infrastructure and further be rooted in the urban context, expanding the
network of actors involved in the platform activity.

4.2.4 Lisbon: Short Term Rental regulation
In this case we consider not one, but two related projects developed by the municipality of
Lisbon, both part of the municipal strategy of regulation of short-term rental industry and
related impact on housing policies. Indeed, these are two projects developed with the aim of
regulating the impact that short-term renting, mainly for tourist use, has had on the housing
market. The two projects considered are i) the development of urban containment zones, and
ii) the “Renda Segura” programme.
Containment zoning is a local policy which have been approved in 2019. It defines a maximum
quota (25%) of short-term rental establishments, in Portuguese known as AL, for specific
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districts within Lisbon city centre. The “Renda Segura” programme has been launched in
March 2020, at the beginning of the pandemic outbreak. It provides that the Lisbon
Municipality will pay market prices for empty flats and houses and then sublet them through
the “Renda Acessivel” programme. In this way, owners will not only see their incomes
safeguarded, but they also have other advantages in this way: tax exemption, possibility of
receiving in advance the corresponding value for up to 3 years of rent, technical support in
managing the contract and return of the property at the end of the term in conditions
equivalent to those verified at the time of signing.
The impact of the Portuguese tourist market expansion along the decade before the pandemic
outbreak of COVID-19 led to an exponential increase in short-term rental offer in Lisbon city
centre. This process has generated an increase in the cost of rents and has led to a reduction
in the number of inhabitants in the various districts of the centre. Faced with these dynamics,
there was a reaction from the citizens and inhabitants of the Portuguese capital, with the aim
of protecting their housing conditions. The policy initiatives discussed in this chapter are the
result of these reactions, aiming at putting short-term rent under control and limit the
expansion of AL. However, if we look at the actual effectiveness of these policy initiatives, as
well as their capacity to envision technological solutions to the problem of the platformization
of short-term rental sector, the measures here discussed show a contradictory picture.
4.2.4.1 Regulatory dimension
Until the summer of 2018, the possibility of establishing urban containment zones for ALs in
urban centres was a specific competence of the central government. With Law 62/2018 110,
which alters the regime of use and exploitation of ALs, this competence passes to the
municipalities (the process leading to the transmission of these competences will be explained
in the next session). After the approval of this law, in October 2018 the municipal assembly
approved a recommendation to the city government to promulgate a regulation for AL
activity, and to define urban containment zones. In the period between the approval of this
recommendation and the entry into force of this regulation, new registers for AL activity were
suspended within the central areas of the city 111. The final regulation, establishing urban
containment zones in some of the neighbourhoods in the centre of Lisbon have been
approved on 7 November 2019112.
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In addition to defining these containment zones, the approved regulation also provides for
two other mechanisms for supervising the AL sector: the publication of an annual technical
study on the effects of this measure, with the aim of monitoring the development of AL,
redefining its parameters, and adapting the regulation to any changes; and the establishment
of an accompanying commission for the AL sector. This commission´s activity lasts one year,
and its role is decisive, its main tasks being: a) Follow up and monitor the execution of the
present Regulation; b) Formulate proposals and recommendations, whenever it deems
appropriate; c) Prepare opinions requested by the municipal bodies or external entities 113.
However, both the discussion of the technical rapporteur on an annual basis and the
implementation of the commission have been diastatic. With regard to the technical
rapporteur, there was a delay of more than a year, while the commission was never actually
convened and formalised.
The Renda Segura Programme (PRS) has been approved by Deliberation of the Lisbon City
Council no. 68/CM/2020 of 12 March 2020114. The Urban Authority intends to select dwellings
for the conclusion of rental contracts under the Urban Rental Regime, “which”, accordingly to
the official site of the Municipality of Lisbon, “will subsequently sublet in its renda acessivel
Programme, to middle class families”115. The logic of the programme is very simple. By renting
at a reduced price, the landlord is exempt from the normal tax burden. With the program
renda segura, the direct tenant is the municipality, however, renting at market price, and
subletting at a fixed price, paying the difference to the owner. This is a programme included
in the PAA - Programas de Arrendamento Acessivel - programme package, approved by the
government in Decree-Law No. 68/2019 116, which serves to legally frame the measures
adopted by various Portuguese municipalities. The programme works with an application and
draw system, which takes place at the end of the application process. The owner of a house
who meets the requirements to rent through the PRS registers his house in the
HabitarLisboa117 platform. When the municipality opens the public competition, the candidate
tenants submit their application through the platform HabitarLisboa, for all the houses that
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According to the law, the composition of the Committee is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Mayor of the Municipality of Lisbon, or the Alderman in charge of urbanism, who presides;
The Municipal Director for Economy and Innovation or a representative appointed by him;
The Municipal Director of Urbanism or a representative appointed by him/her;
The Municipal Director of Housing or a representative designated by him/her;
Three Municipal Deputies, to be designated by the Municipal Assembly;
A person of recognised academic and scientific merit in the areas of urbanism and tourism.
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meet their economic conditions. Once this phase is completed, the houses are assigned
through a draw mechanism. To get a general idea of how this system works, the figures for
the last competition were: a total of 41 houses were allocated, with a total of 2564 tenant
applicants118.
4.2.4.2 Participatory Dimension
The PRS is a program of direct initiative of the municipality, as already mentioned, within the
framework of a package of governmental policies of mitigation of the impact of COVID-19, and
it did not entail any structured form of engagement of urban social actors. On the other hand,
the approval of urban containment zones is the result of the combination of bottom-up and
top-down participatory processes running at different scales, including the protests of urban
movements for public housing towards the government of the city, the proactive capacity of
civil parishes (the sub-municipal bodies elected by citizens) to condition the implementation
of these policies. Finally, this debate around the regulation of ALs running in Lisbon proved
capable to condition the activity of the central government.
To give a clear picture of this process, it will be good to follow the chronology of the events of
the last years, which led to the formalization of urban containment zones.
In May 2017, the first citizens' initiative was launched to stop the proliferation of AL. The title
of the petition is very clear: “Putting the brakes on AL and saving what's left of renting”119.
Following this petition, three recommendations were debated by the municipal assembly in
July of the same year. Some of the points in these recommendations were rejected by the
municipal assembly. However, two essential points are approved. Accordingly with the text of
the approved recommendations:
“Support the urgent need to establish, in the State Budget, a positive discrimination
in the taxation of long term renting, thus directly encouraging the urban renting
market” and “Given that local accommodation has a very diverse impact in the
various areas of the city and country, propose that the Government and Parliament
take the legislative initiative to allow municipalities the power to define, in identified
and duly justified areas, maximum limits to the number of dwellings for local
accommodation, so as to balance this market with the demand for long term rentals,
and to guarantee the necessary sustainability of this balance”120.
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In October of the same year, at the same time as the local elections, in the government
programme of the coalition led by the Socialist Party, which also included an independent list
named Citizens for Lisbon, the latter group introduced the need for a profound revision of the
legal framework of AL activities, with the aim of limiting the authorizations granted121.
In December 2017, on the initiative of the civil parishes of the historic centre, a study was
carried out entitled: "NOVAS DINÂMICAS URBANAS NO CENTRO HISTÓRICO DE LISBOA", with
the aim of: “provide technical underpinning for improved political action at the local level,
trying to respond to urgent issues of very significant impact and avoiding short-term, case-bycase, unsubstantiated solutions”, in the regulatory action of AL activities122. This study had an
important influence on the decisions that were taken by the municipal chamber in the
following period and shows the existence of a conditioning by the local parishes on the city
government that does not pass through the traditional institutional mechanisms.
Immediately after the local elections, which awarded victory to the coalition led by the
Socialist Party, a motion was passed in January 2018 for the alteration of the legal framework
of AL activity, reinforcing the need for municipal government action vis-à-vis the central
government and the national parliament, to “enable municipalities to limit authorizations
granted for specific areas, by establishing quotas to ensure a balance between permanent
housing and tourist use”123.
It was through this process that the Law 62/2018124 was passed in August 2018, which grants
powers to municipalities to establish urban containment zones.
However, the approval of a municipal AL regulation for Lisbon had to wait until November
2019. During this time, the assembly had to approve, in the October of 2018 a formal
commitment125, already mentioned above, mandating the municipal government to develop
a study on the impact of tourism in the city126, and suspending the registration of new AL
activities in the areas of the historic city center, until the promulgation of the containment
areas127.
The reconstruction of this process shows a variable geometry of conditioning between
bottom-up actions and institutions located at various levels. However, what we would like to
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emphasise is that this process, which can be described as a participatory process, did not
passthrough classical mechanisms of participation. On one hand an initial citizens' proposal
succeeded in influencing the public debate, and on the other hand, through an independent
group, in becoming part of the city's government agenda. This pressure has conditioned the
municipal government to act with the central government, in order to obtain a greater margin
for manoeuvre. The local parishes most affected by the expansion of ALs also played an
important role, as they were the first to develop a technical study on the phenomenon of the
impact of tourism in the Lisbon historical city centre.
4.2.4.3 Technological dimension
From a technological point of view, the implementation of containment zones, confirms the
conclusion highlighted in subchapter 3.4.3. These cases show is the inability of the municipal
chamber to establish agreements - and enforce them - with the digital short-term rental
platforms. This undermines, firstly, the monitoring capacity of the sector and, secondly, the
effectiveness of the policies themselves. This last consideration is particularly true for
containment areas. Let us quickly consider these two aspects, starting with the discussion of
the reliability of the data on AL activity in the city of Lisbon.
The City of Lisbon has 19,292 ALs establishments, which provide maximum accommodation
capacity for about 111,000 people. For the regulation of this economic activity, the municipal
authority has established a licensing and registration system (Leuphana University of
Lüneburg 2020). The evolution of the number of AL registrations reveals a successive and
intense increase of units, starting in 2014, culminating in 2018, the year in which the
suspension of registrations began, with the highest annual value of new registrations (6,812)
The same evolution translated into percentages shows that the most significant years in the
registration of new units are 2014 and 2015 (variations of 156% and 198%, respectively).
As of 2018, and with 2019 marking the beginning of the urban containment zones, 1,961 new
records are still recorded. In 2020 and early 2021, the influence of the Covid-19 pandemic,
marks negative evolution, resulting from the decrease in new registrations and the cessation
of several existing ones. The period prior to suspension and containment has an average
annual growth rate of around 100%, while from that date until April 2021, the balance is
around 20%.
The data reported here have been collected and elaborated by Lisbon PLUS team from the
National Tourist Registry128 of Turismo de Portugal, which is the National Tourism Authority,
integrated in the Ministry of Economy and Digital Transition129, and which is a partner of the
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Lisboa Aberta too. From these data, it can be seen that the policy based on the establishment
of urban containment zones in Lisbon's central districts has had an effect on reducing the
exponential growth of AL experienced in previous years. However, a study published at the
end of 2020 shows that around 47% of the ALs listed on Airbnb for Lisbon do not have a valid
licence, that 30% do not have a licence to exercise the activity, and revealing some paradoxical
cases, for example, that the same licence has been used for 24 properties, whereas the
registration mechanism established by the Lisbon Municipality implies that each AL has an
individual licence130. Still, the study reveals that Lisbon is, among the 10 main world cities, the
one where there is a higher preponderance of 'hosts' with multiple listed accommodations:
73% of the hosts have at least two properties listed, which compares with Paris (30%), Berlin
(34%) or Milan (45%), adding that the largest host in Lisbon has 264 properties registered and
that eight of the 10 largest hosts are companies131.
On the other hand, the HabitarLisboa platform, through which the “Renda Segura”
programme is managed, was developed by a limited company GEBALIS, which is a company
with public capital, 100% controlled by the CML, but whose legal status is defined by the legal
framework regulating private companies.132. The public policy of this platform assigns to the
CML all responsibility for the collection and processing of data entered by citizens participating
in housing support programmes133. And a recent scandal on the leaking of citizens data
supposedly protected by Lisbon Municipality casts serious doubts on the capacity of the city
to enforce citizens’ rights related to storing and protection of data required by the EU GDPR
of 2016134.
4.2.4.4 Lessons learned
Unlike strategies developed in other European cities, such as Barcelona or Berlin, the strategy
chosen by the Lisbon City Government to deal with the impact of the tourism market on the
housing sector is depowered by 2 elements: 1) first, the limited monitoring and control
capacity of the city, that makes it hard to enforce the regulation, and 2) the lack of a clear
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fiscal differentiation between the different typology of rental relations (short term vs
residential).
In this sense, this study led to provide two indications. The first one is the need to structure,
as in the case of Berlin, a policy of containment of AL activities, establishing different legal
regimes, with a tax system oriented to reduce the concentration of ownership. Secondly,
Lisbon should reinforce its monitoring and supervisory action, through the signing of protocols
with digital platforms for the transmission of data, with a short and medium-term time frame,
and making this data public and accessible to all. This measure, in spite of the fact that it is
foreseen as a prerogative of the Municipal Commission for the activity of AL, as we have seen
in the municipal regulation for urban containment areas mentioned above, has never been
carried out. Therefore, a revision of these legal provisions cannot be separated from the full
application of the legal measures, and the strengthening of the mechanisms for monitoring
and supervising the sector.

4.2.5 London: Taxiapp
Taxiapp is an urban transport digital platform operating in London since 2016. It is constituted
by around 1000 professional drivers (black cabs drivers) and incorporated as co-op in 2018.
Taxiapp is part of a wider network called Co-operatives UK including more than 700 co-ops,
which provides to the members a range of services, such as specialist governance, Human
Resource advice, training and networking events and governments lobbying135.
The app was launched since the main ride-hailing lean platforms (in particular Uber) do not
meet workers’ interest but, on the contrary, had impoverished their conditions in favor of
company profits. As pointed out by a co-op member, “Corporate companies have intervened
in our business, and they haven’t got our best interests at heart […] hey seek to profit from us
or our customers. They excessively raise prices or undercut when it suits them to drive their
profit.”136 And yet: “The app is non-for-profit owned directly by the drivers themselves
developed with the aim of offering an honest, trustworthy service that puts customer and
driver welfare at the forefront.”137.
In this regard, it is an “ethical” app since aims to give priority to workers/members conditions
and it is “fair” because it applies clear fares on the basis of the covered, without hidden extra.
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https://www.uk.coop/about-us/our-governance.
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https://www.uk.coop/case-studies/driving-force-fair-co-operative-cabs-taxiapp-hive.
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4.2.5.1 Regulatory dimension
A brief summary it is necessary to better understand the UK’s cooperatives environment. To
date the general regulatory framework that set up the rules is the Co-operative and
Community Benefit Societies Act 2014 (CCBSA 2014)138. This law identifies the legal structure
which cooperatives need to operate and provides rules aimed to guarantee the freedom to
cooperatives to apply their own rules. Besides the CCBSA there is the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA), which is responsible for the registration of co-operatives and community
benefits societies139.
Thus, it is possible to identify at least two regulatory dimensions (in addition to the principles
defined in the International Co-operative Alliance Statement of Co-operative Identity). The
first one concern the abovementioned UK cooperative Law and the second one the internal
governance process of platform co-op. The latter derives from being part of the Co-operatives
UK network, which establish a frame of rules that set up the governance practices.
An additional regulatory level can be represented by the Transport for London (TfL) licensing.
In fact, in order to operate/work in the London area drivers and companies (including digital
platforms) must hold a license released by TfL. This process can be considered as regulatory
dimension since, to obtain the license, the operator must comply with specifics conditions,
such as maintain the minimum standards of mechanics and fabric of the taxi, maintaining
records of drivers using your taxis in accordance with privacy and data protection legislation
and making the vehicles available for inspection by Tfl’s taxi and private hire officers140.
4.2.5.2 Participatory dimension
The participatory dimension of Taxiapp is clearly expressed by the compliance of the principles
defined in the international Co-operative Alliance Statement of Co-operative identity which
are reflected in the internal governance of the platform. As pointed out by a co-op member,
“It’s all about sharing ideas and solving problems. We want our members to be involved and
take responsibility for what happens. As a result, our taxi drivers feel more empowered”141.
As belonging to Co-operatives Uk network, Taxiapp has to apply the so-called “Co-operative
Corporate Governance Code”, which value can be sum up in the empowerment of members’
voice, agency and participation. Furthermore, it is worth to evidence that Co-operative Uk
adopt a “Gold Standard Data”. As reported in the official website, “Considered a ‘gold
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standard’ within the global co‑operative movement, we strive for the best data we can to help
promote, develop and unite co‑operatives. Understanding the sector and using intelligence to
direct and measure our work is crucial”142. The approach to data is open, since they are shared
with the members of community in order to ensure a fruitful and efficient use of the resources
and share the good practices.
4.2.5.3 Technological dimension
The Taxiapp’s technological dimension reflect the openness of its cooperatives structure. As
already said, it is part of a wider network of cooperatives in which a strategic role is played by
“The Hive”, a support programme delivered by Co-operatives UK and financed by the Cooperative Bank143. One of the main pillars of the co-operative network is the open data policy,
which allow anyone to use data (share, analyze, build upon etc.) and help the network to
improve it.
4.2.5.4 Lesson learned in context
It is worth to consider the Taxiapp case in our analysis since it represents an attempt to
rebalance the asymmetry of power between a platform Unicorn model and the workforce,
through the reappropriation and re-use of digital technology. In other words, Taxiapp show
us the workers’ agency and their digital skills in the urban fabric of London. Thus, the
involvement of the members in the decision-making process is a pivotal dimension.
Furthermore, emerge the role of the public authority, since Taxiapp uses a license endorsed
by Transport for London which, in turn, in 2017 did not renew the Uber’s license since at that
time the digital platform did not fit with the standard imposed by TfL: “The decision has raised
questions over the future of the city’s transport options, however Taxiapp London offers a
new, sustainable model run solely by a group of taxi drivers”144.

4.2.6 Paris: Resto.Paris
Resto.Paris is a recent digital platform experiment operating in Paris in the sector of delivery.
The platform was launched in September 2020 by a network of actors: the cooperative Olvo
(a delivery cooperative which in turn was founded by former unicorn platforms’ rider working
in the French capital) together with the bike-delivery cooperatives federation CoopCycle and
the association Écotable. As reported in the official website, “Cette plateforme, soutenue par
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la Mairie de Paris, permet à tout restaurant é coresponsable de proposer son offre saine et
durable, en click & collect ou en livraison, aux consommateur.ice.s parisien.ne.s.”145.
Furthermore, The Paris City Hall has been involved by financing Resto.Paris with 30,000 euros
and, to date, about 50 restaurants have joined the platform.
As network of actors, each one has a specific role in to make work Resto.Paris. According to
the official webiste, Olvo is responsible for the delivery through cargo bike with salaried
couriers; Écotable ensure that all restaurants listed in the platform hold the eco-responsible
label (Écotable label) or compliant with the Resto.Paris’ chart; finally, Coopcycle (the
federation of bike delivery cooperatives) is responsible for the technological dimension,
developing and ensuring the maintenance of the platform on the basis of an open-source
code.
The “ethical” dimension of Resto.Paris is evident in the objectives outlined in the website, that
can be sum up in the adjective eco-responsible. In fact, the ensemble of values that the
platform incorporates is entrenched in the following statement reported in the website:
“RESTO.PARIS a créé un modèle équitable avec une juste répartition de la valeur ajoutée et
propose une alternative socialement et écologiquement vertueuse aux plateformes de
livraison”. In addition, its “fair” dimension is well represented by the couriers/riders
compensation, which differ from the unicorn model since workers are paid by hour (from 16
to 18 euros per hour) and the commission charged to the restaurants is lower.
4.2.6.1 Regulatory dimension
As in the other case of alternative platform cooperatives it is possible to say that the
understanding of the Resto.Paris’ regulatory dimension is based upon the general principles
set up by the International Co-operative Alliance Statement of Co-operative Identity. It is
possible to say that the Resto.Paris’ regulatory dimension involve at least three levels: the
internal governance of the platform and the governance of the wider network of cooperative
CoopCycle; the framework that regulate the cooperatives and the social and solidarity-based
economy; the local government commitment. In fact, regarding the latter point it is worth to
highlight the local authority involvement, supporting the project with a grant of 30,000 euros.
However, a better analysis of the Resto.Paris regulatory dimension requires a look on the
recent participatory budgeting experiments, since the Coopcycle project (one of the three
actors that realize Resto.Paris) was financed through this participatory practice. Concerning
the internal governance, it is important to highlight the proposition the proposal of a Chart
which outline the main pillars to join the platforms:
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https://resto.paris/fr/a-propos.
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Figure 4-4 - Resto.Paris’ Chart146
Another type of regulation – in this case regarding the restaurateurs which want join
Resto.Paris - is the platform co-op's economic model, which is organized on two interrelated
levels: the “entry” ticket and the “click & collect”. The former has the following logic: if the
restaurateurs is labelled Ecotable, the entry ticket is for free. Otherwise, the cost is 250 euros,
which is aimed to analyze the restaurateurs’ practice and verify the compliance to the
Resto.Paris’ Chart. The second level show the distribution of the amount of the order: the
92,7% is held by the restaurants, while the remaining 7,2% is held by the platform to the
maintenance operations and the development of new services.
4.2.6.2 Participatory dimension
To better grasp the Resto.Paris participatory dimension is important to keep in mind its
network nature, since was made up by a plurality of civil society’s actors, that is Coopcycle,
Olvo and Écotable, all marked by ethical and fair vision of work and economy. More
specifically, the first two are a federation of cooperatives and a cooperative respectively, while
the latter is an association. Thus, the participatory dimension is clearly entangled with the
principles that move the cooperative ecosystem. Furthermore, it is worth to evidence that the
network Coopcycle is a project developed in 2017 through the Paris’ participatory budgeting
mechanism. According to the official website, Coopcycle’s governance is defined as
democratic since couriers can decide together on important internal topic, such as: the
contribution's level of everyone according to its juridical status (cooperative, association,
institutional entity); The funds allocation; The pay scheme to provide services147. The figure xx
shows the Coopcycle’s funding structure. As reported in the official website, “The pooled
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https://resto.paris/en/about-us
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https://coopcycle.org/en/federation/.
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services are funded by cotisation. The cotisation rate and the funds gathered are
democratically managed by members. Thus, the couriers get back the control over their
professional activity and working tools”.

Figure 4-5 - Coopcycle’s Funding structure148
4.2.6.3 Technological dimension
The Resto.Paris websites’s interface is clear and user friendly, reporting all the information
regarding the platform’s “philosophy”, the policies on fee and its repartition between
restaurateurs and platform and the differences with the unicorn/traditional model. The
technological approach reflects the openness of the cooperative dimension. In fact, the
development and maintenance of the platform is managed by the “Fédération de coopératives
de livraison à vélo”, although its technological strategy is not based on an open-source code.
CoopCycle defines its software as a digital common aimed to empower couriers and workers.
The technological architecture (API – website – App) has been designed to provide a complete
connection system that allows workers to control the platforms for which they are working
for (in our case Resto.Paris)149.
The last version of the license is called Coopyleft and “ensures that the companies using the
CoopCycle's software comply with the following rules: using a cooperative model in which
workers are employees; fitting with the definition of social economy actors as defined by the
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Source: https://coopcycle.org/en/federation/.
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https://budgetparticipatif.paris.fr/bp/jsp/site/Portal.jsp?page=idee&campagne=D&idee=2143.
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European Union”150. Although the code is available on Github, not anyone can use it for
commercial purpose: this strategy is designed to promote the spread of Copyleft license,
which ensures that the companies using the CoopCycle's software comply with two main
rules: using a cooperative model in which workers are employees and fitting with the
definition of social economy actors as defined by European Union151.
4.2.6.4 Lesson learned in context
Resto.Paris represents an interesting case of platform co-op committed in eco-responsible
delivery offer. In fact, beside the attention to fair and ethical dimensions of working
conditions, as well as the not-for-profit logic inherent to cooperativism, the environment
sustainability is pivotal for the Resto.Paris project.
In addition, it is a good lens through which analyze the network organization of an alternative
platform model, involving a plurality of public and private actors, such as the local authority
(which financed the project with 30,000 euros), other platform co-ops and association
(Coopcycle, Olvo and Écotable), each one with a specific role for developing and make
available the services. In particular, it is worth to highlight that the Coopcycle project was
financed by Paris’ participatory budgeting in 2017, thus the local authority’s democratic
innovation played an important role in this regard.
In conclusion, it is possible to read the Resto.Paris experience and its governance as an
attempt to propose an alternative model to the unicorn one, enhancing the ethical and fair
dimension through a reappropriation of technology and with the involvement of the local
authority, in a network organization.

4.2.7 Tallinn: HopKids
Tallinn's case focuses on the trajectory of a local startup called Hopkid152 that has launched a
lean platform for ride-sharing that aims to have a significant social impact on child safety and
care. This case, suggested by the authors of the Tallinn city report (Leuphana University of
Lüneburg 2020), can be considered as a lens to find out how local and national public
authorities and the entire socio-technical ecosystem of the city promote digital social
innovation with different tools from those explored in other cases. HopKid has, indeed, been
developed thanks to the support of several private and public-private initiatives and
institutions aimed at promoting the digital innovation system of Tallinn and Estonia in general,
and passed through several hackatons, startup incubators, showcases for investors, etc.
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https://coopcycle.org/en/software/#digital-common.
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https://coopcycle.org/en/software/.
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https://hopkid.ee/index.html
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HopKid, run by the homonymous startup, is a lean platform that offer ride sharing services
specifically dedicated to children, introducing tighter safety requirements than other ridesharing platforms (such as Blablacar), including in particular a check on the criminal records of
potential drivers and a153 light reputational system. In fact, it should be possible to use the
platform to support the planning of transport services within communities and groups with
pre-existing offline relationships. “Developed and driven by the community to ensure that the
trust factor runs across all the people who use this service. HopKid is not an Uber for kids,
HopKid does not hire drivers. The parents or caregivers initiate the rides or ride with others
whom they trust to give the ride”154. In addition, HopKid integrates the offer of child transport
services with shipping and delivery services for food and other commodities.
The narrative underlying the platform is based on the idea that every parent is already a child
driver, accustomed not only to driving but also to all the complementary attention that is
required when passengers are children. As a result, it is possible to use this experience and
these soft skills to have additional income and at the same time help the parenting community
that uses the HopKid service155.
4.2.7.1 Regulatory dimension
The regulatory dimension of this case is relatively limited, as there is no direct involvement of
urban authorities in regulating the use of this service in the city. Moreover, as already
highlighted in the city profile, although most initiatives might take place in Tallinn, their scope
covers Estonia as a whole, further limiting the regulatory function of the city that is often
directly covered by the national authorities (Leuphana University of Lüneburg 2020)
Looking instead at the regulatory framework of the company, it is worth pointing out that
HopKid seems to have benefited from the different incentives put in place by the city's
institutional system to promote the digital innovation sector and attract investment capital.
In particular, Hopkid is one of the winners in 2019 of an important challenge (Ajujaht) that
annually rewards funding and support for business development for innovative startups156.
This challenge, from which successful lean platforms such as Taxify/Bolt were launched, is
supported by several public authorities including the city of Tallinn itself. The team has also
been selected by the startup incubator of the Tallinn Technopole to take part to a training
programme defined “startup academy”157.
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https://www.blablacar.com/
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https://gust.com/companies/hopkid
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https://eestilapsed.ee/uus-nutikas-lapse-soidutamise-ja-saatmise-teenus-hopkid-intervjuu
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https://www.ajujaht.ee/en/season-2018-2019/top-10-ideas/
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4.2.7.2 Participatory dimension
Hopkid's participatory dimension can be understood on two layers:
1) The larger layer concerns the community of users, who are an effective example of what
the literature calls prosumers. Indeed, the premise from which Hopkid's idea moved is that
parents are implicitly drivers, having to take care of the transport of their children, and that
this ability (of driving and at the same time taking care of children) can be put at the service
of the community and possibly generate forms of supplementary income. There is a certain
ambiguity between language that evokes a mutualistic relationship between members of the
Hopkid community and the attempt to generate economic value and professionalize the
activity of drivers. The pricing system appears very rigid and predefined by the platform itself,
without there being a possibility for direct negotiation between (parents) drivers and (parents
of) passengers.
2) The second layer, which is much less inclusive, regards the active engagement of the group
of founders in the startup environment, for which it seems that they took part to several
hackatons and challenges aimed at raising funds and promote their social-impact business
idea158.
4.2.7.3 The Technological dimension
From a technological point of view the app and a significant part of the website are developed
in proprietary language or in any case there is no information related to the language used to
develop the code nor any part of it is published in public repositories.
Perhaps the most critical element from the technological point of view is the way in which the
personal data collected are managed which seems not completely compliant with the GDPR
prescriptions. In fact, being a service that is low on building trustworthy and transparent
relationships, users are asked for extremely sensitive data such as criminal records,
photographs etc. This data collection is handled via google form with a poor information sheet
(see: Figure 4-6 – Hopkid’s registration form for drivers), even though some additional
information is available on the main privacy policy published elsewhere in the main website.
Several challenges remain related to the fact that the transport service involves minors. This
adds an additional level of complexity in the management of personal data that would require
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See for example https://www.ajujaht.ee/en/season-2018-2019/top-10-ideas/,
https://gust.com/companies/hopkid/business_details, https://angel.co/company/hopkid
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ad hoc technological solutions adequate to guarantee anonymity and protection of the
collected data.

Figure 4-6 – Hopkid’s registration form for drivers
4.2.7.4 Lessons in context
The central issue in this case concerns the difficult balance between the will of creating a
service platform with a social impact and the use of organizational forms, business models
and technological solutions that are an integral part of the approaches and methods typical of
unicorn platforms.
The contradictions that are detectable in this case are particularly visible in the technological
choices and in the data management policies, and it is possible to draw a link with the visions
underlying the technological ecosystem that characterizes the city.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report is structured in three key steps.
First of all, we tried to develop our own vocabulary to deal with the relationship between the
governance of cities, the digital transformation of urban societies, and the challenges posed
by the rapid spread of sectoral and lean platforms that have a relevant impact on the
production and use of urban space, as well as on the life of its inhabitants. The core
assumption of this research is that the study of possible examples of urban governance of the
platforms’ activity requires to observe their interplay with the broader urban digital
ecosystem where these take place. Only in this manner, it would be possible to identify
context-related dependencies and enablers of democratic and innovative policies and
practices and technological agency, and eventually generalize findings and practices and
recommend their dissemination and replication in new contexts.
In this perspective, in Chapter 2 we revised the scientific literature for main open questions
around the concepts that underlie the notion of "Governance of urban digital ecosystem". On
this basis, we identified three macro-variables: lenses to study and observe how cities are
dealing with the governance of their digital ecosystem and what is their actual possibility to
influence and steer the way in which sectoral service platforms are affecting urban life. These
three variables have been described as:
I.
II.

III.

Regulatory Frameworks: The actual regulatory powers attributed to the cities through
which they can indirectly or directly regulate the activities of lean sectoral platforms.
Urban Public sphere: the way in which the urban political spaces are opened to noninstitutional actors and their potential to become arenas for a public debate and
negotiation over the regulation and use of service platforms in the city.
Urban Technological Agency: the way in which the urban authority and the local
society can define their own digital transformation and innovation strategy and their
capacity to subject technological choices to political objectives.

In Chapter 3 we used these three macro-variables to describe the seven cities of PLUS,
feeding the key indicators with secondary data collected and mapped either from other PLUS´
deliverables, or from differentiated statistical sources, or else from pre-existing scientific
research. Chapters 6.1 and 6.2 include an extensive review of all the indicators and data used
to analyse the seven cities of PLUS. In this manner we tried to apply a common framework to
enable a possible comparison between the cities. It is important to highlight that the city
profiles do not aim to assess the quality of innovation policies nor to measure the
performance of the urban authorities in governing digital transformation processes. Rather,
they should be intended more loosely, as indicators of a potential room for manoeuvre for
the cities. Figure 5-1 provides an evocative picture of the results of this work; it is useful also
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to observe the different potential between the cities that varies significantly from one case to
another.

Technological Agency

Regulatory
Frameworks

Participatory Sphere

Barcelona

Berlin

Bologna

Lisboa

London

Paris

Tallinn

Figure 5-1 - Governance of urban digital ecosystem: room for manoeuvre

In Chapter 4 we analysed one case for each city selected from projects, policies, and
experiments of alternative instrumentalization of sectoral platforms, including cases of
platform coops in the same sectors that are covered by big unicorns, neo-municipal strategies
aimed at enforcing technological sovereignty, digital start-ups with relevant social impact, etc.
The extreme variety of the cases covered has been somehow made comparable by the
adoption of a common analytical framework that was built around the usual triad. Indeed,
cases have been described and analysed considering their regulatory dimension, the kind of
actors engaged and the related decisional setting, and the way in which technologies were
used, developed, and conceived. Finally, all cases have been discussed “in context” trying to
draw a brief interpretation of the context-related dependencies.
In this final chapter we will present the conclusions keeping the same approach and the same
lenses of observation that characterized the whole report, focusing respectively on the pure
regulatory dimension, on the way in which the urban public sphere is getting transformed by
platforms, and on the features of urban digital transformation in European cities and its
interplay with sectoral service platforms.
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5.1 Experimenting innovative regulatory frameworks
The regulatory dimension was expected to play a major role in the analysis, which focuses on
the role of urban authorities in promoting innovative forms of platform economy governance.
In fact, on the one hand the powers and responsibilities attributed to cities represent an
enabling pre-condition with respect to possible interventions. On the other hand, it is the
same administrative and political logic and culture of each city that in most of the cases
studied have influenced the type of regulatory and administrative tools which have been put
in place by urban authorities to mitigate the impact of lean sectoral platforms and promote
the growth of alternative practices and models.
In theory, we could assume that the urban contexts where administrative decentralization has
gone further (either for historical reasons - as in the case of Berlin - or because of more recent
reforms, as in the case of Bologna or Lisbon), are those where urban authorities have the
greatest room for manoeuvre. If this assumption is also confirmed by the case studies
contained in this report, several recommendations for the regulatory level also in other cities
can be drawn.

5.1.1 To tackle long term challenges, trans-scalar institutional collaboration is
required
Even in cases where decentralization and administrative autonomy are most pronounced (e.g.
Berlin, London), competences on labour organization and forms of taxation remain shared
with national/federal institutions, which, in turn, are conditioned by international institutions
and treaties limiting the room for manoeuvre at federal or national level (Fumagalli et al. 2021;
Tullini and Donini 2019). Under this perspective, an active trans-scalar collaboration involving
the different levels of government seems to be a precondition for implementing strategies to
mitigate the impact of platforms on labour conditions, as well as for deploying a wide-ranging
strategy for taxing the profits of sectoral platforms which could act as a cornerstone for the
redesign of welfare systems. All the seven cities studied by PLUS are part of metropolitan
areas which bear part of the negative externalities of the platforms’ activity, which instead
are concentrated in the city centers. We can think, for example of the massive commuting of
drivers and riders coming to work in the city centers from rural municipalities. Examples are
drivers in Lisbon recruited from rural municipalities, reported in PLUS´ deliverable D2.3
(Altenried et al. 2021)., or the case of HopKid, a platform providing services of children
transportation targeting the population living in periurban rural areas in Estonia (cfr. 4.2.7).
Also in other highly "platformized" industries such as tourism and city logistics, municipal
policies targeted at platforms can impact on the broader metropolitan area.
In this perspective, this study suggests that metropolitan authorities – intended as
administrative jurisdictions that include an urban region extended above the administrative
boundaries of its main cities/most urbanized part – can play a relevant role in enforcing
regulations on platforms. In our sample of cities, London and – even more - Berlin are
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characterized by a strong urban-regional authority (which is consistent with the territorial
extension of these cities). In Berlin, that kind of authority made it possible to implement a
strong regulation limiting the offer of short-rental in the city through the so-called
“misappropriation ban” (cfr. 3.2.1). This prevented the risks of “spillover” effects that can
occur when similar limitations are implemented by urban authorities with smaller
administrative jurisdictions (as in the case of Lisbon, cfr. 4.2.4).
The cases presented seem to suggest that stronger regional-metropolitan authorities are
capable to increase territorial and social cohesion and promote intermunicipal cooperation
(ESPON 2021), and, for this reason, should be considered a relevant institutional actor to be
engaged in a trans-scalar cooperation setting.

5.1.2 Infra-municipal bodies as mitigators of proximity conflicts and actors of
regulation enforcement
With respect to the possible role of infra-municipal bodies, the local institutional framework
and the tradition of the same districts, wards, parishes, etc. (whose competences and
responsibilities vary decisively in the seven cases considered) remains very relevant. Anyway,
in some cases infra-municipal institutional bodies (i.e., parishes, districts, wards, etc.) can
play an important role in particular by monitoring and supporting the enforcement of
regulations in the field, and by opening-up spaces to negotiate and settle proximity conflicts.
In fact, the sectoral platforms studied in PLUS have a direct impact on the uses of urban
space, and in particular of public space, that generate conflicts between groups of
inhabitants with different interests and different conceptions and perceptions of the spaces
where they live. The most self-explanatory examples are the common conflicts between
inhabitants and tourists that generate an increase in the cost of access to housing, or the
conflict between UBER and traditional taxi drivers for the access to reserved parking areas or
preferential lanes (many other examples could be given).
These kinds of tensions tend to increase conflicts, where urban authorities are often referred
to as mediators and negotiators. In this case, especially in cities with a large extension, the
role of infra-municipal institutions may be important, as evidenced by the cases of Lisbon
(cfr. 4.2.4.1), where freguesias (the former parishes, which have become sub-municipal
institutions directly elected by residents) not only proved to have a more realistic
understanding of the state of the short-term rental offer than the municipal administration
(which based its vision on incomplete data, often biased by the fact of been filtered by real
estate players), but they were also legitimate actors in the process of defining the so-called
“containment zones”.
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5.1.3 Cities can exercise soft power, as promoting and incentivizing voluntary
self-regulations (also referring to the Chart model developed by PLUS)
This report generally confirmed what was already clear in the Deliverable 1.1 of PLUS on legal
frameworks (Tullini and Donini 2019): cities have none, or very limited, capacity to intervene
directly in the domain of labour law, establishing economic standards or rules for platform
labour relations carried out in the city. In this perspective, what we just wrote in favour of
trans-scalar alliances between different governmental authorities – including the national, the
regional, and the European scales – also covers the issue of directly regulating labour.
Nonetheless, cities can potentially exercise a kind of soft power toward platforms and
promote regulatory frameworks to which urban actors of the platform economy can
voluntarily adhere. This is the case, for example, of the “Chart of digital workers’ rights in the
urban context” promoted by the city of Bologna (cfr. 3.3.1.2). This chart requests signatories
to support and apply several principles aimed to ensure fair working conditions for platform
workers, and targets directly sectoral platforms. In a sense, the experimentation of "Consegne
Etiche" (cfr. 4.2.3) also had similar characteristics of voluntary agreement in exchange for
incentives and opportunities. While in the case of Bologna this path reached limited results,
and the number of commercial actors who have joined the experiment has been low and
limited to actors who have a direct relationship with the territory, this type of instrument may
be strengthened by the adoption of economic or fiscal incentives. In any case, it can be used
in combination with other initiatives in sectors where local authorities have greater powers.
The Chart on Digital Workers Rights published in D 5.1 of PLUS and developed by the Open
University of Catalunya together with other PLUS partners represents a reference model for
the development and experimentation of new local agreements in other cities (Universitat
Oberta de Catalunya 2021). Finally, it can be stressed that these agreements could profitably
make explicit reference to the “Charter of Principle for Good Platform Work” which was
autonomously proposed and signed by the CEOs of several major platforms (including Uber,
Deliveroo and Cabify) during the Davos economic Forum in January 2020159.
If on the one hand the fragility of the very instrument of the voluntary charter of intent (which
exposes itself to the risk of fairwashing by the platforms160) is evident, on the other hand the
cities could support the enforcement of this type of agreements with monitoring and
assessment activities.

159

See: https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-charter-of-principles-for-good-platform-work
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5.1.4 Sectoral policies
Cities could be entrusted with a variety of competences and direct responsibilities for
industries, where the platforms operate, in order to influence enterprise and labour
conditions and – more in general – the way in which the platforms activities affect and
transform the use of the urban space. The Deliverable 3.1, another report of PLUS developed
in parallel to this one, is devoted to the in-depth analysis of sectoral policies at different
institutional scales (Haidinger, Schörpf, and Saupe 2021), providing insights and policy
recommendations on all sectors targeted by PLUS. In this report, we focused on the policy
areas of Tourism and Mobility, that not only can be directly related to three out of the four
platforms studied in PLUS (Uber, Deliveroo and Airbnb), but are also competences that are
commonly attributed to cities in most of the EU countries.
5.1.4.1 Consolidating patterns of regulation of short-term rental
With the exception of Tallinn, all PLUS cities have been introducing some kind of regulation
for short-term rentals, including the following initiatives:
-

-

-

The registration on an official ledger of the city that act as a “license” to deliver shortrental services. Usually, this registration requires to fulfill several conditions that vary
in each city.
The definition of quotas for short term rental offer, either at city level or at
neighborhood level (cfr. the case “containment zones” in Lisbon in 4.2.4).
The clear distinction between different types of rental relations (short term vs
residential) and the interdiction or the limitation to use private premises for shortterm rentals (cfr. the Misappropriation Ban Act in Berlin in 3.2.1.3).
Other norms aimed at limiting the concentration of listings to a small number of
operators.

The case of Lisbon highlighted how difficult the enforcement of some of these norms is.
Through a timely and proper transmission of data regarding listings and the active
collaboration of platform themselves, enforcement could be significantly increased. Such
transmission of data needs to be properly implemented, especially to reduce the negative
effects of “multi-app” practices (listing the same car or the same apartment in different apps
at the same time) which can duplicate data and make control of real market-dynamics more
difficult. Agreements have been concluded (in this perspective) in some sectors, even at EU
level: for example, in March 2020 EUROSTAT signed a collaboration agreement with
Tripadvisor, Airbnb, Booking and other players – to better articulate data gathering on shortterm rentals. But at the local level there is still much to do for making collection and
understanding of data more realistic and refined.
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5.1.4.2 Integrating platform for passenger transport into public transportation strategies
While in most countries the legislation governing passenger transport platforms is under the
responsibility of national governments, cities have a direct responsibility for the organization
and management of public transport services. Among these competences there is sometimes
the possibility of limiting or controlling the access to licenses of passenger transport that, as
for example in the case of London (cfr. 4.2.5), can become a tool to control platforms´ activity
in this sector.
In addition to this opportunity to directly control the activity of passenger transport platforms,
cities could explore the possibility to regulate them at a higher level within the framework
of the planning of the urban public transport system. In fact, in particular in cities with less
efficient public transport systems (as for example in the case of Lisbon) the use of platform
transport services is understood a non-competitive but complementary element, together
with other platform-based micro-mobility services (bike rental, scooters, scooters, etc.) that
have become increasingly widespread in the urban space. On the downside, the offer of such
commercial services of public mobility like Uber, despite their supposed “sustainability”, has
led to conflicts and inconveniences in cities and can contribute to increasing congestion if
public mass transport remains underdeveloped (Haidinger, Schörpf, and Saupe 2021, 104).
In this perspective, many EU cities are exploring the possibility of institutionalizing an
integrated offer of mobility services. This strategy is defined by the acronym of MaaS
(Mobility as a Service), understood as “the integration of existing and new mobility services
into one single digital platform, providing customized door-to-door transport and offering
personalized trip or packages planning and payment options” (Murati 2020).
Regarding this option (which is also discussed in the cities studied by PLUS) it is worth
discussing a risk and an opportunity.
The risk concerns the way in which personal data is stored and managed across platforms
(cf. 5.3.1). Indeed, such an initiative – to be ethically sustainable - should be managed carefully
under the responsibility of the urban public authority which should be the data controller and
draw very accurately the relationship with third parties entrusted with data processing
functions (i.e. providers of commercial public transport services).
The opportunity is instead the possibility to combine the use of the MaaS service with a series
of conditions that would allow cities to have a strong leverage to regulate the platformbased passenger transport sector by inserting, for example, incentives and limitations that
can also intervene on labour conditions.
Whether this strategy can work out will depend on the performance and usability of a
potential MaaS platform (managed by the urban authority) in comparison with the
performance of platforms managed directly by commercial service providers, who in return
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would have to agree to carry out their service without obtaining access to the personal data
of passengers – what represents an important element of their core business.
5.1.4.3 Considering platform dimension in touristic and territorial marketing strategy
Many of the city-portraits show clearly that the most intense conflicts and the more negative
effects that sectoral platforms have generated in cities are related to those which
experienced an explosion of tourism in recent years (especially Lisbon, Barcelona and Berlin).
In fact, it is in these cities that the platform economy has generated tensions and conflicts not
only in the consolidation of labour relations, but also - and above all - between different ways
of living and using urban space, with reference to both private (with the conflict related to the
growth of real estate values and rental costs) and public dimensions (with the different uses
of transportation services and the occupation of public land). It is evident that platforms are
drivers of tourism expansion, which - in turn - can become a catalyst of platform service offer,
thus accelerating disruptive effects. Moreover, it is possible to infer a direct correlation
between the growth in short-term rental supply and private passenger transport offer that
acts as a further accelerator of conflicts. For avoiding the creation of vicious-circle dynamics,
a thorough intervention of public authorities is a fundamental requirement.
In summary, the development and management of tourism and territorial marketing
strategies shall consider the acceleration and multiplication effects that platforms can
generate as a central element. Platform’s activities impact in a more radical way on a variety
of policy areas, including housing policies, road safety, quality of public transport, and - in
short - all those policy domains that, if treated individually, do not have the power and means
to intervene against the negative consequences of platform-boosted tourism.

5.1.5 Exploring innovative strategies for direct taxation of platform profits and
redistribution to the urban space where wealth is generated
The starting point of our reflection is that, since a large part of the profits of digital platforms
are generated in the cities, a part of the wealth produced should return to them, also
considering the negative externalities that sectoral platforms generate on urban life. In
principle, there are two main possible approaches to tax value generated by platforms in the
city. Indeed, it is possible to distinguish between (1) the value generated directly, through
the services provided by the platforms in the city, and (2) the value generated indirectly. The
latter is usually attributed to the influence of platforms in increasing real estate values that
results from the processes of urban transformation induced, favored, and accelerated by
platforms. In this second case, we refer to the medium and long-term effects of the
gentrification and touristification processes that have characterized the historical centers of
many of the cities studied by PLUS.
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In these contexts, the increase in real estate values and rents has not produced an increase
in revenues for the cities, even where policies of direct taxation of the real estate are in place.
The reasons underlying this impasse depend, on one hand, on purely political reasons
referable to the influence of real estate capital powers in the political sphere of the city. On
the other hand, they depend on administrative reasons, such as the difficulty of cities in
keeping updated the calculation of cadastral values in strict relation to the pace of the change
in actual market values. In this report, we deliberately left this second topic (indirect value
generation) in the background, as its specific connection with the activity of the platforms is
not easy to identify. Indeed, these trends can be interpreted within the context of long-term
processes of restructuring of global financial capital through real estate investments, which
are not completely - or not exclusively - attributable to the platforms themselves. While urban
studies have addressed in depth the issue of taxation of real estate rents, a real crossfertilization with studies on the economy of platforms is a topic for a research agenda to be
specifically developed in the near future.
Leaving aside the issue of real estate taxation, our research revealed a limited capacity of
cities to intervene directly on the taxation of platforms’ profits and even the case studies in
the seven cities have considered only marginally this issue. According to the research work on
taxation carried out, within PLUS by the BIN team “what we can define as a ‘weak link’ is
precisely the role that cities can play in imagining, innovating, identifying forms of local
taxation of platforms so that a portion of the wealth produced in that particular territory can
return, in the form of public services or measures of local welfare, to the city and to the citizens
of that territory” (Fumagalli et al. 2021, 117).
What is summarized here certainly depends on the limited competences of cities in the field
of taxation, but even the cities with larger room for manoeuvre in this field (Berlin, London,
and - to a lesser extent - Paris) do not seem to have considered properly the possibility of
direct taxation on the profits generated by platforms in cities. Most cities have, indeed,
explored the possibility of taxation within the sectoral regulation of short-term rental (cities
have made agreements with short-term rental platforms such as AIRBNB to assign them the
function of substitute collectors for the tourist tax) and fees for passenger transport licenses
applicable to UBER and similar platforms.
Other hypotheses have been explored by the BIN research team, although not directly
experimented in the seven cities of PLUS (Fumagalli et al. 2021, 118–21). Among those, it is
worth mentioning the possibility of:
-

Establishing tax on advertising for passenger vehicles.
Experimenting a tax on intellectual property rights applied to companies that use
closed algorithms and operate in a municipality, or a specific taxation that takes into
account the creation of data from a specific territory.
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-

Exploring the possibility of introducing a regional or local Web Tax, along the lines of
those proposed by various European countries at national level.

Although experiments of this kind may also have interesting impacts and are worth exploring,
the central issue of local taxation and redistribution of the value produced by platforms
remains an open theme, which requires to be discussed and negotiated at a higher
institutional scale. Considering that cities are the stage of platform activities and the main
subject of their negative externalities, as well as a key player in the enforcement and control
of possible new taxation policies, it is necessary to involve city representatives more
thoroughly in the negotiation tables to be held at a higher level of government.

5.2 Broadening the urban public sphere by engaging with new actors
and topics
The issue of redefining the boundaries of the urban public sphere – and therefore the
engagement of new non-institutional actors in urban governance – has been treated loosely
in this research. We tried to grasp a variety of experiences and methods of active citizenship
with the analytical category "urban public sphere" although we are aware that there are
different academic approaches to explore non-institutional actors' participation in the urban
public sphere. Of course, the issue of interaction between the elected institutions and the
non-institutional actors who populate the city can be understood from different perspectives,
including - for example - the critique to the role that local, national and international economic
interests play in shaping urban politics, developed by urban regimes scholars (see for example
Mossberger and Stoker, 2001; Stone, 1987), or the role assigned to global flows of capitals in
the production of space in the critic brought by scholars of critical urban theory (see for
example Brenner 2009; Marcuse 2009).
In this report we mainly referred to the experiments of broadening the urban governance to
non-institutional actors, which is characterized by 1) taking place in the urban public sphere
(and excluding in this manner all those cases that are not attributable to a public dimension)
and 2) being aimed at making the public sphere more inclusive toward fragile segments of
urban societies. Within these boundaries, we could further distinguish between structured
democratic innovations promoted by the urban authority (with a top-down direction), and
bottom-up initiatives that are carried out by non-institutional urban actors and target the
urban authorities as a key interlocutor.

5.2.1 Integrating platform-related issues in structured (top-down) democratic
innovations can enable alternatives.
In almost all the cities studied, we have been able to observe the existence of structured
democratic innovations and institutional participatory processes, which can be described as
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institutions appositely designed to involve inhabitants in public policy making (Smith 2009). It
is important to remember how an important part of the academy since the time of Shelly
Arnstein (Arnstein 1971) criticizes the limited impact of this type of participatory spaces and
the risks of manipulation by urban authorities that define the methods and the agenda to be
dealt with. More recently, many researchers are concerned about how digital technologies
and the platforms through which these processes are implemented can influence the ways in
which knowledge exchange and deliberation occur (Peixoto and Sampaio 2014; Spada and
Allegretti 2017; Secchi 2020). While we don´t have the space in this report to explore in detail
the conditions and the extent to which a structured participatory process can actually broaden
the urban public sphere with relevant impacts, it is still worth to observe how some of these
participatory venues and spaces can become arenas to discuss topics with direct or indirect
influence on platform activity in the city. For example, the case of Resto.Paris has been
developed also thanks to the public funds obtained through the Participatory Budgeting
process, that has also been a way to increase the visibility of the initiative (cfr. 4.2.6). Also the
case of Consegne Etiche in Bologna (cfr. 4.2.3) relies on the existence of a system of
consolidated settings and institutions that was pre-existing the launch of the initiative, and
that provided a “container” for designing a new service involving several non-institutional
actors. Finally, one step ahead can be represented by the opening of public debate on the
same digital transformation strategies pursued by the cities, where relevant technological
choices with cross-cutting impact on sectoral platforms and platform labour are made.
Inspiring examples in this perspective can be drawn from the case of the debate over the
digital strategy of the city in Berlin (cfr. 3.2.2.2), as well as on the engagement of citizens in
co-designing the DECODE App features in Barcelona (cfr. 4.2.1.2).

5.2.2 Supporting and incentivizing platform coops and other commoning
experiments (bottom-up)
If the problem of top-down participation is the integration of the issues related to the urban
impact of platforms into the agenda of structured participatory settings, in a complementary
fashion urban authorities could support bottom-up experiments of platform coops and
technological conviviality promoted by groups of citizens and characterized by internal
democratic governance. Many of the case studies analyzed in this report are indeed part of
this category, reporting initiatives characterized by the mobilization of groups of inhabitants
to setup commoning and/or mutualistic settings aimed at mitigating disruptive impacts of the
platformization of urban environment by proposing alternatives ethically and economically
sustainable. This is the case with Taxiapp in London (cfr 4.2.5), resto.Paris in Paris (cfr 4.2.6)
and Fairmondo in Berlin (cfr 4.2.2): three cases of platform coops promoting in practice an
alternative to unicorn platforms (in this case in the sectors of personal transportation,
delivery, and marketplace). This report endorses completely the recommendations regarding
the relevance of public policies aimed at the promotion of alternative platforms based on
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democratic governance. In particular, while urban authorities are unlikely to directly tackle
regulatory challenges regarding the legal framework for platform coops, these could
eventually play a supportive role by providing incentives and dedicated funding
opportunities (e.g. civic crowdfunding initiatives) and making available tangibles (e.g. spaces)
and intangibles (e.g. access to digital infrastructures) that could support the consolidation of
territory-based platform coops, conditioning it to the achievement of specific democratic
governance standards.

5.2.3 Co-designing digital participatory tools and instruments
As observed in most of the city profiles, most participatory processes are carried out either
totally through digital platforms or with blended methods. The way in which supporting digital
tools are designed and deployed is not neutral with respect to the engagement capacity as
well as to the same deliberative quality of the debates carried out through these means (Spada
et al. 2018). In order to simplify, these tools shall be inspired by two core principles that
characterize open digital ecosystems: the openness and reusability of knowledge collected
and generated through participatory platforms and the protection of personal data of
participants. The data reported in Table 6-2 show that not all the cities have implemented
technical solutions consistent with such principles, including cases of outsourcing of digital
services for citizen engagement and paradoxical reproduction of extractive mechanisms even
in this domain. Even though the impact on the broader urban digital ecosystem could be
minimal, it is anyway relevant to i) choose technologies that are appropriate to the
universalistic approach of civic participation and capable to ensure proper privacy protection
and ii) engage inhabitants and future users in co-designing and customize the features of
participatory platforms used by the cities. A reference case is the FLOS platform Decidim (cfr.
3.1.2.2), that has been developed (based on pre-existing code) by a group of civic hacktivists
and then “adopted” by the city council of Barcelona and became the cornerstone of any
participatory initiative carried out in the city. In recent years, this platform became a reference
for many European cities and have been also used by the EC to carry out the Conference on
the future of Europe161.

5.2.4 Participation can´t stand without inclusion
In this research we didn´t have the chance to systematically deepen the profile of the urban
subjects actually involved neither in the structured participation processes promoted by the
urban authorities (top-down), nor to analyze the profiles of the protagonists and participants
of forms of mutual organization from below that identify in the city a horizon of action or claim

161

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/collection/open-source-observatory-osor/news/participatory-democracy-throughcollaboration
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(bottom up). However, both the indicators of the inclusivity of the DSI produced by NESTA
and used in city profiles (Figure 6-3 – UPS-2-4 DSI Inclusion), and several examples in the case
studies of Lisbon, Berlin and Barcelona, suggest that the boundaries of the public sphere to
the inhabitants, although formally universalist, remains substantially out of reach of the
social groups that already don't have voice in urban politics. The literature on democratic
innovations has studied and highlighted this problem, which can lead to the paradoxical effect
of strengthening the position of those social actors who already play a prominent role in urban
politics (see for example Font and Navarro 2013; Ganuza and Francés 2012). In addition,
various studies and research projects have proved that the digitization of the public sphere
has further added new challenges to social inclusion and cohesion, limiting or marginalizing
the relational opportunities of those subjects without proper technical skills and not yet
belonging to organized groups and relational networks (Spada et al. 2018). In the perspective
of policy makers, it is relevant to accompany participatory initiatives and engagement policies
with targeted actions aimed at increasing their inclusiveness, either by implementing rules
and methods for participation targeting inhabitants with shorter relational networks or by
providing capacitation opportunities to fill digital skills gaps.

5.3 Steering the digital transformation agenda toward an open and
sovereign urban digital ecosystem
In this report we used the notion of "urban digital ecosystem" to define the set of elements
that determine the field of possible technological choices in the urban environment,
including both tangible elements, such as hardware, sensors, data transmission fibers, etc. but
also - and above all - intangible elements, such as software, their development languages,
licenses, methods, skills and, last but not least, technological cultures. Sectoral platforms (as
those researched in PLUS, cfr. 2.1.2) are building blocks of this ecosystem, where they play a
dual role: (1) on the one hand they introduce and reproduce a value-production model based
on the commodification of the data provided by their users, which allows them to offer a
competitive and tailor-made service of potential customers, as well as to feed data-based spin
off services; (2) on the other hand, their efficiency and the way in which they operate in a
given urban context depend on how the higher-level technological infrastructures that
represent the framework of the urban digital ecosystem are configured.
In this report, the topic of the technological sovereignty of cities has appeared increasingly
relevant, understood as the capacity to orient technological choices towards political
objectives. This includes the key-choices related to the management of personal data and
the intellectual property of the knowledge produced by the inhabitants, their organizations
and their institutions. In recent years, local policymakers often faced the challenges of
governing digital transformation, which is very often steered by the offer of technological
solutions and innovations that the market makes available, and which are generally supported
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by powerful economic transnational interests. It is clear that, for facing this kind of pressures,
urban authorities alone, even when they show political will, are in practice unable to govern
digital transformation based on political arguments; and they are also limited in carrying out
technological controversies and choosing between possible alternatives. Therefore, the
possibility of conceiving (even before implementing) a possible digital transformation agenda
capable to condition the practices of commodification of data and knowledge collected and
aggregated in platforms, presupposes an active involvement of the social and economic actors
that contribute to shape the urban social fabric.

5.3.1 Deploying and making accessible open and sovereign technological
infrastructures enable the possibility to develop platform alternatives
As reported in most of the case studies presented in Chapter 4, the possibility of implementing
(or even just conceiving) configurations of sectoral platforms that are alternative to those
proposed by the platform Unicorns studied in PLUS, depends - to a large extent - on the
existence of enabling technological infrastructures. In order to be truly enabling, these
infrastructures must incorporate into their code some key principles which can pave the way
to the collaboration and cooperation between urban social and economic actors.
The two key principles here recommended are the use of the FLOS approach and
technological sovereignty162.
The first refers to the possibility of accessing and reusing the code of technological artifacts
(software and hardware) and, above all, of the data produced by the public administration. It
can be pursued, on the one hand, through the adoption of open licenses and, on the other, by
the implementation of sharing and collaboration practices in development and maintenance
of codes and databases managed by the public administration. Indeed, the promotion of the
open digital system certainly requires active collaboration by the business actors of the local
digital economy, but it can already receive a strong boost from the choices of local authorities
in the management of their internal and public services. The cases of the digital ecosystems
of Berlin, Barcelona and Tallinn are examples of consistency in adopting FLOS principles,
while in other cities less coherent strategies seem to coexist.
However, the debate ongoing in the city of Barcelona (cf. 4.2.1) and the contradictions found
in the analysis of the urban digital ecosystems of the seven cities, suggest that the opening of
technological data and artifacts is – per se - not sufficient to enable public value generation in
urban digital ecosystems. To the contrary, economic actors with higher scale and

162

We prefer to use the definition of Free, Libre and Open Source (FLOS) to keep together the principles of accessibility to
code or data, and its reusability, which are sometimes misunderstood when used separately in Information Technology´s
literature. See for example the point made by Stallman (Stallman 2007)
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computational capacity are able to maximize the economic exploitation of open data to the
detriment of the local economic system, sometimes even with risks for the privacy of
inhabitants. For this reason, it is recommended to always consider the shaping and
consolidation of “open government” strategies in relation to the “technological sovereignty”
of cities. This latter notion, more recent and less consolidated than the previous one, can be
understood as the capacity to orient technological choices towards political objectives,
including the key choices regarding the management of personal data and the intellectual
property of the knowledge collected and produced by the inhabitants, their organizations, and
their institutions, through the delivery of public services. In this perspective, the exploration
of forms of data commoning (cfr. 4.2.1.4) represents a promising path although - at the
moment – it is still highly experimental in practice. In fact, it is both capable of ensuring the
privacy of individuals and - at the same time - to make available raw materials for the
generation of public value through the development of new services based on commons.

5.3.2 Digital literacy as an enabler and multiplier of digital social innovation
We observed significant discrepancies related to the levels of digital literacy and
collaborative culture of the inhabitants in the seven cities explored in PLUS. It is not possible
to carry out an updated co-variant analysis on the datasets that we have created (ANNEX I),
but it is plausible that this variable is one of the most influential on the possibility of
developing, adapting and upscaling digital innovations in general, and platform alternatives in
particular.
This is certainly a generalization, but from the analysis conducted, the possibility of developing
successful digital service in cities such as Berlin, Paris, or Barcelona, also depends on the
extensive dissemination of digital skills and collaborative culture in the population, and in
particular in the working body of public and private organizations that play an active role in
the digital system of the city (cfr. Figure 6-7 – UTA-2-2-1 People with tertiary education and/or
employed in STEM sectors). This assumption seems also confirmed by the results of the
research carried out by PLUS´ partners of FORBA that, based on the results of an extensive
online survey, concludes that there is “evidence for platforms indeed depending on the digital
literacy of potential customers to have a chance of winning them over” (Haidinger, Schörpf,
and Saupe 2021, 28).
Several are the elements which influence the dissemination of digital skills, including average
education levels and age of the urban population, access to hardware and physical connection
infrastructures, training opportunities as well as the presence of secondary and tertiary
educational paths in STEM disciplines, etc. While it is evident that only a small part of these
elements is under the direct control of urban authorities, it is nevertheless true that a
coherent strategy also in terms of the dissemination of open digital cultures can be
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developed and carried out, both through the definition of an adequate training offer and
through the provision of consistent FLOS services and tools.
The recent experience during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic emergency, where a series
of interactions previously managed in-person had (at least temporarily) to be shifted on digital
media, revealed the lack of preparation of educational institutions as well as public authorities
(local and not only) in offering non-proprietary solutions. This transformation has increasingly
forced millions of people to use commercial telecommunications services that are not always
able to guarantee adequate compliance with GDPR requirements. While the emergency
condition may justify this missed opportunity, the urban authorities and the city's educational
institutions could take the chance to build a new toolbox geared towards the expansion of
an open and sovereign digital ecosystem.

5.3.3 Promoting an open digital economy can incentivize the creation of public
value.
If digital literacy is a crosscutting enabling factor, it can also perform as a prerequisite for
expanding the room for manoeuvre of an open digital economy. In fact, the development and
offer of platform-services alternative to platform Unicorns, possibly based on the FLOS
paradigm (as well as brand new services), requires a demand which is capable to use such
services, and even to give value to positive externalities that they can bring. Of course, this is
not a sufficient condition, because, as made evident by the Fairmondo example (cfr. 4.2.2),
even where the local society has high levels of digital literacy and widespread awareness and
a deep-rooted FLOS culture, the possibility to compete with the economies-of-scale of
platform Unicorns remains a challenging goal. In addition to the challenges of scaling up, the
lack of access to funding opportunities remains the main obstacle to the growth of
innovative companies and, in particular, of platform coops.
Each country regulates the possible forms of innovative business in a different manner, and
this kind of regulatory prerogative is usually a national-level competence. Anyway, most cities
(at least in our sample composed of national and provincial capitals) are actively engaged in
promoting the urban economic development and, in particular, the digital innovation sector.
The most common leverages used by cities are the offer of incentives, free access to
technological infrastructures, working spaces (see for example Tallin’s Technopole),
sometimes even direct grants, and - in general - the contact opportunities between venture
capitals and innovation entrepreneurs: hackatons, startup accelerators incubators, impact
investment initiatives, civic crowdfunding etc. Although this kind of environment often uses
languages and concepts that are derived from FLOS cultures, the cases observed (as
Fairmondo and Hopkid, but also the sectoral platform coops Taxiapp and resto.Paris) seems
to suggest a mismatch between means and ends.
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Indeed, even when the platform services offered by innovative enterprises have a socially
relevant content, adequate attention is not paid to the forms and methods through which
these services are provided, nor to the labour conditions, nor to the impact on the urban space
itself. In this perspective, a relevant recommendation raised by cases’ analysis and addressed
to policy-makers is to try to realign the incentives to enterprises capable of creating public
value with the goal to develop and settle new building blocks of an open urban digital
ecosystem.
On the one hand, active policies to promote economic development could represent an
important leverage, although the capacity for direct intervention can vary from one city to
another. Another strategy to be explored refers to the possibility of leveraging on the public
procurement of cities, attributing priorities to service providers that use technologies and
methods consistent with the principles of sovereignty and openness, as experimented by
Barcelona with the implementation of ethical digital standards in the formulation of public
tendering rules (cfr. 4.2.1.1).

5.4 Designing and implementing digital innovation strategies rests
upon context and time
In conclusion, it is worth to reflect again on the relationship between context and possible
policies and actions to be experimented and consolidated in European cities, with the
objective of governing the transformations induced by sectoral service platforms on the life
of the city where they carry out their activity and, indirectly, on the conditions of platform
labour.
The recommendations exposed hereabove represent a first attempt of generalizing best
practices and open questions that have been observed in the seven cities of PLUS. We believe
that most of the points presented requires to be tailored and customized to become policy
proposals which could be potentially implementable in other contexts. Indeed, not only is
there a significant variety within the sample of the seven cities, but these same territories –
almost all national and regional capitals, high skilled, wealthy and part of international global
networks - compose a sample with a relatively high degree of homogeneity if compared with
the average of European cities.
In this sense, these recommendations should be intended as ideas and suggestions targeting
urban policymakers, but these must be developed and discussed "in context", to be adapted
to the specific challenges of each city. Moreover, it is evident that beyond the legislative
prerogatives of each city, the possibility of successfully implementing a strategy to mitigate
the impact of platforms and to maximize the generation of public value by urban actors
depends on i) the involvement of urban actors themselves in the identification of priority
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challenges and in the co-design of an (open and sovereign) digital innovation strategy and ii)
the possibility to directly discuss relevant technological issues and, where meaningful, to use
consistent technologies to conduct these discussions in a public and accountable manner.
A further element of reflection concerns the time factor, which is very often underestimated
by the gray literature produced by research&innovation projects. In fact, while the possibility
of governing at urban scale the transformations induced by the platforms presupposes, first
and foremost, a series of enabling conditions (legal, political, technological) it is also evident
that the latter could be innovated and consolidated over medium/long-term time frames and
thanks to a continuous approach that often does not coincide with the times of the creation
of political consensus. Also for this last reason, successful strategies are generally those
entrusted not only to policymakers and administrative structures, but those that prove
capable to cross-fertilize in urban societies and entrench in social (digital) practices.
With this in mind, the local SOPOLABs that will be organized by the PLUS project next
November 2021 (cfr. 1.4) - where representatives of the urban authorities of the seven cities,
together with economic and social actors of the territory will find themselves discussing
possible strategies for urban governance of sectoral platforms – could represent an
appropriate setting not only for an assessment of the state of the art, but also to discuss,
develop and set in motion possible future strategies and initiatives.
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6.

TABLES AND CHARTS

In this section we include the summary table and the main charts :

6.1 City Portrait Summary Tables

RF-1 -1

Label

Barcelona

Berlin

Bologna

Regional
Capital in
Federal
State
Weak submunicipal
bodies

City-State

Regional
Capital

National
Capital

National
Capital

National
Capital

National
Capital

Strong submunicipal
bodies
(elected)

Strong
submunicipa
l bodies
(elected)

Strong submunicipal
bodies
(elected)

Strong submunicipal
bodies
(elected)

Weak submunicipal
bodies
(appointed)

Weak submunicipal
bodies
(appointed)

Decentralizatio
nMetropolitan
Authority
Labour
regulation

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes but only
through
advocacy
(soft power)

yes but
only
through
advocacy
(soft
power)

yes but only
through
advocacy
(soft power)

yes but the
competence
is shared with
another
public
authority

yes but the
competence
is shared with
another
public
authority

na

Sectoral Tourism

yes but the
competence
is shared
with
another
public
authority

yes but the
competenc
e is shared
with
another
public
authority
yes, directly

-

yes, directly

yes, directly

yes, directly

Sectoral Urban Mobility

yes but the
competence
is shared
with both
another
public
authority
and a public
agency/utilit
y
yes, but
limited to
touristic tax

yes but the
competenc
e is shared
with
another
public
authority

-

yes but the
competence
is shared with
both another
public
authority and
a public
agency/utility

yes but the
competence
is shared with
a public
agency/utility

yes, directly

yes but the
competence
is shared
with both
another
public
authority
and a public
agency/utilit
y
yes but the
competence
is shared
with a
public
agency/utilit
y

yes,
including
the
possibility
to issue
taxes on
value
production

yes, but
limited to
touristic
tax

yes, including
the possibility
to issue taxes
on value
production

yes, including
the possibility
to issue taxes
on value
production

yes, including
the possibility
to issue taxes
on value
production

Decentralizatio
n - supra city

London

Paris

RF-3-2

RF-3-1

RF-2

RF-1 -3

RF-1 -2

Decentralizatio
n - infra city

Lisbon

RF-4

Taxation

Tallinn

no

Table 6-1. RF - Regulatory Frameworks Summary Table

Label

Barcelona

Berlin

Bologna

Lisbon

London

Paris
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UPS-24

UPS-2-3-3

UPS-2-3-2

UPS-2-3-1

UPS-22-2

UPS-2-2-1

UPS-2-1

UPS-1-3

UPS-1-2

UPS-1-1
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Participatory
Democracy

yes, many

yes, many

yes,
some
case

yes, many

yes, many

yes, many

yes, some
case

Co-design/cocreation

yes, some
case

yes, many

yes,
some
case

yes, but
limited

yes, many

yes, some
case

yes, many

DSI Civil
Society

0.417204

0.590931

na

0.553746

0.609732

0.57882

0.39366

e-participation
tools

yes, unique
or main
channel

yes, several
channels

yes,
unique
or main
channel

yes, several
channels

yes, several
channels

yes, several
channels

yes, several
channels

e-participation
platform

in house

mixed

in house

outsourced

-

in house

outsourced

e-participation
platform Code

FLOSS

mixed

FLOSS

mixed

-

FLOSS

mixed

Digital
interaction
with public
authorities
(last 12
months)
Civic or
political
participation
(last 12
months)

58

59

23

41

63

75

80

22

27

19

24

33

14

14

Social Network
use (last 12
months)

60

51

48

65

73

49

60

0.71423

0.627655

0

0.619213

0.727641

0.603707

0.591646

DSI Inclusion

Table 6-2. UPS – Urban Public sphere Summary Table
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Label
Urban Data
Platform Ownership

Barcelona
in house

Berlin
publicprivatepartnership

Bologna
in house

Lisboa
publicprivatepartnership

London
in house

Paris
in house

Tallinn
na

Urban Data
Platform - Data

data from
public
authority
and related
agencies

data from
public
authority
and related
agencies

data from
public
authority
and related
agencies

data from
public
authority
and related
agencies

data from
public
authority
and related
agencies

data from public
authority and
related agencies

data from
public
authority
and
related
agencies

Urban Data
Platform Licenses

Attribution

Attribution

Attribution

Attribution

Attribution

Attribution+Share
Alike

na

DPO appointed

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

CIO/CDO
appointed

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

UTA-13

93.625

90.125

92.25

95.375

90.5

92

95.875

Digital
Transformation
Networks

4

0

1

4

2

1

1

0.741587

0.59898

0

0.533652

0.749376

0.702665

0.324584

38.3

50.9

29.7

37.3

58

50.2

43.9

0.4008

0.478317

0

0.257025

0.929589

0.601967

0.801782

Internet use
(last 3 M)

94

93

82

85

96

91

90

Purchase
online

63

78

46

47

90

74

68

Selling online

16

29

10

12

30

19

18

DSI
Collaboration

0.803313

0.470434

0

0.448392

0.806994

0.693415

0.16544

GAWC_Score

41.45959

33.30957

17.80172

41.13127

100

70.39267

25.38488

UTA-31-1

UTA-24

UTA-23-3

UTA-23-2

UTA-23-1

UTA-22-2

UTA-2-2-1

UTA-21

User- Centricity
of Public
Services

UTA-14

UTA-12-2

UTA-12-1

UTA-11-3

UTA-1-1-2

UTA-11-1
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DSI
Infrastructure

Persons with
tertiary
education
(ISCED) and/or
employed in
science and
technology 2019
DSI Skills
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UTA-42

UTA-41

UTA-33

UTA-3-2-1

UTA-31-2
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GAWC_Ranking

Added value
from
Knowledge
intensive
sectors (per
capita)
DSI Funding

Beta +

Beta +

Sufficiency

Alpha -

Alpha ++

Alpha +

Sufficiency

970.8672

3133.107

1827.525

1471.055

6984.416

13057.01

2048.616

0.046

0.074

0.035

0.059

0.068

0.079

0.057

PlatformsUnicorns

0.55585

0.350333

0

0.169375

0.606328

0.523744

0.183507

PlatformsAlternative

22

15

24

16

17

17

11

Table 6-3. UTA – Urban Technological Agency Summary Table
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6.2 City Portrait Charts
UPS-1-4 DSI Civil Society
0.70

0.50

0.61

0.59

0.60

0.58

0.55

0.42

0.39

0.40
0.30
0.20

0.10
0.00
Barcelona

Berlin

Lisboa

London

Paris

Tallinn

Figure 6-1 – UPS-1-4 DSI Civil Society 163

UPS-2-3 E-participation intensity
90.00
80.00

Digital interaction with
public authorities (last
12 months)

70.00
60.00

50.00

Civic or political
participation (last 12
months)

40.00
30.00
20.00

Social Network use (last
12 months)

10.00
0.00
Barcelona

Berlin

Bologna

Lisboa

London

Paris

Tallinn

Figure 6-2 – UPS-2-3 E-participation intensity

163

All the indicators labelled as “DSI” are re-elaborated by the authors on top of the data collected within the framework of
the research project ESDII delivered by NESTA in 2018 (https://www.nesta.org.uk/feature/european-digital-socialinnovation-index/). Annex I provides detailed information regarding the sources and genealogy of each indicator. A full
methodology is available here: https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/european-digital-social-innovation-index-methodology/
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UPS-2-4 DSI Inclusion
0.80

0.73

0.71

0.70

0.63

0.62

Berlin

Lisboa

0.60

0.59

Paris

Tallinn

0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
Barcelona

London

Figure 6-3 – UPS-2-4 DSI Inclusion

UTA-1-3 User-Centricity of Digital Public Services
98.00

94.00

95.88

95.38

96.00
93.63
92.25

92.00

92.00

90.50

90.13
90.00

88.50

88.00
86.00
84.00
Barcelona

Berlin

Bologna

Lisboa

London

Paris

Tallinn

EU27 avg

Figure 6-4 – UTA-1-3 User-Centricity of Digital Public Services
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UTA-1-4 International City Networks
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SMARTCMKT

Figure 6-5 – UTA-1-4 International City Networks

UTA-2-1 DSI Infrastructures
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Figure 6-6 – UTA-2-1 DSI Infrastructures
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UTA-2-2-1 People with tertiary education and/or employed
in STEM sectors
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Figure 6-7 – UTA-2-2-1 People with tertiary education and/or employed in STEM sectors

UPS-2-2-2 DSI Skills
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Figure 6-8 – UTA-2-2-2 DSI Skills
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UTA-2-3 Use of Internet (% of population)
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Figure 6-9 – UTA-2-3 Use of Internet
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Figure 6-10 – UTA-2-4 DSI Collaboration
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UTA-3-1 GAWC_Score
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Figure 6-11 – UTA-3-1 GAWC_Score

UTA-3-2-2 Employment in high-tech sectors (% of total
employment)
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Figure 6-12 – UTA-3-2-2 Employment in high-tech sectors
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UTA-3-3 DSI Funding
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Figure 6-13 – UTA-3-3 DSI Funding

UTA-4 Platform Society
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Figure 6-14 – UTA-4 Platform Society
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ANNEX I – METADATA AND GENEALOGY OF DATASET
COD
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QLQT

Type

scale

RF-1 -1

QL

desc

City

2021

QL

desc

City

2021

QL

desc

City

2021

RF-2

Decentralization supra city
Decentralization infra city
Decentralization Metropolitan
Authority
Labour regulation

QL

desc

City

2021

RF-3-1

Sectoral - Tourism

QL

desc

City

2021

RF-3-2

Sectoral - Urban
Mobility
Taxation

QL

desc

City

2021

QL

desc

City

2021

Participatory
Democracy
Co-design/cocreation
DSI Civil Society

QL

desc

City

2021

QL

desc

City

2021

QT

Score

City

2019

UPS-2-1

e-participation
tools

QL

desc

City

2021

UPS-2-2-1

e-participation
platform

QL

desc

City

2021

RF-1 -2
RF-1 -3

RF-4
UPS-1-1
UPS-1-2
UPS-1-3

year

Description

Sources

Describes the relaiton between the city and supramunicipal institutions
Describes the relaiton between the city and inframunicipal institutions
Describes the relaiton between the city and the
metropolitan authority (if existing)

CoR Reports (quoted in the
text)
CoR Reports (quoted in the
text)
CoR Reports (quoted in the
text)

Describes the capacity to directly influence labour
regulation
Describes the competences on Tourism and the
potential impact on platforms' activity
Describes the competences on Urban Mobility and
the potential impact on platforms' activity
Describes the autonomy of the city on taxation
policies
Describes what are the main democratic
innovations ongoing in the city in recent years
Describes what are the main co-design/co-creation
experiments carried out in the city in recent years
Measures the proactive attitude of the civil society
by mixing different indicators (please check
Appendix XX DSI Methodology)
Describes the e-participation tools active on the
city, observing wheter these are integrated in an
unique channel or scattered
Describes the management setting for the eparticipation services (inhouse or outsourced)
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PLUS D3.1 and PLUS city
reports D2.2
PLUS D3.1 and PLUS city
reports D2.2
PLUS D 3.3 and Plus City
Reports D2.2
PLUS D3.1, participedia,
oficina world atlas
Enoll OSM
Nesta EDSI

Analysis of e-participation
services
Analysis of e-participation
services
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UPS-2-2-2

e-participation
platform - Code
Digital interaction
with public
authorities (last 12
months)
Civic or political
participation (last
12 months)

QL

desc

City

2021

QT

%

National
level

2019

QT

%

NUTS2/N
UTS1(Lo
ndon)

UPS-2-3-3

Social Network use
(last 12 months)

QT

%

UPS-2-4

DSI Inclusion

QT

UPS-2-5

Digital Agenda

UTA-1-1-1

Urban Data
Platform Ownership
Urban Data
Platform - Data
Urban Data
Platform - Licenses
DPO appointed
CIO/CDO
appointed

UPS-2-3-1

UPS-2-3-2

UTA-1-1-2
UTA-1-1-3
UTA-1-2-1
UTA-1-2-2

Describes the license of the main e-participation
platform
% of population that interacted via internet with
puplic authorities in the last 12 months

Analysis of e-participation
services
Eurostat - E-government
activities of individuals via
websites [isoc_ciegi_ac]

2017

% of population that used internet to take part to
political/civic activities in the last 12 months

NUTS2/N
UTS1(Lo
ndon)

2017

% of population that used internet to participate in
social network in the last 12 months

score

City

2019

QL

desc

City

2019

QL

desc

City

2021

QL

desc

City

2021

QL

desc

City

2021

QL
QL

Y/N
Y/N

City
City

2021
2021

Measures the proactive attitude of the civil society
by mixing different indicators (please check
Appendix XX DSI Methodology)
Describes whether if there are structured space to
engage inhabitants in technological controversies
with public relevance
Describes the type of urban data platform
implemented by the city and its management
settings (inhouse vs outsourced)
Describe the kind of data made available on the
urban data platform
Describe the (prevailing) license used for data
release
Describe whether if the city has appointed a DPO
Describe whether if the city has appointed a
CIO/CTIO or similar role of technological
transformation manager

Eurostat - Individuals who
used the internet,
frequency of use and
activities [isoc_r_iuse_i]
Eurostat - Individuals who
used the internet,
frequency of use and
activities [isoc_r_iuse_i]
Nesta EDSI
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Analysis of e-participation
services
City Open Data Portal

City Open Data Portal
City Open Data Portal
City Website
City Website
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UTA-1-3

User- Centricity of
Public Services

QT

score

National
level

2019

Measure the attention to the citizen's perspective
in the design and delivery of public services

UTA-1-4

Digital
Transformation
Networks

QT

cardin
al

City

2020

Number of networks to which the city is
associated (limited to international city networks
on technoogical topics)

UTA-2-1

DSI Infrastructure

QT

score

City

2019

UTA-2-2-1

Persons with
tertiary education
(ISCED) and/or
employed in
science and
technology - 2019
DSI Skills

QT

%

NUTS2/N
UTS1(Lo
ndon)

2019

Measures the availability of digital infrastucture to
the inhabitants (please check Appendix XX DSI
Methodology)
% of inhabitants with high technological skills

QT

score

0

2019

UTA-2-3-1

Internet use (last 3
M)

QT

%

NUTS2/N
UTS1(Lo
ndon)

2019

UTA-2-3-2

Purchase online

QT

%

NUTS2/N
UTS1

2019

% of population that used internet to purchase
good/services

UTA-2-3-3

Selling online

QT

%

NUTS2/N
UTS1(Lo
ndon)

2019

% of population that used internet to sell
good/services

UTA-2-2-2

Measures the digital skills of local society by
mixing different indicators (please check Appendix
XX DSI Methodology)
% of population that used internet in last 3 months
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E-Government Benchmark
Survey
http://semantic.digitalagenda-data.eu/dataset/egov
websites of network
considered: OASC, JBS,
GDC, ICC,
SmartCityMarketplace
https://www.nesta.org.uk/f
eature/european-digitalsocial-innovation-index/
Eurostat - HRST by category
and NUTS 2 regions
[hrst_st_rcat]

https://www.nesta.org.uk/f
eature/european-digitalsocial-innovation-index/
Eurostat - Individuals who
used the internet,
frequency of use and
activities [isoc_r_iuse_i]
https://ec.europa.eu/euros
tat/web/productsdatasets/-/isoc_r_blt12_i
Eurostat - Individuals who
used the internet,
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frequency of use and
activities [isoc_r_iuse_i]
https://www.nesta.org.uk/f
eature/european-digitalsocial-innovation-index/
https://www.lboro.ac.uk/ga
wc/

UTA-2-4

DSI Collaboration

QT

score

City

0

UTA-3-1-1

GAWC_Score

QT

score

n/a

2016

UTA-3-1-2

GAWC_Ranking

QL

label

n/a

2020

UTA-3-2-1

Added value from
Knowledge
intensive sectors
(per capita)

QT

€

2018

UTA-3-2-2

Employment in
high-tech sectors
(% of total
employment)
DSI Funding

QT

%

NUTS3/N
UTS2
(Barcelo
na)/NUT
S1(Londo
n)
NUTS2

Measures the proactive attitude of the civil society
by mixing different indicators (please check
Appendix XX DSI Methodology)
Score related to the integration of the city in
global value chains and its attractiveness for
foreign capital investments
Rank related to the integration of the city in global
value chains and its attractiveness for foreign
capital investments
0

0

0

https://ec.europa.eu/euros
tat/databrowser/view/TGS
00039/default/table

QT

score

City

2019

PlatformsUnicorns
PlatformsAlternative

QT

cardin
al
cardin
al

City

2020

https://www.nesta.org.uk/f
eature/european-digitalsocial-innovation-index/
PLUS D1.2

City

2020

Measures the capacity to fund digital
transformation by mixing different indicators
(please check Appendix XX DSI Methodology)
N of Unicorns sectoral platforms detected for each
city
N of sectoral platforms alternative to Unicorns
detected for each city

UTA-3-3

UTA-4-1
UTA-4-2

QT
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https://www.lboro.ac.uk/ga
wc/
Gross value added at basic
prices by NUTS 3 regions
[nama_10r_3gva]
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